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Since Abdal handed me the Cup of Truth
All’s equal—mosque and altar are the same.
I burn, surrendering to Gnostic light.
Palace or ruin—both have equal claim.
*
Thought died, and of me only dust remained.
First I was mud and after fire and flame:
Outside I roasted, inwardly I burned.
Kebab or skewer—both have equal claim.
*
So passed I by a space that formed no place
And walked before a field which had no name,
Perplexed to find creation lacking form.
Exile or homeland—both have equal claim.
*
My passions led me, greed consumed my soul.
Though reasoning spelt Truth, I sank in shame:
A stone could teach me qualities of love.
Qur’an or verses—both have equal claim.
*
Yes, Makhtumkuli lingered at that place
Where sheikhs jumped up to join a dancing game.
The beauty of the One I loved shone forth.
Water or wine—they both have equal claim.
2
In flying close to fire I am aflame,
A moth singed by desire, a lover’s game.
I weep. My body is a coal of shame.
I am a ruin—see, grave-robbers came!—
In exile from all men of honoured name.
*
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I freed my mind and made the world stand back.
Look where you tread. Turn into ashes black,
Fly, fly—and burn, whichever way you tack.
Oh, you must read “ana’l-Hak wa mina ’i-Hak”.
I gulp down wine to try and drown the blame.
*
Folk don’t enjoy me, I don’t them enjoy.
Fire burns! I do not any mirth employ:
I wouldn’t buy this world for gold alloy.
My friends are enemies who just annoy.
Misunderstood, I stand here scorched and lame.
*
My mind dwelt in a magic realm of thought
Where soul was in a net of slumber caught;
My body vanished set my heart at nought—
By love and all its magics overwrought.
Thus I became a madman without name.
*
Here’s Makhtumkuli, weeping, out of shape,
Sunk in a mire of thought, without escape.
My inner citadel has suffered rape,
The soul’s outside the corpse, sockets agape.
Work lies ahead. Recovery’s my aim.
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Friends, be receptive when new days are born!
When dervish convent doors let in the morn
When blessings flood them with the pristine light
Of dawn—and Truth sounds clear its hunting horn.
*
When Sin comes courting, do not let him in.
Deny both sin and self. Thus you will win
Repentance. O, now is the time! Begin!
Now is the time that God forgives all sin.
*
The Lord will guide you through the narrow pass
Where winds of separation blow, alas!
Be ever ready. When it’s time, accept
The wine of friendship from a good man’s glass.
*
Though you might rule this world, so stark in trust,
Come next century you’d be but dust …
Before the years have fled, fly from your self—
Set up a cabal of the wise and just.
*
O Makhtumkuli, worlds float in your thought.
When you were young, you only cared for sport:
Now you are thirty and you see more plain;
Those tears that fall announce your sad report.
4
Love caught fire within my heart, and burned and blazed.
Smoke whirling in the wind whipped me like something crazed
Fate caught me, spinning me upon its wheel.
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Who came to see me through the eyes of real desire?
Separation was a storm—both flood and fire.
*
Swept on, I gained the shores of love, shipwrecked—so null
Real and unreal were hurricanes within my skull.
I fell exhausted, lost in wonderment.
When love unsheathed its dagger, yes, I caught its blade!
Love stripped me naked, left me stranded without shade.
*
My body held no strength, my corpse no uttering soul
I staggered round, confused and far from whole,
Not weary or alert, alive or dead.
A cloud of sorrow sank to hide my sacrifice
As destiny’s key turned and locked me in its vice.
*
I had to fight to make griefs spectre disappear:
But Love instructed me and made the problem clear
Love sorrowed and assisted me to heal.
When beauty bloomed, it brought spring joys of a fresh start.
I have to say all this, dear friends! It broke my heart.
*
O, hopeful slave to the beloved’s charms, whereby
I lost my heart! A songbird of sweet tongues was I—
Encaged ! But separation scorched my soul.
Then yearning burned me up, to ash was turned my mind.
And Makhtumkuli’s life was tossed upon the wind.
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I have a quarrel with my land and age.
No one can tell blessing and advantage
From handicap and wretched tyranny.
What Islam means puzzles even the sage.
*
No one speaks truth or wisdom any more.
No one distinguishes lies from the law.
No one can tell what’s dirty from what’s clean.
The line ’twixt fair and foul we now ignore.
*
Our people have no chuckles and no charms.
The rich no longer grant the poor their alms.
Mothers are shameless and their daughters flirt.
Manners are lost amid all such alarms.
*
On others’ property men keep an eye
Their hearts are full of spite, their ways are sly.
Justice is dead, so murder stalks the street.
Compassion? Love? All that has long gone by.
*
O Makhtumkuli, does your soul not dwell
Here but a little time? And in that spell
The soul must soar above this tawdry age.
What good or bad is, no one’s soul can tell.
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Never speak sharply to a fellow man.
The poor are aided by your courtesy.
Stay distant from the sinner if you can.
Doing your work well needs efficiency.
*
When meeting orphans, greet them with a smile
And, better yet, provide a meal meanwhile.
Comfort the sad in gently hopeful style.
Support the helpless man with constancy.
*
Though poverty brings pain with it, perforce,
It does not kill. So smile—a dog or horse
Conceals its weakness from a wolf. Of course
Such wiles are needed ’gainst the enemy.
*
With brave men, what is promised is then done.
Don’t argue when there’s no case to be won.
And modesty becomes us, everyone,
As justice does a Sultan’s sovereignty.
*
The fields grow green, with flowers ever young.
O Makhtumkuli thanks God for his tongue,
As advocates plead cases yet unsung.
There’s elegance shown in a bended knee.
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O Ummah\fn{Community} of Muhammad, be not poor,
Or else your kith and kin will leave your door
As strangers. Brothers too will lose respect.
Your foes will laugh and vex your friends the more.
*
A poor man goes barefoot, showing his need.
At meetings they will seat him low indeed,
While if he rides a horse it’s called an ass –
A rich man’s ass, of course, is called a steed
*
Just ask a favour, then see what you get!
Ask friends for loans—you’ll just remain in debt.
At councils, what you say will not be heard;
You might as well catch water with a net.
*
Wrestling is honest sport, fighting is rash.
One who degrades another is mere trash;
Gossip about the Holy is unwise—
A gossip’s breath turns all to fire and ash.
*
This poet praises God for everything!
Death calls alike on beggar and on king.
A hasty youth will find his troubles mount,
While patient men with growing joy will sing.
8
My fortune seems to be taking wing.
Since we pray and rend our clothes
5

Fulfil our wishes, O Great Lord.
The Kyzylbash have ruined everything.
*
Send warriors to the steppes, where habitable,
Make our homeland structures robust,
Cool the heads of our brave youth.
Above all, let our food all be served on one table.
*
Let dervishes pray without unseemly interference
And the young as formerly gather for the dance.
May all our peoples enjoy the spring of their lives,
And difficult winter days have disappearance.
*
If Turkmens would only tighten the Belt of Determination
They could drink the Red Sea in their strength.
So let the tribes of Teke, Yomut, Gokieng, Yazir, and Alili
Unite into one proud nation.
*
What is Soul? Makhtumkuli tries to understand it.
Let us not be subjugated by the Kyzylbash
Grant us a union of Teke and Yomut
And let Kemal Khan command it.
9
Seas are covered, mountains fallen,
Orphans shedding tears.
Lords who are the sons of whores
Spread their sins like pollen.
*
The call to prayer can scarcely stir a martyr.
The studies of the mullahs are in vain.
Now tea and 1_nas”\fn{So the text before me:H} are all the Kazis know.
Corruption shows, with all its foul stigmata.
*
Respect for answered prayers is in a poor way.
Those who would pass as Sufis scream and, more,
Claiming to be awlias, leap about
Ishans\fn{Those who are all-wise}are to be found in every doorway.
*
Young girls parade in attitudes of boredom1
Their painted faces covered by black veils.
They now commence to decorate themselves
With coins they earn from evil acts of whoredom.
*
Riches are all that money-lenders savour.
The wealthy man of zekat takes no heed.
Repent! What evils have I seen, as friend
Is wounding friend and neighbour wounding neighbour!
*
O Makhtumkuli, mullahs without merit
Rush turbaned through the land like savage wolves.
Still ravening, they hunt our honour down,
Devouring everything we should inherit.
10
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The more I age, the more my judgement goes.
My age approaches fifty, friends.
And, Lord, my reverence grows less each day
While evil deeds increase against my foes.
*
From God I am estranged—no hadji I.
Although I sometimes think myself still young
My beard is white, my strength declines, my teeth
Fall out. Alas, my life has passed me by.
*
Still worldly things are by my heart adored
While lies and gossip occupy my tongue.
The loveliness of women frets my mind.
Stand back, Deceiver! Lust remains my Lord.
*
Lord God Above, without your gentle aid
How can I free myself? This wretchedness
Snares me within the passions of the flesh
Without the wish to serve you. I’m unmade.
*
Oh friends, I cry again, I am not whole
Without a faith. It seems my life is mist—
And mist enshrouds the sunlight of my fate.
Shine, Lord, and wake my heavy-sleeping soul
*
Lord God, because I am in disarray
Send me a ray of faith bright from beyond.
Forget to count my errors and my sins
Forget, forgive me—prostrate now I pray.
*
Hell bums as still in flames of lust I stray.
Girls guard their purses, men their goods, but I
Stand caught between my fears and palsied hopes.
O Lord, what will befall on Judgment Day?
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I took up my pen and wrote you a letter. Do you not know?
I bewitched a hoopoe and tamed it. Do you not know?
I raised it up to Heaven itself. Do you not know?
Relief came after three days and nights of tears. Do you not know?
I galloped about on an ass, like Jesus. Do you not know?
*
Do you not know of my days in the desert, weeping like Majnun?
I spurted pearls with my tears, ’til like Varqa I died,
Losing all hopes of sweet communion with Gulshah.
How I burned the ever-intensifying heats of love—
Burned, yes burned like Shebli, burned a whole mountain.
*
Do you not know how, hoopoe-like, I flew from Europe to Chin Machin
And saw Belqis in her garden letting down her hair?—
Oh, these were the days of song and stars and Solomon!
My voice was like the nightingale’s. The birds that fly
—On Wednesday in the forenoon, this—flew down to hear.
*
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Do you not know that in the cavern Majnun made his magic
With “Bismillah” first? Entranced, he cried out for his master—
Cried, but God alone heard. Aie, the shrieks of forty lovers
Inspired him with a lust like mountain fire.
Came Thursday, I extinguished it with tears.
*
Do you not know how Shirvan Khan’s banquet amazed us all?
He’ll be sent down on Judgment Day if he slips by a hair.
One hundred and twenty lines have thousands of arguments in each line.
The thrill of love is deeper than a sleeping river:
My rivers quenched the thirst of forty lovers.
*
Do you not know my beautiful young hawk, feathers still ungrown?
The world in which I slipped was like a muddy ditch.
A lover burns his heart out: earth does not accept.
Pressing whole rocks and mountains through the sieve
I grew a hundred buds even from hostile thorns.
*
Makhtumkuli says of the Nine Heavens he is the Evening Star,
Brother to the Seven Stars, sibling of Moon and Sun,
Dazzler of my sight and apple of my eye,
Spring of Zemzem, the space between Safa and Marwa …
Do you not know, like Solomon, I broke the bounds of Time?
12
Sixty-year-old Sufis (self-declared)—
Small time remains for moons to wax and wane!
In the desert foxes see no hound:
Of hunting sleeping lions they dream again.
*
“No falcon can compare with me,” says Crow.
To chase one hawk requires a thousand crakes.
The gold-eyed lizard cannot take the sun:
It lurks unseen, waiting to catch small snakes.
*
Badgers cannot snare the lamest deer,
Nor foxes break a lion cub’s defence;
The lizard cannot eat a big snake whole.
You understand? It just needs common sense.
*
Approaching seventy, they don’t repent,
And still love seeing whores cavort and leap.
The infidels all smashed the Kaaba up—
Now Black Yazid sells off its timbers cheap.
*
Regard the passing time, the turning world,
How poor trudge on beneath the tyrant’s load.
They do not give the dervish chance to rest
When travelling along Truth’s endless road.
*
My heart ran out of tolerance. To bear
A grudge at all is evil—that’s well-known.
In such surroundings, how my heart grows tired:
I’ve lost all drive. I must fare on alone.
*
8

My enemy is strong, my stars are ill.
O Makhtumkuli says I am a wrecker!
The Kaaba I must see, and hope for Haj.
My mind is set on pilgrimage to Mecca …
13
The hill outside our village looks
Much like a horse’s saddle. We’ll
See useless people who are like
Bad scripts which in gold leaf congeal.
*
This world is deep, enduring deep!
You might drown in it—do not sleep,
Rein in your pride! Better to weep—
Life is the maze through which we steal.
*
Those without wives have tears to spare;
Those without children no jewels wear,
And without brothers nothing dare:
Their happy days hold wan appeal.
*
The wicked leave no permanent
Bequest, while nobles rest content.
But worldly riches?—Quickly spent:
Only a son’s your lasting weal.
*
Upon a wound, salt is no kaif\fn{Pleasure}
To soothe the bitterness of life.
A decent husband’s naughty wife
Is like a wound that will not heal.
*
She sleeps with snakes, her neck around,
Or cuddles with some mangy hound.
But when a virtuous wife is found—
She is a jewel, a man’s ideal.
*
O Makhtumkuli, some, I’ve heard,
Are happy. Sadness is preferred.
He who won’t accept my word
Is but a ship without a keel.
14
High mountains, do not boast about your height
For you’ll become as flat as molten gold.
Rough seas, do not be proud about your might,
For you’ll become in time land dry and old.
*
The forest lion and elephant, meanwhile,
Shrink mouse-like when mosquitoes sting and poke:
The mighty crocodile who rules Oxus and Nile
Counts for no more than badly beaten moke!\fn{Donkey}
*
My talk of Judgment Day is not a joke:
Unfair beating’s a crime you’ll one day cry on.
9

Oppressors then will have to play the moke—
The poor, of course, will be the forest lion.
*
Riders prance by—we see them cheek-to-cheek
With lovely women—antics Heaven mocks.
Such faithless poseurs really are the weak.
With faith, you pass Above strong as an ox.
*
With everyone, you try to put them right.
Why don’t you keep your own advice in mind?
Follow the wise—you might regain your sight.
Follow the daft—you might as well be blind.
*
If, like Lukman, you have a panacea,
Like Alexander, conquer land and sea,
Like Rustam, rule those tribes both far and near:
You’d be a giant—with humility.
*
Humility! says Makhtumkuli. Hush,
Follow perfection, love the straight and tall,
Work like the patient ox, sing like the thrush.
Listen! Perfection is the end of all.
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In the Year of the Fish, Death came on Nawruz Day,
To block my father’s path in stark array.
Papa was sixty-five then. So fate rules
Our world. Death struck—and took his breath away.
*
He played no part in man’s grubbing for gold.
From mundane pleasures he’d himself withhold.
Old ragged clothes were all he ever wore.
The Afterlife was what he’d fain behold.
*
He said, Earth shall decay and life will end,
Peach quits the day, sleep does not night attend.
Agnostics doubt: Faithful alone are free.
Friends of my father are the Prophet’s friend.
*
What I saw I would not merely guess.
He is a holy refuge God will bless.
Angels and demon-things will play their part,
Yet father’s tomb will not go sentryless.
*
I met Three Hundred Leaders, wise and white,
And saw my father reached the Forty’s height.
Among the nobles, he was of the Seven,
And passes now among the Abdals bright.
*
Though men must die, his name still echoes round.
This secret, people know, does not resound.
His home is Paradise, his soul shines there:
His body lies contented under ground.
*
O Makhtumkuli, keep your secrets nice!
10

So find and serve a good man without price.
All who are true friends of my grand Papa
On Judgment Day will enter Paradise.
16
Dainty different dishes set before you—
But with no salt no savour to the bread.
No savour to a future still unknown,
No eyes ahead and no eyes in the head.
*
Legs are for walking, hands for holding hands—
The faithful lift their hands to God when young
In thanks for health. With practice, ears can hear
Though not a word is spoken by the tongue.
*
God fashioned souls from something like dried mud.
Faith flowers from souls as roses from fine mould.
The bud knows not the flower, nor flower the seed:
We know the One, though He remains untold.
*
The happy man will find his means enough,
The preacher always finds the means to preach.
But tongue and heart stand still until we find
In every heart, love speaking each to each.
*
Our acts of shame will still proliferate
Unless the end is one that God decides:
While worldly talk is bread without its salt
Unless it dwells on subjects such as brides.
*
Close your eyes and grit your teeth. You may,
In May, remember winter winds impend.
Rely on God—your deeds are his Design:
Be patient! All will end up in the end
*
O Makhtumkuli struggles in a net
Of fantasy, and does not understand.
My visions speak. Friends, do not blame me for
My words—grander come only from the grand.
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A miller would mistreat a hawk, it stands
To reason, since he knows not what it’s for.
If diamonds fall into a shepherd’s hands
He’ll use them all for flints. Could he care more?
*
Who will not drink God’s verse will dry remain;
Who cannot drink God’s word will worms sustain;
Who pines for love like Majnun goes insane—
Should Leyla’s beauty find a shuttered door?
*
Who keeps tight fists will never be a lord;
Who has not worked has never rest adored;
Who has not been by hunger’s spasms gnawed—
11

For him a fresh-baked loaf has how much draw?
*
Riches are valued only when they’re lost,
And when they’re spent, you just can’t count the cost.
He who has not in raging fever tossed—
How can he prize the healthy years in store?
*
He who does not drop anchor deep enough
Will find his ship drifts with the winds that puff.
Whose boat has never sunk in storm waves rough—
Will he appreciate the stable shore?
*
No coward holds the moral ground, alas!
Till tired, no-one values the patient ass.
The swan that’s never seen a desert’s mass—
Will she prize placid lakes where reed-beds snore?
*
Who has not fled to exile from a foe,
Who was not bruised by separation’s blow,
Who has not pined for all to love and know—
Who values peace who never sampled war?
*
The poet says, “Here’s how this matter ends:
Be thankful for the present moment, friends.”
He who cannot see where my wisdom tends—
How could he prize a thousand verses more?!
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I am Jacob, crying cries,
Crying “Joseph, Joseph”,
Crying till blood fills my eyes,
Crying “Joseph, Joseph”.
*
Heavens, weep ye for my ills,
For these ills you cause,
Like Majnun climb I to the hills,
Crying “Joseph, Joseph”.
*
Cloud above the landscape sails
Darkling—yet I cross
Twelve mountains and as many vales
Crying “Joseph, Joseph”.
*
Joseph has fled somewhere unknown;
I weep at lack of news.
So I trudge from town to town
Crying “Joseph, Joseph”.
*
He stumbled down a well, some say.
The moon’s less bright than he.
I search Iraq and far away
Crying “Joseph, Joseph”.
*
My pain will Heaven overwhelm;
Birds pining share that pain.
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I ruin mountains, Farhad’s realm,
Crying “Joseph, Joseph”.
*
Time passes, ever passes by,
My soul burns by the hour.
At dawn and dusk I scan the sky
Crying “Joseph, Joseph”.
*
No lip can Joseph’s name withstand—
It’s scenting rose on rose.
I seek him out from land to land
Crying “Joseph, Joseph”.
*
O, would my constant tears could hail
Makhtumkuli’s friend
My voice rings like the nightingale
Crying “Joseph, Joseph”.
19
This is the age of dead morality:
Wrong-doers from the decent turn and flee;
Once more the base, despising noble blood,
insinuate, and ape, nobility.
*
Their prayers no longer bother to beseech
Their God, now that mullahs no long preach.
Even the kazi, long the Prophet’s voice—
The kazi holds his hand out for bakhshish.\fn{Bribes}
Sultans now laugh at justice in eclipse.
These derelictions spell apocalypse,
When farthings buy a mufti’s best decree,
And tyrants die with no prayer on their lips.
*
The poor are pallid, starving, and distraught,
While bulging bellies mark another sort—
Those vile oppressors beating the oppressed,
Whose whippings form a bloody kind of sport.
*
Nobody listens when a scholar sings.
To the Creator no one tribute brings.
Sufis no longer read the Holy Book,
Forswear religion for more worldly things.
*
Too many Sufis are that but in name,
Eating the food of tyrants without shame,
Hoping Lord So-and-So will call them good,
Haunting the scented thresholds of ill-fame.
*
Young people, once so fair, are now turned gray,
Backs turn to humps and hands to feet of clay.
Brothers meanwhile pile baggage on their heads,
Shuffling along towards the Judgment Day.
*
A wise man, feeling heart and senses smother,
13

Seeks remedies for all the pained world’s bother.
Declaring sin has sullied everything,
He thinks to slip from this world to another.
*
Now is the day of dissipated lords.
The tongues of gossips wag like those of bawds.
So who remains to seek a finer goal
When love itself grows dim, without rewards?
*
This sugared kazi speaks with double tongue,
No longer spending nights his books among,
Or following the right path for shadah.\fn{Salvation?}
The world of faith he trades for passion’s dung.
*
Says Makhtumkuli, “Find your path and learn
God gives you only five days to discern
The truth. Where are the souls already fled?
Each one of us must follow in our turn.”
20
Recalling all my sins, I tore my clothes.
Oh, to be lamenting in the morning!
Countless my tears! Sorrow
Possessed me, day or night or dawning.
*
My love of life had withered like a flower.
I looked up to the night sky in its pallor,
Crying my soul was dead.
I cried aloud to Jesus and to Allah.
*
A vision then! The stars like honey ran
And I became an infant unattired
As three Enlightened ones
Appeared, approaching me. My thought expired …
One dressed in green, one white, one green again.
One touched me on the chest, one with a sword
Split my sad heart in twain.
One with his mouth on mine spake, “Hear the Lord!”
*
Speechless, I caught the words, “Let sorrow speak,
You mortal”. Love then, purging all suspicion,
Prompted a riddle from me:
My riddled life requiring exposition.
*
One tall, one small, and one diminutive
Serene yet smiling then, they Three attended.
“Foolish or wise,” one said,
“A man may find his life’s dilemma mended”.
*
Straightway, I asked, “What’s heavier than sky,
Wider than earth, richer than sea, than stone
More hard, than fire more hot.
Colder than ice—and to the soul alone
*
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More poisonous than hemlock?” Answering,
They said, “False accusations have more weight
Than sky. Wider than world
Are fine just words. Harder than stone or slate
The heart of hypocrite, while like vast seas
Are those who love. The favours of the mean
Chill more than ice. Oppressed,
The poor shed tears that poison souls unseen.”
*
Thus was my riddle laid to rest. I rose
Up from the dust and bowed to kiss their hands.
I could not say a word.
What’s man, to think he ever understands?
*
Fading away, the Three with one voice said,
“Be wise, O Makhtumkuli”. Still I get
In dreams a doubt that asks,
Why is the world so filled with riddles yet?
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He is the lion, the Prophet’s son-in-law.
For Imam Ali forgive us.
He is my eye’s daylight for ever more.
For Imam Hasan forgive us.
*
To whom did this false world prove more than true?
On Judgment Day they’ll save themselves anew!
Shimr and Yazid tormented these two.
For Imam Husayn forgive us.
*
In Nasr-i Sayyar’s day it befell
Imams were tortured more than word can tell.
For him thrown down a deep Damascus well
For Zayn-al-Abidin forgive us.
*
He is of Fatima Zahra the son:
In truth, he nothing ill has ever done.
His final refuge is Mount Humayun.
For Muhammad Baqir forgive us.
*
His wisdom far beyond the heavens towers.
His forefather put on a crown of flowers.
Hajjaj he lived through with three holy powers.
For Imam Ja’far forgive us.
*
Who knows what kind of secrets you contain?
O Lord, the answer lies beyond the brain.
You had your friend locked with his foe in pain
For Imam Musa Kazim forgive us.
*
I am the worst fool of our caravan,
In love, a mad and wretched sort of man.
A holy place for all in Khorasan.
For Imam Riza forgive us.
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*
Give me glass for love of Imam’s sake.
I’ll read the Qur’an out till voice shall break.
O Lord, for Fatima Qiyam’s sake,
For Muhammad Taqi forgive us.
*
They suffered countless heartbreaks and dismay.
They’ll ride on Buraq on the Judgment Day.
For him who bears the torch upon truth’s way,
For Ali-un-Naqi forgive us.
*
My heart beats close to yours, our hearts are one.
I will remember you till life is done.
His fame has spread more widely than the sun.
For Imam Askar forgive us.
*
If Magog finds his way down Qaf’s Mount,
The earth will quail a tyrannous amount.
He will appear here at the Final Count.
For Sahib-Zaman forgive us.
*
The poet says, I’m dust beneath the heel.
I’d sacrifice myself to the ideal
For Imams. Wretched am I and I kneel.
For Abbas Ali forgive us.
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O gracious omnipotent Lord—
Forgive my sins
O merciful omniscient Lord—
Forgive my sins
*
Should you not reveal your Grace
My Will will die within me
Error will overflow its bounds
Forgive my sins
*
My soul of a hundred sorrows
Begs your mercy
Gaze down from your great height, O Lord—
Forgive my sins
*
Though I sank in the mire of shame
Elevate me from my sins, O far-seeing Lord
With your grace, O all-forgiving One
Forgive my sins
*
Manifest your greatness
By laying my heart to rest
By making your favour shine upon me
Forgive my sins
*
Thy majesty flees one’s imagination
One can but marvel at Thy diversity
But in response to Thy oneness
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Forgive my sins
*
Any creature that on earth may dwell
Who discovers Thy powers of Creation
For the sake of Thy three thousand names
Forgive my sins
*
For we are poor ummah\fn{Community} supplicants
The ummah of Muhammad
Out of respect for the Praised One
Forgive my sins
*
Your creation is delectable
To the palate of the Praised One
For the ransom of Heaven and Earth
Forgive my sins
*
For the great gifts of the generous
For the blood of martyrs
For the life of everything that lives
Forgive my sins
*
With reverence to the stars in Heaven
Reverence to Nawrooz on Earth
Reverence to day and darkest night
Forgive my sins
*
For the magnificence of high mountains
And the lure of landscapes
For the delights of deserts and waters
Forgive my sins
*
If there comes no sign from you
Disaster will descend upon me
Thy Feraghy says, “O Lord
Forgive my sins”.
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Hark, then, how one night, when I sleeping lay
Four horsemen came. “Arise, young lad!” said they,
“For who but the Enlightened Ones draw nigh—
And you may see them straightaway.”
*
Beholding those four riders, I declare
My heart burned with a joyance near despair—
Transfixed I stood. Two holy madmen near
Said, “Haste, my son, and go thou there.”
*
The madmen led me forward by the hand
Away from where I lingered, near unmanned.
One gave a gesture. “Keep vigil,” he said;
The other mouthed a single “Stand!”
*
We waited. Came two saints with eyes ashine
With unshed tears, and prayers to the Divine.
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Came six more men on foot, crying, “He’s here,
The Man! With his your gaze entwine!”
*
Came four more horsemen dressed in green, on jet
Black stallions, green-reined. When all were met,
Said they, “The circle is too small and we
Are many—set it wider yet.”
*
Came sixty other riders then, apace:
All greet each other quickly, face-to-face,
“Salaam aleykum, brethren!” Then, “Waste not
One hour, press on to yon great place!”
*
They saddled me to horse. We rode along
To that great meeting place where, thousands strong,
Men gathered sat. I held back in my awe.
“Son,” said they, “Come now, join the throng.”
*
All—no less!—took hold my hand thereat,
Dragged up a palliasse whereon I sat,
And poured I knew not what upon my head:
“This is Time Passing—drink of that!”
*
I begged old Haidar then name so-and-so.
“Why, that’s the Prophet, dear to all below,
That’s Eslim Hoja, there’s Baba Zuryat.
veys-al-Karani you should know.”
*
“That’s Bahauddin, also Enlightened, there
Near Zengi Baba, famed beyond compare.
And next, close-knit, the Four Companions stand.
Speak, youth—All your desires lay bare.”
*
Two young sheikhs also present kindly said,
“The thirty prophets by companions led—
By number also thirty—have arrived
Pour blessings on this young man’s head.”
*
Now, lo, the Prophet calls, “Omar, Osman,
Eslim Hoja, Great Ali—if you can,
With Baba Salman, Abu Bakr Siddiq,
Wishes fulfil of this young man.”
*
Eslim and Baba Salman brought an urn,
Into the liquid bade the cup return.
I swooning lay. They ordered me to view
All things of earth and Heaven’s concern.
*
So I became a gale!—And to the tall
Blue vault of Heaven and the deepest pall
Of earth did blow! “Now go and see”,
Said they, “Yourself behold the Lord of All.”
*
Whatever thing I thought about was mine
And he was everything I saw, divine.
In sleep I blessed his spittle on my cheek.
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“Now rise”, they called, “Arise and shine!”
*
Then spake the Prophet, “Brethren of acclaim,
Pour out your blessings on this young man’s name”,
And to the horsemen four an order gave
To take me back from whence I came.
*
This beardless youth awoke. His eyes ope wide
To think what wondrous things he had espied.
Bathing his fevered brow he heard them say,
Fading, “May God be e’er your guide”.
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O men of God, believers, now attend,
And for a tale of miracles prepare.
This happened when beloved Ali
Was in the mosque, his mind consumed by prayer.
*
He knelt with reverence, transfixed against
The altar, with his gaze upon the Book.
Of his companions, young and old,
None were without reflection in their look,
*
When through an archway flew a ring-necked dove.
All saw it. When its flight was done,
It settled by him. Lo, it spoke:
“Salaam aleykum, Ali, Bravest One.”
*
In clearest voice, the supernatural bird
Declared, “You’re all that’s said or sung
Of faith and holiness. I’ve flown
From distant fields, wherein I have five young.
*
“To feed my flightless brood I flit from earth
To heaven’s height and all that lies between.
I am as much a child of God
As countrysides where I seek food are green.
*
“O Bravest One, my search led everywhere
And gratitude to God flew in my breast.
Singing, I garnered up the grains
So needful for my young within the nest.
*
“I never thought of enemies, not I!
Carefree was I, except the care I own
For those I nourish. Suddenly—
The shadow of a foe flashed o’er the sown.
*
“A falcon swift and speckled soared above—
Free as air and fast as breeze. From high
It plunged the moment that I looked.
Could I fly half as fast, Ali? Not I
*
“Yet driven by the fear that powers a wing
I cut the air, the wind itself I shaved:
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And now upon your threshold, pray
Your mercy, Ali, Brave One, to be saved.”
*
To all of nature Ali was friend
Who, listening gravely to this tale of flight,
Beckoned the bird with gentle hand.
“Poor feathered thing, I’ll shield you in your plight.”
*
Cooing, the dove came forward, ruffled still
With fear, and sought refuge in Ali’s sleeve.
It did so. Next, the falcon came,
Bright-winged, and calling, “Ali, by your leave,
*
“Hark to my tale as well,” and with salaams
It added, “Then decide.” In Ali’s face
The bird dared look with hooded eye;
Forthwith before its judge it put its case:
*
“My territory covers arid plain,
Mountains and scree wherein no rivers run.
Here must I seek such morsels as
I can. Your dove? Mere meat to me, Brave One!
*
“Feather and bone am I, my craw untouched
By food these three days past. I’m not divine,
Just flesh, as God decreed. I starve!
Give me the dove Law designates as mine.”
*
He flattered Ali then, addressing him
As Wielder of the great Sword Zulfiqar,
The King who broke Duldul the Horse.
But Ali rose to call his slave Kanbar.
*
Kanbar abased himself and begged to serve
The Brave One whom—he said—all must revere.
With stemness, Ali ordered thus:
“Go then, and bring my jewelled dagger here.”
*
The falcon now with apprehensive voice
Asks Ali what he means to do. “Abide
My will, O bird. Touch not this dove.
Instead you’ll eat of meat sliced from my side.”
*
The dagger came, and straightaway was unsheathed,
Its blade agleam like sunlight, bright and fresh.
As Ali made to plunge it down,
The falcon cried, “Don’t mar your holy flesh!”,
*
And with his talons seized the lifted arm.
“For those Unborn who dream of being made—
And for the Blessed—the hope lies in
Your sacred hand. Pray drop this murder blade!”
*
The falcon ceased then in his birdlike shape
And stood transformed. Cried he, “Ali, the Blessed,
I am no bird—nor is this dove.
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Our aim’s fulfilled, and you have passed the test.”
*
Courage, compassion these were not in doubt.
They stood before the King, and by-and-by
Took wing like angels, feathered bright,
High to the hectares of unmeasured sky.
*
It matters not what form the Spirit takes—
Be sure to load with alms a beggar’s bowl:
The scent of Kindness pleases God.
Forgiveness is the essence of the Soul.
*
So ends this verse and, like an ancient scroll,
Is furled. If words may elevate the world
Then Makhtumkuli is a star
With Master Ali in the sun’s dance whirled.
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Meditating on all things afresh,
I heard my soul cry “God”—
That soul, when free in wisdom, wisely clothed
In blood and nerve and evanescent flesh.
*
Perchance you do not find the path traversed,
Perchance you do not know,
Perchance you cannot seek the way to God;
You’ll find yourself in sorrow deep immersed.
*
Observe the palms that grow so bounteously.
You see the rose that blooms,
You see the grass. O blind man, also see
All are part of one great Unity!
*
Temptation urges pleasure. Oh, to sport
Freely with women fair!
To feast and drink—enjoyment without mind!
To sleep within some lofty palace court!
*
My heart, you’re little but a market-stall,
With pride bartered for love.
Too cheap! Every affair’s an auction sale:
You cry aloud your wish to have it all.
*
Unpreened, the wings of birds are opening,
Pages of books spread wide.
Yon flocks of pigeons rise with murmurous call,
Flying, yet starving, starving on the wing …
*
Nightingale says, “I guard bowers,
Awaiting blessed spring.
My love is for a rose-bed
In a garden full of flowers.”
*
Lover says, “Illallah”, yes
Swallow says, “Hamdu lillah”.
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Stork says, “Kul huwallah”,
With open heart and tenderness.
*
Bat calls out, “O Lord”, in flight,
“You led me to this path,
So save me from the moon,
The sun, the wind. Hide me in night!”
*
Phoenix cries, “I’m passenger!”
Hoopoe says, “Here in
This world of falsity
For Solomon I’m messenger.”
*
Bustard is in a state of shock.
Flying round surprised
By life he wheels about
In time and circles like a clock.
*
Crane proclaims he flies with care.
“I drink of Baghdad’s pools,
Winter in Hindustan,
And nest among the tulips there.”
*
Owl says, “My problem’s one of thought.
I have beads and I pray.
Ruins provide a home
For me, by pain always distraught.”
*
The horned owl says, “I’m poor and stark,
A servant merely, I,
Who calls the Lord’s name loud
Repeatedly into the dark.”
*
The sparrow says, “I know I flitter
Here and there, flying
Between these three small trees,
To lay my eggs in such a twitter.”
*
The peregrine says, “In a spell
Of drink and ecstasy
I quite forgot my God
Within my darkened prison cell.”
*
Francolin is full of praise.
Duck is hard at prayer.
And while the goose honks loud
Its eye seeks out the sea always.
*
Canaries sing in calm or wind.
Peacock pursues its whims—
Peacock with many hymns
Flies to the ravaged heart of Ind.
*
Wails from the parrot’s painted face
Come as it waits for death.
Speaking the tongue of man
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It mingles with the populace.
*
The fallow deer says that she’s wailing.
“I am true to you.
But for my precious young
Who suffer pain my heart is failing.”
*
Wolf says, “Mine are the splendid chases.
I gain a livelihood
Wherever I may run
In stony desert or oases.”
*
Seven earths are built, so vain
That everyone sings praise.
Grasses say, “Rabbana”\fn{Our Lord}
Shining in the Nawruz rain.
*
On Judgment Day, the day when each is
Judged, you will be told
“Give up your evil ways”,
Just as the Holy Qur’an teaches.
*
As Joseph was, hopeful remain,
As Job was, patient be,
If you’re suffering
As Jacob was in Canaan’s plain.
*
Hark, my soul’s ecstatic sound
My passion says “Rejoice!”—
Your generosity
Won’t fail when Judgment Day comes round.
*
O Makhtumkuli, look at me
And let your tear drops flow,
Nor blame me when I talked
Among my loved ones, privily.
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Brethren become more notorious day by day,
Heresy increases year on year.
Alcohol-drinkers and adulterers, I fear,
Amid the ranks of infamy must stay.
*
O Muslim brothers, do not deviate!
You’ll cross the Sirat Bridge, thin as a hair.
A few more years, Daijal will come—so they declare—
To stir the world like embers in a grate.
*
He’s dressed in black, his one eye is the keener.
The poor burn in the fire the wicked light—
See where the honest Muslims go when they take flight:
Holy Damascus, Mecca, and Medina.
*
Jesus and Mahdi bring justice and peace,
But Gog and Magog only tyranny:
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They’ll dig right through the Oaf Mountains to get at me,
Their knuckles scraping ground, fearsome, obese.
*
Pen trembles with the pain orphans have born;
The minds of lovers burn with fire and wonder;
The sky will burst and every mountain fall asunder;
Israfil will blow his brazen horn.
*
Great waters will recede and rivers drain:
Sun, moon, and stars will fail in a relapse
When all the high hills melt and Heaven and Earth collapse
Only my Lord Himself will then remain.
*
When Death calls, man will give up all his wealth,
Kin, family, and lastly even breath.
The Lord will then decree the swart Angel of Death,
Even that darkling angel, kill himself!
*
Save God alone, no living entity
Will then remain. Israfil’s horn will die.
In forty days of rain, the seas are earth, earth’s sky,
All mingled. Afterwards, new plants will be.
*
A horse dressed in caparison full brave
Shall come—gold, silver, green and bright scarlet;
Four angels will patrol in unearthly quartet,
Arriving at Muhammad’s earthly grave.
*
An angel’s wings will cause the air to shake.
“Yea,” it will say, and when “Arise” is said
The grave will open up and soil pour on His head.
Then “O my ummah!”, cries he, and will wake.
*
Fear of that Day of Judgement will prevail
Exceedingly. “Where are my ummah?”, cries
He, prostrate—from Sajdah he hesitates to rise
Till guards will come and say, “Get up, all hail!”
*
Great Israfil takes up his brazen horn
To stand alert in the Almighty’s sight:
Two golden calls he blows anon, to left and right—
And lo! God’s creatures, suddenly reborn
*
Sneezing, they clamber from that doleful lair,
The grave. Wheezing, they gape up at the sky,
Or queasily survey the changing scene nearby—
For forty days remaining transfixed there.
*
They see that birds and beasts are all good friends,
That rivers flow together, lip to lip,
That perfect lovers know perfect companionship,
And rise up singing, as the lark ascends!
*
Demons of Hell hold each a mace of fire—
The scales are set—the sun shines brilliant black—
While those who deal in horses, they are mounted on Buraq—
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This one gold-shod, and those in silk attire!
*
The sun will boil and while the whole world burns
The court’s established, judging Wrong from Right.
Brains fry within the skull until they catch alight.
The bread you gave for alms to shadow turns.
*
Pharaoh, Haman, Shaddad—all infidel—
Will stand there, clutching unbelieving head,
Asking, “Who revived us from the dismal dead?”
Servants of God will answer them full well.
*
These infidels will shake in agitation.
As fires rage, their arguments subside:
Now into many ranks of twelve groups they divide.
He comes, thunderous, for their Interrogation.
*
One group’s transformed into a swine brigade,
While other groups transformed to monkeys come,
All chattering. Yet others wander, deaf and dumb.
It’s with such suffering that sin’s repaid.
*
Some rush with flames at every orifice,
Some run with pus boiling in throat and lungs,
Mullahs who forsook the Word chew on their tongues.
All this will be, O Lord. It comes to this!
*
Some moan with liquid fire for a gown,
Some drunken fall in mud and cannot rouse,
Some find grotesque new legs grow spurting from their brows—
So henceforth they must travel upside-down.
*
This one is pinned beneath an iron mattress
So hot his forehead folds about his nose.
His tongue protrudes into his navel. Comatose,
Past deeds enmesh him snakelike in distress.
*
Devout chase Infidel from crag to crag.
Snakes large as dromedaries foul the ground.
But Men of God gather in crowds to march around
The world. Muhammad flies his awesome flag!
*
Prophets face fear and all that it entails:
Sons avoid fathers, fathers shun their sons
In guilt and hate. Muhammad, where the river runs,
Pitches his green flag by the justice scales.
*
Adam the Prophet murmurs “O my Son!”
Old Abraham will “O the One God!” cry.
Moses and Jesus name the Architect on High.
Everyone is fed by everyone.
*
Prayers from many prophets God beguile;
Both left and right sides self-effacement keep.
So will Muhammad then expose his head and weep,
Repeating “Oh, my ummah,” all the while.
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*
All Men of God to unchecked tears will yield.
They’ll not ask of their kin, for good or ill,
From other friends. In due course, golden Israfil
Controls the scales of justice in the field.
*
All unbelievers have their gowns alight,
To be kicked where the fires of Hell await.
Serpents the size of mules will swiftly infiltrate,
Snakes thick as camels’ necks spit flame and bite.
*
They’ll call for help. No one can hear them roar
Although they bray like donkeys crammed in pens.
For nourishment, poisons alone are fed them thence.
They’ll serve this sentence out for ever more.
*
We see what the devout do in their turn:
What work they have and how they fill their hours
So that Muhammad on them all his blessing showers.
Those who do not know this will quickly learn.
*
Devout folk then will be like paths unwinding,
Some swift as lightning, some as winter’s wind,
Some as flood waters, some as hotly-hunted hind,
And some as falcon, wild upon the wing.
*
This is the Way that takes three thousand years:
Uphill, level, downhill, but always far—
Darker than pitch and sharper than a scimitar.
Yet some will pass through ere a midnight nears.
*
Others must find their Way by slow parades:
Ten days, perhaps—others, a year in all,
Others fifteen, screaming like kulans in the hall
Others at last, fifty thousand decades.
*
His blood is shed, a thousand years unfold:
He crosses Sirat’s Bridge at last. Now up
He drinks the precious wine from Kowsar’s cup—
This elder now becomes as one year old.
*
Each youth now wreathes the laurels round his head.
They all have Joseph’s beauty, Jesus’ age.
They are as David was, as young and just as sage.
Each one embraces now his beloved.
*
They take their thrones. Their robes are seventy.
Their steeds have reins adorned with malachites.
They enter Paradise, survey its dazzling sights,
Knowing that they will live eternally.
*
On seventy silk mattresses they’ll lie,
The Tuba tree will shade them like a friend,
While seventy silken houris to their wants attend.
The beauty of the Lord will gratify.
*
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Those who care nothing for the world below,
Drunkards and sluggards—such are Infidels.
“These things will happen”, Makhtumkuli here foretells.
Come Judgement Day, all Men of God will know
1920
270.80 Women’s Folksongs From Times Past: Samples From The Five Different Types Of Song\fn{“Sung by
women at different stages in their life cycle.” … “According to Turkmen scholars, the five different types of song—[ (I) lullabies (II) girls’
songs (III) wedding songs (IV) fortune-telling songs and (V) lamentations ]—have been sung for several centuries and, like all forms of
popular culture in non-literate societies, have been passed down orally from generation to generation.” … “The folksongs evolved over a
long period of time and often lasted long after the original impetus for their creation had disappeared.” (pp. 6, 8, 90). Collected from
personal interviews and archival records made available to Carole Blackwell for her book Tradition And Society In Turkmenistan: Gender,
Oral Culture and Song [Richmond (England), Curzon Press, 2001. (OLIN GR 300.6 .B53x 2001)] during the time she spent in
Turkmenistan during the 1990s. She kept secret the specific names of her sources; under these circumstances, and seeing that there was
nothing at hand from 19th century female authorship, nor was it likely that there ever would be, it seemed best to provide samples from this
work, anonymous though they were, on the strength of their testified oral purity.} (F) 20
I\fn{“Huewdueler, the word for lullabies, and huewa and huew (words used as refrains in these songs) come from Hu, an
Arabic word meaning He, which is used for God. The most common refrains— Allay, Allan, Allanchak—are derivatives of
Allah. The frequent repetition of these words gives the lullabies a prayer-like quality. The repetition was also a means of
ensuring that the first words a child recognized would be ones that meant God. Now most women are not aware of the religious
significance of the words and regard them simply as pleasant soothing sounds like “lulla” and “lullaby” in English. The words
altany, adaga, altayin, and atayin have no meaning and are included only for rhyming purposes. Ak, meaning white, is used to
denote beauty. A distinctive characteristic of Turkmen lullabies is their depiction of the baby as an adult. One reason for this depiction is to fool
the evil eye during the period of the baby’s maximum vulnerability. Another reason a mother sings to her children as if they were adults is to
express her wish that they will live to maturity. Songs about an adult son often envisage elaborate wedding celebrations, whereas those about a
daughter’s wedding focus mostly on the matchmaking process and the bride price. Much of the language used to describe sons is reminiscent of
that used for older brothers in the girls’ songs and lovers in the fortune-telling songs. The personification of the brother as a romantic hero, so
prevalent in the girls’ songs, begins in lullabies sung by his sisters.” [To economize space, I have omitted variants of all the songs; largely
excised the authors’ notes; printed definitions of Turkmen words only once (they are in the introductory paragraphs to each section); and
arranged the verses horizontally instead of vertically:H] Definitions: Gurban Bayran, a religious holiday of sacrifice; kuerte, a young child’s
dress; kilim, flat tapestry-woven carpets or rugs produced from the Balkans to Pakistan, whose use can be purely decorative or can
function as prayer rugs (W); suerme, the black eye-makeup used by women in Central Asia; bagshy, a talented musician; halyk, a
decorative covering; kajebe, the bridal palanquin; keneke, the Aersary word for gelnege, the ideal woman, the wife of an older brother, or
when absent the wife of an uncle (yengnge being an alternative name for the gelnege, used by young people and adults); toy, wedding;
tengnge, an Iranian coin, now the smallest unit of the Turkmen currency; tuemen, a silver Iranian coin; chelpek, a thin pancake; palaw,
the main dish at most Turkmen weddings; maya, the two-humped she-camel; telpek, the large, furry, turban-like headdress worn by
Turkmen men; talhan, a food made from fried crushed wheat and a basic element of the turkmen diet; yigit, a brave young man}

1.a: Teaching about God.\fn{Teaching about God by citing the father as a example of piety; through washing as an outward
manifestation of spiritual cleanliness; and by observing religious holidays, dressing in one’s best clothes.:H}
Allay-allay allanchak, | Running waters are cloudy. | The beauty of the white yurt, | Is in a baby’s cradle. | My
beauty is my Balmyrat, | My charm, my Balmyrat, | Let me rock you in a cradle, | See your father off to Kaaba. |
I’ll rock you to sleep, | I’ll lull you to sleep, | Huewa-huewa, huew!
*
Huewdi, huewdi, huew, my child, | Wash your face and hands, my child. | If you become white after washing, |
You’ll be a white swan, my child.
*
Allay-allay, altany, | The sultan of the boys, | Tomorrow is Gurban Bayran, | He will wear a red kuerte.
1.b: Protecting the child.
Allah, in\fn{The text has is, surely a typo:H} the name of Allah, | let Allah grant my wishes. | My baby with the eyes of
black, | Is the prophets’ child.
*
Every day I wake at dawn, | I plead with God for you. | I ask Allah who gave you , | To grant you a long life.
*
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Will I not lull you to sleep? | Will Allah not accept my prayer? | Allah has created you, | Will He not become your
friend?
*
Three almond trees on a mountain, | This Moon of mine is small. | You are small, you’re a fresh wildflower. | When
will you grow up? | When you have grown up, | God grant that you won’t die.
*
May you be a big sister, my daughter, | May your hair grow long, my daughter. | Should she not wash and comb it, |
It will be a disaster.
*
My dearest baby must be praised, | On the neck of his shirt are little buttons. | Let all mishaps that come to him, |
Be driven out to the mountains.
*
My dear baby must be praised, | On the neck of his shirt are little buttons. | A pigtail is left on his crown, | He must
be pampered and loved.
*
He’ll climb the hill, my sweet brother, | He’ll wear a bell, my sweet brother: | When he sees his friends, | He’ll
smile, my sweet brother.
*
My daughter is so white, | She is a rose and a leaf. | If anyone should trouble my flower, | May his eyes be filled
with earth.
*
Allan-allan, let me sing to you, | Let me make a cradle in a tree. | May you take the good road, | Let me take the bad
one.
*
I love your black eyes, my son, | I carry you gladly, my son. | Your mother is always behind you, | Looking out for
you, my son.
*
Allay-allay, my white child, | In the cradle sleep, my child. | ‘Til mother milks the sheep, | ‘Till father digs the
hearth.
*
Allay-allay, my while child, | Mother’s not at home, my child. | When your mother goes for water | In the cradle
sleep, my child. | Father will bring back meat from hunting, | Mother will bring back milk from water.
*
Allay-allay apayin, | I’ll cover you with velvet. | Your mother went to the village, | I don’t know where to find her.
*
My little sister is beautiful, | She is a design of a kilim. | If she dies, she’ll be a bird of heaven, | If not, she’ll be
head of the girls.
1.c: Wishes and values.
Let me lull you to sleep, | My baby whom I longed for. | I’ve given you the name of alma, | I’ll make up her eyes
with suerme.
*
My daughter, my daughter is growing tall, | My daughter’s hair is growing long, | If she does not wash and comb it,
| Then it will be a disaster
*
Allay-allay, she’ll have skilled hands, | A pomegranate tree will bloom. | When she reaches the age of three, | She’ll
speak with a sweet tongue.
*
Allay-allay, my pink bundle, Every pigtail a bunch of flowers. | When she speaks, she’ll speak sweet words, | May
her lips be full of honey.
*
May my daughter learn to sit, | May she wear a thimble. | On a white felt carpet, | May she sit and sew.
*
My little sister is like a flower. | She weaves a carpet in a month. | Beautiful and closely woven, | A hundred and
fifty threads in one knot.
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*
Allay-allay my pink bundle, | His pigtails have grown thick. | He sows a fast-ripening melon, | The logs he collects
are thick.
*
My little white child is good, | The ornaments of my heart. | The father of my child, | Is a bagshy loved by all.
*
Allan-allan, good child, | The pattern on a red kilim. | One brother is a piper, | One brother is a bagshy.\fn{A player of
the dutar}
*
Allan-allan, always, | The caravan went for rushes. | If the caravan comes back safely, | We’ll cover you with silver.
*
May you always have honey in your mouth, | May your meals be as sweet as honey. | Let us fill a dish with food, |
Let’s serve a meal to your friends.
*
May my small sister learn to sit, | May she dip her finger in honey. | The honey from her finger, | May she give to
my friends.
*
My sister is a fresh green field, | May she strew flowers as she goes. | Should a guest visit her house, | May she
serve boiled meat.
*
If you come on horseback from the south, | Let me come to meet you. | If there is a guest with you, | Let me
slaughter a ram.
1.d: Wedding.
My little brother is like an Arab, | Mounting a horse suits him. | From the clay towers in the yard, | His betrothed
stands watching him.
*
My baby is a musician, | Red dye boils in a cauldron. | When he passes fifteen years, | He’ll run from girl to girl.
*
The halyk of the white camel, | The fish in the water. | If they come asking about him, | He’s his mother’s pampered
child.
*
My daughter is the fruit of a garden, | A thousand will come to my flower. | From among the thousand, | one man
will take her away.
*
My flower is beautiful, | Water is drawn from the trough. | Her kejebe will sway in the sky, | Her keneke will dance
on the ground.
*
Let me go ahead of you, | Let me watch the toy of the bride. | To the one who blocks the door | Let me pay the price
of a baby camel.
*
Allay-allay, may she be like the moon, Let’s make a toy from a hundred sheep. | Let the young men cook a chelpek,
| Let old folk slice the fatty tails.
*
For the palaw we will make, | May the meat come from your uncles. | When the palaw is ready, | May your friends
all come.
*
Allay-allay apayin, | I’ll hold horse-races at your toy. | To the guests coming from afar, | I’ll give a gift of fine
velvet.
1.e: Alienation of the baby’s mother.
My little nephew, my little nephew, | You are my garlic and onion. | Though your mother is a stranger, | Your father
is my brother.
*
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The stone of the peach, | Can it be so bitter? | The baby of the enemy bride, | Can it be so sweet?
*
She said huew, the lullaby burned, | Life has burned pointlessly. | In sorrow, sadness and tears, | The fish burned in
the river.
*
This little child of mine is young, | Though young, she is my friend. | In a home where there is grief, | She is my
companion.
*
My daughter is so dainty, | Beating or cursing her is wrong. | A kiss on both her cheeks, | Is like six months food for
me.
*
You are a mountain juniper, | A length of fine cloth for a don. | If your parents were a flower, | You would be the
bud.
*
The berry of the black mulberry, | The apricot’s large stone. | The baby of the good bride, | Let his old grandma love
him.
1.f: Daughters.
My daughter, little daughter, | My daughter will be married. | We’ll not sell her like cattle, | She will marry for love.
*
My girl, my girl, you might say, | You could mix her with sugar and eat her. | Should matchmakers come from the
south, | You could ask for 500 tumens, | Five baby camels, five horses, | Eighty sheep and five mayas.\fn{Beautiful
female camels} | If there is even one short, | Don’t let them come to our home, | Not even look at our house.
*
A silver thimble on her finger, | A woven sash around her waist. | My baby is a white maya, | Her name is on every
tongue.
*
My moon daughter, my little apple, | Do not ever die, my daughter. | You, a little rose for mother, | Do not ever fade,
my daughter.
1.g: Sons.
Her tiny mouth a thimble, a pistachio her nose, | Sculpted by a master craftsman. | Lovelier than the master himself,
| They hoped for a son, but a daughter appeared. | Huewa, my baby, huewa-huew!
*
Dear Yakup is timid, | A small green telpek\fn{In imitation of the large furry turban-like telpeks worn by Turkmen men} on his
head. | We feared that he would be a girl, | Thank God he’s a little man.
*
Allay-allay altayin, | I’ll sift flour for your toy. | When my dear gelnege comes, | I’ll ask for a baby boy.
*
My baby boy is precious, | With unleavened bread in his hand. | If the enemy attacks him, | Like Shahymerdan, he
is brave.
*
Lullaby my small pink khan, | My talhan mixed with honey. | He’s my weapon against the foe, | All the people need
him.
*
Let me lull you to sleep, khan boy | Many birds by the river, boy | With a sharp sabre at your side, | You’re strong
and brave in battle, boy.
*
Dear Balmyrat is a noble yigit,\fn{Warrior} | He sows seeds in his garden. | When he goes hunting on his horse, |
There are 80 yigits beside him. | He is the leader of eighty yigits, | He is the strength of his house. | I need you, my
baby Balmyrat, | Let me lull you to sleep.
*
A cave is in the mountain, | His father is threshing wheat. | If I am patient with you at nights, | You’ll be the veil of
my face.
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*
Allay-allay, I sing to you, | How could I sleep without you? | If you blossom like a flower, | Let me sleep in your
shade.
II\fn{Originally, these were sung by children as they worked or after they had completed their daily chores. Definitions: laele, girl’s song;
chynar, an oriental plane-tree; bay, wealthy landowner; halyk, the decorative cover worn on the back of a camel; charyk, camel hide, worn
by those who cannot afford to buy shoes; selin, an evergreen desert grass; harmans, piles of unthreshed grain. Additional: green is the color
most associated with young married women; Goerogly, a legendary Turkmen hero; Shahymerdan or Aly, (600-661AD, the cousin and sonin-law of Muhammad, known for his bravery, his miraculous sword, and his wisdom; Gowshut Khan, a 19th century ruler of the Teke
Turkmen of the Mary oasis who fought against the Russians and the khans and shahs of Bukhara and Iran}

2.a: Play.
Let’s climb onto the roof, | Sing a laele on the house top. | And, together with close friends, | let’s jump and laugh
and play.
*
I’d like to weave a carpet, | I’d like to make it thick. | With my friend Amantaech | I’d like to play and jump.
*
I came out and measured my height by the chynar. | I played with my silk scarf. | From among the whole village—
| I picked out my brother.
*
Night time bright with moonlight, | It’s time for girls to play. | Let’s go home now gelnege, | It’s time for my brother
to come.
*
Like milk, the bright moonlight. | Like wolves, the girls are playing. | The girls’ beloved mothers | Like fires are
burning.
*
Stormily the river flows, | The bride returns with carpet bag. | Don’t hurt the feelings of the girl, | Let her play with
the falcon.
2.b: Service to a brother.
The paths of Ak Gaya, | Lowlands full of mushrooms. | When my brother harvests, | May his back not ache.
*
I went into the foothills, | At once I saw my brother. | While he labored, harvesting, | I served as his shade.
*
I went out to tend the maya, | And to beat a rug. | In my hands was an amulet, | To hang on my brother’s horse.
*
I am the stronghold’s corner, | I am the corner’s guard. | When my brother goes to Khiva, | I am the wealth in his
pocket.
*
There are no hills in Barbarap, | There is no grass for fodder. | Hey my brother, Juma, | I’m of no use to you.
*
I am a horseshoe, brother, | I am a precious silk carpet. | Brother take no pride in me, | I am another’s mal.
2.c: The ideal woman: the wife of the older brother, or if there is no older brother, the wife of an uncle.
A camel comes to its stall, | Its neck adorned with feathers. | Come, walk demurely, gelneje, | I’d give my life for
you.
*
In the south are barley fields, | Her shawl of silk is filmy red. | Of all the daughters-in-law, | My gelneje is the
youngest.
*
I planted crops, but they are small, | their stems are weak and frail. | My brother loves a girl, | Who is as soft as a
rose.
*
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My gelenje’s skin is yellow, | Clearer than boiled butter. | Keep walking demurely gelneje— | My elder brother’s
love.
*
The people of our village, | Thorny roses of our village. | When my yengnge goes for water, | Let the distances be
shorter.
*
My gelneje is young and fresh, | On her head, a green silk shawl. | My little brother Aydogdy, | Is like a butterfly
round her.
*
Gelneje, bride with fine embroidery, | Your hair is blowing in the wind. | The carpetbag that you wove, | Is praised
in every region.
*
My gelneje is young and fresh, | On her head a green silk shawl. | Her yashmak sweetly veils her mouth, | She floats
round my dear brother.
*
Clover growing in the south, | An ant gathers its flowers. | Till my elder brother comes, | Care for your son, gelneje.
*
A partridge hops along the hedge, | Combing its head with a rose. | The youngest daughter of the bay | Burns us
with her tongue.
*
You rugged cliffs, you rugged cliffs, | Cliffs where birds rest in the shade. | A bad young woman ruins | The life of a
good young man.
2.d: The ideal man: the older brother.
Yellow, the rind of the melon, | Yellow, the fringe of the shawl. | My brother is that young man, | Our family’s
daring boy.
*
Five horsemen came from the village, | All five are on gray horses. | I recognize my brother. | He is on the small
pearl horse, | He is brave like Goerogly, | Dignified like Gowshut Khan.
*
My brother is majestic, | His horse is gray like Goerogly’s. | He among all warriors | Is vigorous like Shahymerdan.
*
My brother is intelligent, | My brother’s speech proverbial. | The people heed his every word, | My brother grand as
a sultan.
*
Long long walls of clay, | My brother binds his feet with cloth. | Until my brother dismounts from his horse, | My
heart burst with impatience.
*
The foot of a lofty hill, | the fold of the sheep and lambs. | Fan-like it moves when touched by hand, | The telpek of
my brother.
*
Pomegranates brought by my brother | Have a unique fragrance, gelneye. | The pipe that my brother plays | Has a
unique sound, gelneje.
*
I went to cross the river, | I sat to drink the water. | When a letter comes from my brother, | I wish I had wings to fly.
*
A train is coming, they said, | It is hooting, they said. | Driving a white train, | My brother is coming, they said.
*
A horse comes, a horse comes, | In the wind’s wake, power comes. | From my brother who is at war, | each month,
one, two letters come.
*
My braids resemble sheaves, sheaves, | Oh, let each sheaf reach the ground. | That boy is my brother, | Oh, let him
reach his aims.
*
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The mill wheel turns empty, | With water it turns merrily. | My brother’s silk cummerbund | Turns round his waist
five times.
*
High-heeled boots are on his feet, | Tiger-skin telpek on his head. | My brother is that young man, | Who is watering
his garden.
*
One hill is higher than another, | A gazelle comes down the hill. | My hunter brother, Geldijan, | Holds a gazelle in
each hand.
*
From the north Aly is coming, | With him the world’s wealth is coming. | Go and meet him, gelneje, | A gift of a
carpet is coming.
*
Who is coming, who is coming? | Along that road, who is coming? | It is my elder brother | With high black boots
on his feet, | With gifts in his hands, he’s coming.
2.e: Marriage.
There are fish in this river, | On our camel a halyk. | They don’t give a girl to a shepherd, | Whose feet are bound
with charayk.
*
Rushes, rushes, in the south, | Silver on gelnej’s forehead. | She walks with light easy steps | In hand-made, highheeled shoes.
*
In the north the maya groans, | The maya seeks her baby. | My beloved brother, | Riding a gray horse seeks a girl.
*
She wears a dress with colored stripes, | Men who see her long for her. | Marry my elder brother to that girl, | She is
the one whom he loves.
*
My gelneje sing laeles, | She wears a dress with colored stripes. | She comes to my brother leaping, | She is his
chosen one.
*
Running water is swirling, | Gazelles are hunted in the desert. | My beloved gelneje— | Turns in my brother’s arms.
*
My gelnege walks lightly, | She trims her locks with silver coins. | If she doesn’t see my dear brother, | My gelneje’s
heart will break.
*
Sesame, sesame, in the south, | My gelneje’s teeth are beads of pearl. | The joy of my dear brother, | Keep walking
demurely gelneje.
*
See how my gelneje walks, | See how my brother behaves. | When he sees my gelneje, | See how he grows tender.
*
My elder brother mounted a pacer, | Rode quickly to the market. | Sweet as apples and pomegranates, | The curds of
my gelneje.
*
In the thick grass fields of Bamy, | In the hearth a fire burns. | Arajan, my brother, | In the arms of his white bride.
*
My gelneje is leaving, | A flower in a yashmak is leaving. | Come back, come back, gelneje, | My elder brother
pleads with you.
*
The hands of my gelneje, | Slender, delicate is her waist. | My beloved gelneje, | The flower of a new garden.
2.f: Separation.
I wish these mountains were not here, | I wish my dress did not fade. | Both death and separation, | I wish they did
not happen.
*
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The yellow melon has mellowed, | And broken away from the stem, | Now my beloved sister | Finds herself in faroff lands.
*
When IU come out, I see a fortress, | When I walk, the ground is split. | My dear friends are those young girls, |
Who are seen in foreign places.
*
Selin that has grown in the desert, | The udder of the ewe. | My friend, my dear Dursun, | A bride in a foreign place.
*
I want to climb a hill, | I want to make a sheaf. | Oh, my dear sheaf-bright friend, | I long so much to see you.
*
Are there mountains in the south? | And orchards on the skyline? | White birds that are flying by, | Is my friend safe
and well?
*
Oh, you lofty junipers, | My soul is full of trouble. | Is my friend safe and well? | Please tell me, little sparrows.
*
Darkly, winter is coming, | Without a load, old maya is coming. | Oh, my dear friend Eneguel, | From afar your
voice is coming.
*
Won’t the pheasant come to water? | Won’t it die if it doesn’t drink? | My friends, graceful as pheasants, | Aren’t
you missing me?
*
I am facing northwards, | I am weaving a carpet. | If I don’t see my dear friend, | I’ll melt and melt, and flow.
*
Water flows beyond the opening, | Silver jewels wave in the wind. | When a new bride arrives, | Who cares about
the old bride?
*
There are thick rushes in the south, | Inside them there are parrots. | I have lost my brother. | Tell me where he is,
my friends.
*
Acacias, acacias, | My liver and intestines are crushed. |n Tell me, is my brother healthy? | You who span hills and
plains.
*
I am the snow on the mountains, | The pomegranate in the orchard. | Finding myself in another village, | I long to
see your face, brother.
*
Can’t I enter the garden? | If I pluck the flower won’t it droop? | My brother living far away, | If I send him a
message, won’t he come?
2.g: Pleas to parents.
Water flows, banks are swept away. | My heart will burn away. | Don’t hurt the feelings of the girl | Only a guest,
she will go away.
*
Two harmans stand and face us. | Mothers and daughters, we honor, | Mothers and daughters, sharing secrets, |
Sorrow won’t stay in their hearts.
*
Southern mountains’ junipers, | A length of fine cloth for the robe. | My parents are a rose, | I am the bud of that
rose.
*
My hearths are close to hand, | My black hair falls round my waist. | Do not crumple great mountains, | You are the
girls’ support.
*
Trees grow bigger day by day, | Don’t give your girl to a stranger. | Every day to his family, | You will go with a
complaint.
*
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Different layers make up these mountains, | If the layers could only speak. | Those who part us from our brothers, |
May they not die, but vanish.
*
The tops of the mountains will burn, | Flames will whirl, stones will burn. | If he gives his girl to a stranger, | The
top of his heart will burn.
*
We need milk, we need cream, | We need to churn the cream. | He who gives his girl to a stranger, | Needs his eyes
put out.
*
Smoke and smoke and smoke and smoke, | Leaves of tobacco, smoke. | A man who sells his girl to a stranger, |
Should have his tongue ripped out through the back of his head.
2.h: Betrayal.
Unripe grapes on the trees, | I don’t know how I got caught in a net. | The ones who caught me in their net, | May
they go as infidels to the grave.
*
A black forehead is my head, | Thirteen-fourteen is my age. | They gave me to a man of sixty. | They left my corpse
to dry.
*
They sold me to a faithless man, | Threw me straight into the fire. | A fresh bud that didn’t open, | Look what they
did with me!
*
I sowed crops, they noticed them, | Reaped them before they sprouted. | I was a fresh young flower, | They
devastated me.
III\fn{“The wedding song tradition is still quite strong in the Kaka area. [Kaka is the capital of Kaka District, Ahal Province:H] In the spring
of 1998, I visited one of the small towns in the region and met Guelendam, a woman who knows many wedding songs and is in great demand
at local weddings. She learned the songs from her mother and is now teaching them to her daughters. She accompanies herself by beating a
metal disc about 12 inches in diameter with the palm of her hand. … The same simple rhythmic tune, often accompanied by clapping or simple
percussion, is used for both the sad and the happy wedding songs. Almost all of the wedding songs have repetitive one- or two-word refrains at the
end of the second and fourth lines: yar-yar, oeleng, hay oeleng or lyeran. These words, used for rhyme and rhythm, indicate the song’s area of
origin. Yar is a poetic word meaning sweetheart or beloved. Yar-yar is a refrain used in the wedding songs of the Kaka district of the Ahal region, and
yar-yarlar is an alternate name for the toy aydymlary [wedding songs] in that region. Oeleng is the name of a plant, and the word is used in
conjunction with hay as an expression of joy in songs from the Lebap Province. Oelengler is an alternate name for the toy aydymlary in
the Lebap region. Leyeran is the name of a weeping-willow tree and a symbol of sorrow. Leyeran is used as a refrain in the songs that
originated in the Dashhowuz Province, where the wedding songs are sometimes known as leyeranlar. It should not be inferred from the
meanings attributed to these words that the songs of love are restricted to Kaka, the happy songs to Lebap, and the sad ones to
Dashhowuz. In fact, the songs sung in the different regions are often very similar and can be distinguished only by the words of their
refrain.” Definitions: baeshdaesh, a child’s game, involving the throwing of five stones, or knuckle bones, here used as a metaphor for
childhood; chyrpy, covered with exquisite embroidery and sometimes taking as long as a year to make, it is a particularly beautiful
version of the kuerte, the headdress that Turkmen brides wear, and is usually worn only by brides who marry into a prosperous family;
don, a robe; gupba, traditional silver dome-shaped headdress worn by Turkmen girls and brides; yuek, a pile of mattresses and quilts;
sazak, a hardwood desert tree that burns well; gatlama, large, wafer-thin pancakes deep fried in oil; pishme, small patties fried in oil;
gaytarma, the day when, after forty days of marriage, the bride returns to her parents for an unspecified length of time. Additional:
Guenesh are believed to be the descendants of Oghuz Khan, a legendary, semi-mythological Turkish leader whose exploits are first
recorded in the 13th century}

3.a: Concerns about married life.
Don’t tie a horse | To barley straw, hay oeleng. | Don’t give a girl, | To a bad young man, hay oeleng.
*
Our goat who is in the yard, | Has inferior wool, yar-yar. | our girl who is being married, | Has her own thoughts,
yar-yar.
*
The scissors that lie in the alcove, | Are covered with dust, hay-hay | The girl who is to be married, | Is covered with
sorrow, hay-hay.
*
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Jingling, jangling to the ground, | My ear rings fell, yar-yar. | They did not vet the family, | Where my sister found
herself, yar-yar.
*
Do you know what tribe he’s from, | He is Aersary, yar-yar. | She sings like a nightingale, | She is the flower
garden, yar-yar.
*
Hay oeleng, hay oeleng, | Is there an oeleng, yar-yar? | By selling a girl to a stranger | Has anyone ever been happy,
yar-yar?
*
Throw a stone in a deep well, | And it will sink, dear mother! | Sell a girl to a foreign land, | and she’ll be lost, dear
mother.
*
Strangers are bad people, | They didn’t let me sit on my throne. | My hair thick and black, | They didn’t let me comb
at the right time.
*
They scattered your baeshdaesh, | Don’t be sad, yar-yar. | They gave you to a foreign land, | Don’t take it to heart,
yar-yar.
*
I am so sad, so sad, leyeran, | I’ve lost all my strength, leyeran, | In the house of a stranger, | My toy is taking place,
leyeran.
*
In the desert a wild ass brays, | “I’ve become a horse,” hay oeleng. | In the house a young bride weeps, | “I’ve
become a stranger,” hay oeleng.
*
You are leaving, you are leaving, | Will you come back, yar-yar? | Beloved as you are now, | Will you remain, yaryar?
3.b: Finding hope for the future.
If colts in the yard neigh, | Do they become horses, yar-yar? | If a girl is with her own people, | Does she become a
stranger, yar-yar?
*
Sugars that are blended, | Are delectable, leyeran. | A girl who parts with her mother, | Is sorrowful, leyeran.
*
Don’t cry, girl, don’t cry, | This is your toy, yar-yar. | The steps are of gold, | This is your house, yar-yar.
*
Don’t cry my sister, don’t cry, | You’ll have your toy, leyeran. | With a threshold of gold, | You’ll have your house,
leyeran.
*
In our garden, | We planted sugar beet, yar-yar. | Hey girl, let your mother-in-law | Give you a chyrpy, yar-yar.
*
The seven stars in the sky, | You should call the Great Bear, yar-yar. | She is one of seven girls, | You should call her
the best, yar-yar.
*
On a red rug yet unmade, | I am a pattern, yar-yar. | On a fine gray horse, yet unridden, | I am a headdress, yar-yar. |
On a blue don, yet unworn, | I am the edging, yar-yar. | In a large, white yurt, | I am the lamp, yar-yar.
*
Red, red cockerels, | Are on the haystack, yar-yar. | Young men not yet married, | Have not achieved their dream,
yar-yar.
3.c: Remembering childhood and the parental home.
The doorway of my parents, | Is a golden doorway, yar-yar. | When I come in and I go out, | The doorway strokes
my head, yar-yar.
*
The sides of the palanquin, | Sway in the breeze, hay oeleng. | Now who will put up with | My whims, hay oeleng?
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*
When I was a girl, I wore a gupba, | I could not stand still, yar-yar. | I made baeshdash from knuckle bones, | I
played happily, yar-yar.
*
I my parents’ home, | I used to play, yar-yar. | On the throne, | I used to prosper, yar-yar.
*
On the carpets and kilims, | You were a flower, yar-yar. | In the home of your parents, | You were a nightingale, yaryar.
*
Mother, because of one needle, | You beat me, yar-yar. | Mother, I’m leaving, | You’re rid of me now, yar-yar.
3.d: Concerns about the new home.
From the throne, | I’ve slipped, yar-yar. | To a base man who gives me no esteem, | I’ve fallen, sliding, yar-yar.
*
The doorway of my parents-in-law, | Is made of iron, yar-yar. | when I come in and I go out, | The doorway scrapes
my head, yar-yar.
*
The doorway of my mother-in-law | Is made of thorns, yar-yar. | When I come in and I go out, | It plucks out my
hairs, yar-yar.
3.e: The loneliness of the bride’s parents.
Hey you, yengnge of the bride, | Let her walk slowly, leyeran. | The mother who gave white milk | Is sorrowful,
leyeran.
*
Yengnges who’ve come for the girl, | Wait a while, yar-yar. | the mother who gave white milk, | Let her be satisfied,
yar-yar.
*
The cords of her bag, | The girl tied up, yar-yar. | The hear of her mother, | tie girl roasted, yar-yar.
*
Cheer her up, yengnges, | Don’t let her cry, yar-yar | the liver of her mother, | Don’t let her roast, yar-yar.
*
On the hump of the camel, | There is much wool, leyeran. | If a mother parts from her girl, | she has much sorrow,
leyeran.
*
I entered the melon field, | I found a melon, yar-yar. | Now I’ll take away your daughter, | You’ll remain lonely,
yar-yar.
*
Tears do not fall from her eyes, | Is she a stepmother, yar-yar? | The yigit who takes this girl, | Is he a match for her,
yar-yar?
*
Was that your mother who stood | Leaning against a yuek, yar-yar? | No tears fell from her eyes, | Was she a
stepmother, yar-yar?
3.f: Images of despair.
My gold and silver throne, | they have destroyed, leyeran. | The happiness I dreamed of, | They have destroyed,
leyeran.
*
The star in the heavens, | My father has shot, yar-yar | His own daughter like an animal, | My father has sold, yaryar.
*
Two chests next to each other, | Their locks are broken, hay oeleng. | My sister is going away, | Her heart is broken,
hay oeleng.
*
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A black, black horse is coming, | Wagging its tail, hay-hay. | New I am going away, | Losing my hope, hay-hay.
*
If my friends should ask, | Say, “She’s missing,” dear mother. | If your gray hairs should ask, | Say, “I’ve sold her,”
dear mother.
*
When the stallions neigh, | Say, “They came,” leyeran. | When my friends arrive, | Say, “She died,” leyeran.
*
Along the path on which I left, | Plant an almond tree dear mother! | When the top of the almond tree breaks, | Say,
“She died,” dear mother.
*
My handbag with a brocade moon, | Put in the middle, dear mother, | My thimble with the silver string, | Put at the
back, dear mother.
*
In the four-handled cauldron, | Your portion is left, yar-yar. | On the patterned felt carpet, | Your place is left, yaryar.
*
Into the spout I poured water, | It overflowed, yar-yar. | Let the hardhearted girl be damned, | She ran away, yaryar.
3.g: The coming together of the families.
Is the entrance of the white yurt, | Made of rushes, yar-yar? | Is the yengnge of this girl, | a buffalo, yar-yar?
*
The girls from our village, | Have pretty necklaces, yar-yar. | The girls from your village, | Have stinging tongues,
yar-yar.
*
The girls from this village, | Are calves, yar-yar. | Yengnges from that place, | Are wolves, yar-yar.
*
Bells on a camel’s load, | Jingle, jingle, yar-yar. | Yengnges from that place, | Grumble, grumble yar-yar.
*
The firewood in the east | Is a sazak, I wonder, leyeran. | The young man going to marry, | I wonder, is he strange,
leyeran?
*
Let the wood used at the toy | Not be willow, hay oeleng. | Go and check that the son-in-law | Is not bald, hay
oeleng.
*
May the soup of the toy | Not be salty, hay oeleng. | Go and check that the son-in-law | Is not blind, hay oeleng
*
To take a girl, to give a girl, | Is an ancient rite, yar-yar. | the parents of the bride and groom | Are holding a toy,
yar-yar.
*
In the home of our bride, | there was a felt rug, yar-yar. | Her mother has promised | To give her a ring, yar-yar.
*
On our bride’s face, | There is a birthmark, yar-yar. | Her father has promised, | Go give her a carpet, yar-yar.
*
A lot of fine carpets | Are on the laps, yar-yar. | Yengnges from that place | Have a place in our heart, yar-yar.
*
Two chests next to each other, | Are shining bright, yar-yar. | The parents next to each other, | Sing wedding songs,
yar-yar.
*
Two chests side by side, | Their locks are sound, leyeran. | The bride is coming to us, | With curly locks, leyeran.
*
Sugars have been blended, | For your lips, yar-yar. | May people come from all four corners, | To your wedding,
yar-yar.
*
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Layers and layers of gatlama, | Are piled up, yar-yar. | the yengnges have taken the girl, | They have mounted the
horses, yar-yar.
*
Nine sheep and one ox, | Are brought to the toy, leyeran. | The bag cannot be tied, | It’s full of fine fabrics, leyeran.
*
Two roosters next to each other, | Are scattering straw, yar-yar. | the parents next to each other, | Are scattering
pishme, yar-yar.
*
Cauldrons and cauldrons of fried meat | Full, overflowing, yar-yar. | Our brother is the champion, | He’s kidnapped
his love, yar-yar.
*
The yigit about to be married, | We have to praise him, yar-yar. | Yengnges coming from there, | We have to drive
out, yar-yar.\fn{“The bride’s relatives show their unwillingness to part with her by making token efforts to drive away the groom and his
party. This is the first of the ritual fights that take place during the course of the wedding festivities. … The wedding fights are an old
tradition.”}

*
You’re part of the oldest Turkmen tribe, | Descendants of Guenesh, yar-yar. | Over you this day, | There’ll be a
battle, yar-yar.
*
All who came here, | Will go home happy, leyeran. | Placing the bride in the middle, | They’ll rip each others
clothes to pieces, leyeran.\fn{“The last fight takes place one or two days after the wedding when the young girls try to prevent the
older women from removing the virgin headdress of the bride. The image of the bride as a passive participant in the ritual is not unrealistic.” }

3.h: The gaytarma.
Bring the horse and let her mount it, | It is a steed, leyeran. | Let the girl return home, | It is time, leyeran.
IV\fn{“The monjukatdylar were songs sung by young women in the context of a fortune-telling game played during Nowruz—the
holiday celebrating the arrival of spring. The songs take their name from the game itself—monjuk is the word for “bead”, and at, the word
for “throw”. In this game, participants each threw a bead into a dish, a teapot or a bowl of water. Someone then took the lead and sang a
song, after which a bead was taken out of the pot. It was understood that the message of the song applied to the owner of the bead. The
process was then repeated until all the beads had been retrieved. The major players of the game were the recent brides, who were living
with parents during their gaytarma period. They were joined by the older unmarried girls of the village or settlement. Meeting in the
relaxed atmosphere of the Nowruz holiday, these women gave voice to passions that they usually kept to themselves. They sang of their
lovers and sweethearts, sometimes referring to unmarried men but most often to their husbands. While romantic love is rarely alluded to in
the other women's songs, it is a common theme of the monjukatdylar.” Definitions: dagdan, the wood of a mountain tree believed to afford
protection from the evil eye; goenjuk, jewelry sewn onto a woman’s dress as protection from the evil eye; goch, the name of a high-quality
ram used for breeding; dutar, a two-stringed musical instrument resembling a long-necked lute; heykel, a bag containing a text from the
Qur’an; semeni, a porridge of malted wheat and flour; kujey, a sharp tool used in carpet-making; ner, the finest male camel, known for its
strength and endurance; goel, the principal pattern element in Central Asian carpets, in the form of a polygon that is usually divided into
quarters to represent the four seasons. Additional: Huday, an alternative name for Allah; the Etrek river is in west Turkmenistan; Leyli is a
character from Turkmen heroic folklore who became ill when separated from her lover. }
4.a: Nowruz and the fortune-telling game.
Nowruz came, spring came, | The crow came, the goose came. | to the people who were sitting, | The song of a
nightingale came.
*
Nowruz is the springtime | Youth, a rose sapling. | It’s time for girls and boys | To choose one another.
*
It is midday, it is hot, | Girls at home are locked. | Every year on Nowruz night, | Lover to lover is locked.
*
Nowruz has come once again, | The girls are taking a stroll. | The furtive look of my beloved, | Will salt my heart
and liver.
*
Let’s throw the beads, girls, | let’s join a soul with a soul. | Lover with a sweetheart, | Let’s bind them together.
*
Began, the girl began, | She threw a bead into the water. | Reciting her verse wrongly, | Old Maral made a mistake.
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*
Nowruz came this night, | The girls will be drawing lots. | The girl who wins the lottery, | Will win a young cock as
a prize.
*
Throw the beads, we have come, | receive a yigit as our guest. | My yengnge told my mother, | Now we are in
trouble.
*
Let’s gather together girls, | Let’s throw the beads. | The girl who saw her sweetheart, | Let her wear dagdan and
goenjuk.
*
Come girls, let us play, | Like red flowers let us thrive. | Yigits like red flowers, | Let us choose by throwing apples.
*
A light frost came with Scorpio, | There’s one who hurts my liver and heart. | Let the slave of God address me, |
There is one above who decides.
*
Chicks of pheasants, | Draw the lots. | May Allah grant my wishes, | On Nowruz nights.
*
The bran from barley flour, | Take out the fiery chelpek. | She whose bread is taken out, | Will be Dangatar’s
telpek.\fn{Here, “telpek is a metaphor for destiny, and the action of taking out a pancake (chelpek) from a hot pan of oil parallels that of
taking out a bread from the dish.”}
4.b: The wrong man.
With my pail I went for water. | I joyfully drew the water. | The one who parted the lovers | Let his days be spent in
mourning.
*
Let my fine dress have a pattern, | Let it remain in the bag. | The one who parted me from you, | Let his heart be
scarred.
*
They cut down the apple tree, | They broke off its branches. | My sweetheart whom I chose in love, | Was cut from
me by words.
*
I saw your yellow don as gold, | I saw life would carry on. | Marrying my uncle’s son, | I saw was worse than death.
*
If he is at fault, | My parents are to blame. My parents did not put me, | In the arms of that goch yigit.
*
The horses broke loose in the north, | Flowers were strewn on their path. | It’s a pity that Perman’s son | Tied my
shawl around his waist.
*
We have a lot of room, | My fate is not with this man. | May you turn into a sparrow hawk, | And pull me out of this
sorrow.
*
They stirred up the mud in the spring, | They shared out its water. | Unwilling, I was forced to marry, | They tied
you round my neck.
*
Make a pocket for a fine don, | I was given to a rogue. | I’ll wear black on my wedding day, | I’ll return home to
mourn.
*
The bed of down, the pillow of down, | With a gray old man I will not sleep. | Bread is there, butter is there. | With a
gray old man I will not dine.
*
This dutar has a lot of frets, | The strings are in the wrong place, | The good girl is at a bad place, | Where she’s
encountered many troubles.
*
The chest is on a pile of bedding, | I’m leaning against the chest. | Living among strangers | Is wretched, I am
burning.
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*
My parents have eaten their fill, | They made me suffer from head to toe. | I was a beautiful maya, | They flayed me
alive.
*
Barrels and barrels of fish, | Bird’s feathers fill the sack. | Whom is it tyrannizing, | This cruel, evil fate?
*
My fair face may be pink, | My neck may be like snow. | But Huday still prescribed for me, | Quite an ugly
husband.
*
Your face is white, like snow, | Your cheeks like pomegranates. | I saw your betrothed at the toy, | He looks like a
starling.
*
The bag is tattered and torn, | The color has gone from your face. | Hey girl, no man will marry you, | Why this?
Your God has damned you.
4.c: The right man.
Look here, hey boy, | Your words are to my liking, boy. | You for me, I for you, | You and I are a match, boy.
*
My brown hair falls around my waist, | My soul has a hundred dreams. | Even if this place is flooded with youths, |
It’s your name that’s on every tongue.
*
The foothills of the Koepet Dag, | The foothills are birds’ nests. | A girl with such a love, | Has a place in paradise.
*
Magnificent is my love, | In a robe of red on his gray horse. | When he shoots, he hits the gold, | He is the best, my
love.
*
Acacia in the south, my love, | You made my liver melt, my love. | You made your rivals envy you, | Like a king,
you walked, my love.
*
The gazelle he caught is like an elephant, | The horse he rode is like the wind. | Hey girl, the neck of your betrothed,
| Is slender, like a hair.
*
My love who rides a horse, | Is heeded and respected. | I decorate his steed, | He wins kids at toys.
*
My sweetheart is a bagshy, | And popular with people. | When folk dress up and hold a toy, | My sweetheart is the
decoration.
*
I’ll look at you from across the street, | Like honey, I will flow. | My hairs are of the finest silk, | Strings for your
dutar.
*
My uncle’s son is the best, | Don’t give me to a stranger. | If I pursued, I would not catch him, | He on horseback, I
on foot.
*
My uncle’s son, marry me, | Into your heykel, put me. | If I should love another man, | Let your virtue punish me.
*
My uncle’s son is a wicker, | We will embrace, the two of us. | In the orchard of the peach trees, | We’ll intertwine,
the two of us.
4.d: Separation.
They boil semeni, | Stick a needle in a bag. | Now I know that separation, | Is the worst of all pains.\fn{“People
believed that, if they could see traces of the fingers of the Prophet or his wife in the cooled porridge, the year ahead would be a good one.” }
*
I raced down from your mountain, | I plucked a flower from your garden. | I thirst, please give me water, | From
your rosy pink cheeks.
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*
When fire burns, there is light, | Our houses are close by. | On the white felt carpet, | Every day we frolic.
*
Our houses are on top of each other, | Our verandahs are side by side. | You come out that way, I come out this. |
May our dreams be realized.
*
Embroider and embroider, | Listening for your lover’s voice. | If you hear the voice of your love, | Do your
embroidery outside.
*
I climbed to the top of a plane tree, | and looked at sunny places. | The shawl my sweetheart gave me, | Has rotted
from my tears.
*
Scarlet is my dress, | Whiter than snow my wrist. | Because we are apart, | My heart burns with pain.
*
Black high-heeled shoes, I’d die for you, | Come, be the cure for my pain. | Carry me to your side, | Not seeing you
I suffer.
*
Bring the bracelet to me, | Put it on my white wrist. | My soul dies of impatience, | Take me to my loved one.
*
Your white telpek is sheepskin, | You melt my heart and liver. | If you’re a bird with a strong enough grip, | Carry
me off from here.
*
I tried to make some popcorn, | But the kernels wouldn’t open. | Take me to my beloved, | Tempestuous river Etrek.
*
May Huday turn me to a bird, | And turn my wings to silver. | Each night, each morn, I pray that He | Will help me
meet my love.
*
May your horse become a bird, | May its eyes by like a owl’s. | Those who parted me from my love, | May misery
afflict them.
*
Oh, to be a kueji, | Oh, to be its point. | When my love goes on a trip, | Oh, to be his dagger’s point.
4.e: Failure to live up to expectations.
Yellow silk will be refined, | My tender heart will be crushed. | If he doesn’t come as promised, | My heart and liver
will melt.
*
I climbed up the hill and stood, | I touched the soil with my hand. | You let me down, white telpek, | I gave you my
heart.
*
I threw a bead for my beloved, | Let him ease my pain at once. | There is no healing in his gifts, | Let him come to
me himself.
*
A green jug on the house top, | My sweetheart came to you. | Take his present, keep it there, | But send him straight
to us.
*
My buds have already bloomed, | My waist has grown slender. | What about our promise? | The stars are overdue.
*
Handsome boy, handsome boy, | See your love and laugh, boy. | If you do not come tonight, | Know you will loose
your love, boy.
*
Hey, boy lying in the shade, | Hey, boy in the linen shirt. | Get up, they took away your love, | Hey, you oblivious
boy.
*
The Pleiades are above, | He shakes his telpek out. | My beloved sweetheart, | Is afraid to come.
*
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The cloth of his don is Chinese silk, | With cinnamon on the collar. | He promised but he did not come, | The falcon
of the yigits.
*
Cross the mottled mountain, yigit. | Spend your hundred tuemens, yigit. | If you can’t come in the day, | Set off in
the night, yigit.
*
Let’s go to the slippery place, | Let’s slide to the bottom. | That boy’s misfortune, | Let us all share with him.
*
Who twined the rushes of the shelter, | Who is lying in it? | On a down pillow and feather bed, | Who are those
entwined together?”
*
The flint stone makes sparks, | The saddle’s pommel is white. | If I speak your name they’ll know, | Youngest of
three brothers.
*
The weather is hot today, | Our homestead is by the road. | The tall one with fine eyebrows, | I wonder whose friend
he is.
*
There’s a verandah in the north, | There’s one inside who stole my heart. | Don’t restrain my beloved, | There’s one
who watches for him.
*
Get up boy, persimmon boy, | Do not plead with me, boy. | Our secret will be known, | Don’t stand in the street,
boy.
*
Let’s look at each other in secret, | Let’s speak with our eyes. | Let’s meet at a secret place, | Let’s share our sorrow.
*
Let me cut out a don for you, | Let me spread silver coins on you. | While my parents are not looking, | Let me in
secret flee to you.
*
Above there is a star, | His telpek is otter skin. | My beloved sweetheart, | May he not come by day.
*
Let’s look at each other from afar, | Let us water our hearts. | The troubles we have in the day, | Let us share at
night.
*
Do not come in the moonlight, | Don’t disgrace yourself in public. | When the moon sets in its place, | Even if they
bind you, come.
*
I’ll come when it’s moonlight, | I’m proud of your flower-like face. | Until the melon hides in the clouds, | I’ll be
restless, I’ll be dying.
*
It is moonlight, the moon won’t set, | the not-murdered dogs won’t sleep. | The girl is in her mother’s arms, | Here
beloved one won’t sleep.
*
Moonlight bright, like milk, | Your dress is like chintz. | Don’t keep coming son-in-law, | You’ll be beaten, like a
dog.
*
The yellow melon has ripened, | A path goes through its field. | But don’t visit me so often, | I’ve fallen in love with
you.
*
Eagles in the mountains, | We are full of joy. | let my love do as he wishes, | Even kill me in the peach orchard.
*
The move is with maya and ner, | The steed is with wings of down. | If I could be in the arms of my love, | I would
go mad with joy.
*
Your telpek is white sheepskin, | You made my body tingle. | Red silk don and boots of black, | You made me your
Leyli.
*
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The camel-wool robe covers his knee, | I can’t see enough of his handsome face. | If you don’t come every Friday, |
I’ll go to look for you at once.
*
There’s a carpet on the yuek, | There is a red goel on it. | The boy who comes at night, | There is desire in his heart.
*
You have a lot of scarlet dons, | Enough to wear and sell. | Do not come to our house, | Come to our neighbors to
sleep.
*
The cock who cried at dawn, | The cock with golden plume. | I admire and honor the voice | Of the cock who woke
my love.
*
I ask for an apple, a pomegranate comes, | I cut out a dress, too tight it comes. | Sometime, just around midday, |
My love in lamb’s wool telpek comes.
*
He sent red flowers, my love, | He burnt my heart, my love. | Believing the words of a rival, | He turned from me,
my love.
*
The cover of a small mattress, | My sweetheart does not like me. | Let poisonous serpents bite | The girl my
sweetheart likes.
*
The water flows and flows, | Washing away the rocks. | Another’s sweetheart won’t be yours, | Despite his furtive
glances.
*
A place on a yuek you have, | A share of boiled butter you have. | Don’t cast your eye on another girl, | Bow-like
eyebrows here you have.
V\fn{“The lamentations have a more fluid structure than the other women’s folk songs. They vary in length, in the number of syllables per
line, and in the rhyming patterns. Garryew describes them as ‘rhythmic poems sung while women cry’ One convention peculiar to the
lamentations is the addressing of the deceased husband or his parents as ‘kaaba’ as a token of great respect. The lamentations are usually
sung on the day of burial, which, in keeping with Islamic tradition, takes place within twenty four hours of death. They can also be sung
three days, seven days and forty days after a death.” Definitions: kaaba, a term of respect implying great respect; way, an expression of
grief ; goezel, beautiful; dag, funeral mound; dessik, a tool used in carpet-making.}

5.a: Death as a journey.
You made piles from thorn grass, | You made fodder from clover. | Your dear love, your companion, | Went to the
place from where no-one returns.
*
My eyes are looking for you, my kaaba, | Your children are sobbing, my kaaba. | Though months pass you won’t
return, my kaaba, | Though years pass, you’ll not come back, my kaaba.
*
Water stopped flowing from the spring, | You’re left in the desert, my kaaba. | Gently you stroked and rode steeds,
my kaaba, | You wore the finest robes, my kaaba.
*
Great mountains have crumpled, | You’re trapped in their layers, my kaaba. | The clouds have gone from the sky, |
You’re left in the sun, my kaaba.
*
He who goes there won’t come back, | He’ll not return as he was before. | These paths have adversities, | An iron
fence surrounds the path, | If we want to go there, we cannot, | If we want to see him, we cannot.
5.b: The vulnerability of those left behind.
The hearth full of ashes is left, | The chest full of money is left, | Your children, orphans are left, | She who was at
your side is left.
*
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He was the keeper of the garden, | Without a keeper the gardens are left, | Now there’s a hole in his place, | Without
a sultan his wealth is left.
*
Your death diminished me, | Your death made my body shrink. | Your death left me alone, | Where can I go now?
*
My love began with you, | You set my heart on fire. | The noble master of my house, | Where can I go now?
*
I cannot live without you, | I cannot bear this fiery pain. | You left me in a bottomless river, | I cannot stay afloat.
*
Won’t he who is a ner get up? | Gird himself to bear his load? | The loads will wear you down, | The girth will cut
into your flesh.
*
Does a ner never sit on ashes? | Does he ever spill his load? | Won’t he who is a ner get up? | Gird himself to bear
his load?
*
Shirts without collars and sleeves are coming. | Say, “I won’t wear them,” my kaaba. | Robes without sides and
borders are coming. | Say, “I won’t wear them,” my kaaba. | Horses without reins and whips are coming. | Say, “I
won’t mount them,” my kaaba. | Houses without doorways and roofs are coming. | Say, “I won’t enter,” my kaaba!
*
Way, you funeral guests, who come, | I will hear your pleas. | Only wait a little while, | So I may look on my dear
mother. | And should I want to see her again, | Where can I find my dear, loved mother?
*
Send for the angel of death, | I want to give him my soul too. | I’d like to look for my mother, | But where shall I
find my dear Mother?
*
If I have a slight headache, | I’ll feel a kick in the back. | After your death, | The doors will be closed on me.
*
If I cry for one, I cry for the other too, | One a pomegranate, one an apple, | From the blow of bitter death, | I grieve
for both of them.
*
Your goezel is left behind, | Your gray horse is left in the yard. | You were in the prime of your life, | You left unused
strength behind.
*
The eyes whose child died, | Will go up the road and look. | If she doesn’t find her child, | She’ll cut and salt her
liver.
*
The dag of my child lies ahead, | I can see part of it. | Other troubles have remedies, | But the dag of a child has no
cure.
5.c: Lamentations and wedding songs.
The palanquin ribbons were blown away, | The toy decorations were washed away. | The sheep for the guests were
taken by wolves, | You gave in to your fate too soon.
*
At the place where horses should race, | Prayers for you were uttered. | At the place where wrestling should be, |
Holy waters were poured.
*
Your toy shawl is left in the dark, | Your toy hearths have filled up with blood. | You’re left in the graveyard with no
light, | You are left in the river with no bottom, | Unhappy lamb of my kaaba.
*
In the pot your tea is left, | In the cup your portion is left, | In the large white yurt, | Your beloved is left.
*
She went to the master craftsman, | She used to chose fine jewels. | She whose young life turned to ashes, | Now
with the black sand is mixed.
*
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How could a bay’s bride die so young? | How could a fresh garden flower fade? | Will the bride of the noble bay, |
Visit the master craftsman again? | Will she ever choose jewelry again?
*
When she washed there were no bibs, | She baked without a protective glove, | No scraps of fabric fell to the
ground, | No unused pieces flew in the air, | The beautiful bride left this world.
5.d: Death and fate.
Your moon has eclipsed, my kaaba, | You lost your game with fate, my kaaba, | Your medicine turned to stone, my
kaaba, | Your doctor has gone to heaven, my kaaba.
*
Those to whom we prayed were deaf, | Things we touched were turned to dust. | How could he who was sick not be
cured? | How could he who was bent not get up?
*
Your black hair never gray, | Your pearl teeth never turned yellow, | Your body never wore out, | You’re lost with
your dreams, my kaaba.
*
He built a palace, but never slept in its shade, | He planted seeds, but never tasted the fruits. | Fine steeds used to
play in his yard, | Tasty foods were cooked in his pan, my kaaba.
5.e: Eulogies.
Your hard days as an orphan passed, | You caught up with the others. | In spite of trials you became a man, | You
overcame hardships, my kaaba.
*
Fine steeds used to play in your yard, | Choice foods used to boil in your pot. | You sat tall, you spoke lofty words, |
You walked tall, you saw the sky, | Esteemed son of my kaaba.
*
He traveled all over on his horse, | At a toy, an honored guest on his steed. | Traveling from one toy to another, | He
was the champion many times. | His pacer churned up the ground, | His whip left a trail in the earth.
*
She made patterns of birds in flight, | She embroidered patterns of flowers. | Best of those who wear a yashmak, |
Quickest of those who work with thimbles, | She used to weave facing the sun. | Water wouldn’t seep through what
she made, | Her crafts surpassed the crafts of others, | The eye couldn’t see her shuttle … | Her dessik had no time to
rest. | She always kept an open table, | A generous ladle in her hand, | Each day she wore a lovely dress. | She rode a
maya to new pastures, | she had a way with baby camels, | She had a way with ner and maya, | Her skills were
recognized by all, | Her crafts were valued at the market.
182.1 Excerpt from City Of Oil\fn{by Berdi Kerbabayev (1894-1974)} Govkuzereñ Village, Tejen District, Ahal
Province, Turkmenistan (M) 23
… Nurjan walked down the street rapidly.
Beyond the third house the street ran up a hill and, becoming a paved road, it continued on straight through the
sands to the oilfields. It was not far to go, but the going was hard. A storm was raging between Great Balkhan and
Small Balkhan. The sands ran heavy like the murky waters of the Amu Darya. Clouds of dust swirled between
heaven and earth. It was impossible to tell paving from hill or from ravine, and it was as if the wind were moving
the sand hillocks, so like the humps of bedded-down camels.
“I haven’t seen the likes of this for a long time!” Nurjan thought. “If you don’t know the road here, you’ll get
lost and never get out. You can’t even tell south from north.”
True, the sun had not appeared at all that day. Trucks crawled along with their headlights on. At night these
beams could be seen from afar, but now they were yellow and were only discernible a few steps away.
Nurjan plodded onward. Though his feet sank in the sand, the wind immediately leveled over the deep tracks
he made. It pressed against the youth’s chest, it tore at the flaps of his canvas jacket, it whipped at his face with
handfuls of sand, it pushed him from side to side, as if it wanted to make him stop and lie down.
“Damn the wind! It’s doing it for spite!” Nurjan exclaimed. He could not hear the sound of his own voice for
the roaring of the wind.
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Yesterday had been a warm day, and no one had even thought of changing his summer clothing. Nurjan really
appreciated his mother’s prudence now.
“I’d do anything for my mother!” he thought with a smile. “If not for her, I’d have gone out in a short-sleeved
shirt and no belt, and would never have put on my boots. And the wind would have scooted me along like tumbleweed. And if I had put on my cap instead of my hat with the ties, the wind would have carried it off long ago.”
As he thought he kept snorting, for the dust got into his nose and mouth and choked him. It was lucky he had
on his goggles, but even so, he had to keep wiping them.
Nurjan did not lose spirit. As he pulled his legs out of the sand, he looked round proudly and thought:
“Let the storm rage, let the wind howl, it can never stop Nebit-Dag!”
*
Yes, work went on as usual at the oilfields. Despite the foul weather, the hundreds of pumps that were set up
everywhere and which seemed unattended, slowly bent and raised their crane-like necks, as if they were telling a
story and corroborating their words with these solemn and important nods. Looking at the desolate expanse of the
sector, one could never guess at the mighty movement of oil that was taking place everywhere, seemingly of its
own accord, without the interference of human beings.
But Nurjan had been working as an operator for the past year and knew only too well that the warm oil which
gushed from the depths of the earth was being piped to the huge white reservoirs as always. He thought the oil
workers had everything planned so well and efficiently that not only a sand-storm, but no other power on earth, be
it above or below ground, could hinder it.
“Oh, no!” Nurjan said and stopped to have a better look at the strange sight he imagined through the sand
cloud.
The derrick which had towered over the sand dunes the day before was now quite close to the road. .
“I know, they’ve moved it from the old place and stopped over there meanwhile. There was talk yesterday that
No. 38 would be moved,” he thought and peered into the sandy haze, where the sharp silhouette of the huge derrick stood staunchly amidst the swirling dust.
He could make out the tractors of the assembly crew grouped around it. Six tractors had been towing it on steel
cables until they were stranded by the storm, and the seventh one, bringing up the rear, was pulling the cables taut
to help the forty-metre monster keep its balance. He could see some people there. They were running from one
side to another, trying to tighten the cables. He could not hear their shouting, for they stood with their backs to the
wind, their hands cupped to their mouths.
At nineteen, Nurjan was envious of everyone. He was envious of the Kum-Dag oil workers who had pumped
water into the earth and were now getting oil from waste layers. He was envious of the pilots who flew over the
sand dunes in spring, planting seeds of saksaul, cherkez and tamarisk to hold down the sand. He was envious of
his own father who had been drilling for oil some place in the desert for nearly a year. And now he was envious of
the assembly crew that had been caught unawares by the storm, halfway between the old and the new drilling
sites.
“That’s some job! And they’ll make it!”
The wind threw sheets of dust up from the tops of the hillocks, blotting out the scene, and once again Nurjan
thought he had imagined it all. He continued on his way. A five-ton tractor, pulling a platform piled with boring
pipes, was moving towards him, detouring round the assembly crew. The heavy sides of the platform left deep
tracks on the sand, and the tractor’s headlights reddened the dust cloud.
“The pipes’ll be there before the derrick,” Nurjan thought. “Just look at it sway. But the boys won’t let it fall.
That’s what technology is! It’s the mind of a scientist and the willpower, strength and skill of the worker!”
He was pleased at this thought and was still more pleased at the way he had expressed it. He continued on
complacently, his body bent forward sharply, still talking to himself and no longer paying attention to the sand or
the wind
Suddenly he started and looked round. He was mildly surprised to see he was alone.
“Whom am I telling this to?” he wondered. “What a fool I am! I’m trying to convince myself.”
But he was wrong. Everything he said aloud or thought of this past month was addressed to his co-worker,
Olga Safronova, a light-haired Russian girl. Whenever they met, he would mumble the kind of ordinary and uninteresting words any other person could have said. Yet, as soon as she was out of sight, a multitude of fascinating
thoughts and grand words which he had never imagined he even knew took possession of him. He was bursting
with this new treasure and would spend hours talking to himself in the secret hope that one day he would tell it all
to Olga and conquer her imagination.
A snub-nosed GAZ car, its canvas top flapping, passed him and disappeared in the waves of yellow fog.
“Blow, wind, blow,” Nurjan whispered.
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This sounded like poetry, except that he could not think of a second line. But it would come to him. After all,
the first line had. And Nurjan repeated stubbornly:
“Blow wind, blow.”
*
“Comrade Atabayev, whom are you arguing with?”
Nurjan turned sharply and saw Aigyul Chovdurova, his section chief. He thought she looked very beautiful in
her goggles, blue tunic and blue trousers tucked into her boots. This was a real woman of the new world, of the
world of atomic energy and communism.
But the giant of a youth standing beside her and wearing a yellow shirt tied with a green sash looked like a
lout. Nurjan was stunned by his rare physique and even forgot what Aigyul had asked him, for he was too busy
staring. The youth had legs like pillars, a broad chest open to the winds and a bull’s neck; a man could sit on each
of his shoulders. Crowning this unusual figure was a very ordinary and, what was most striking, very youthful
face.
Coarse black hair grew low on his forehead, he had deep-set small eyes and a flat nose that seemed squashed.
He stood in his fur hat with flaps, his shoulders drooping, paying no heed to the storm. One could see from
looking at him that he had just arrived from a far-off desert aul. Nurjan was in no hurry to ask questions. It was
obvious that Aigyul was not taking the giant around for the fun of it.
“Whom are you arguing with?” she repeated when they had sat down in a quiet nook beneath an asphalt boiler
left behind after road repairs.
“I can’t seem to get along with the storm,” Nurjan said with a smile.
“Well, well! Then you know how to talk to the wind?”
“I haven’t learnt how to convince it, but I’ve voiced my protest: it can keep on blowing—I’ll stand up to it and
win. It might as well know it.”
“Those are good intentions.”
“The wind’s no worse than the gas. Isn’t that right? The underground gas kept storing up its strength for centuries and brought terrible destruction to people, but we’ve made it serve us. The same will happen to the wind.”
“Good for you! I see you know how to dream. And what are you going to do about the sand?”
“I think we’ll be able to stop it with bushes and turn the sand dunes into green hills. Then again, the Amu
Darya won’t be carrying its waters to the Aral Sea much longer. We’ll turn it around. And the Kara Kum canal
will certainly come to our aid. And don’t forget about artificial rain! Then we’ll cover the Balkhan mountain gates
with forests and hunt pheasant there.” Nurjan noticed Aigyul’s mocking smile and asked:
“What’re you laughing at, Aigyul? Don’t you believe me?”
Whenever he became offended, he called his chief by her first name. Aigyul smiled again: the boy seemed to
be reading out of a book. But all she said was,
“If you stop the source of the wind, where will you get your energy?”
Just then Nurjan’s nose began to itch from the dust. He sneezed and exclaimed:
“Damn the wind and its sources! I’ll use the energy of the atom. Is that clear, Comrade Chief?” Aigyul
answered him in the same military sort of tone:
“Yes, Comrade Atabayev! You have wonderful intentions.”
When Chovdurova looked at her companion, she noticed that he was completely at a loss and unable to follow
their banter, so she said to Nurjan:
“As they say, this is both a walk and a purchase. Enough talking. Let’s discuss the new apprentice. He has a
paper saying he’s finished seven years of village school. After you show him around, we’ll put him down as your
helper.” Nurjan looked at her suspiciously and asked:
“And will you transfer the other fellow to another place?”
“You know he’s being called up in a few days.” Nurjan sized the apprentice up cautiously and said:
“Then this fellow’s burning with desire to civilize the Kara Kum and put atomic energy to work?”
The youth was embarrassed. He smiled, showing two rows of snow-white teeth. Aigyul noticed his embarrassment and seemed to stand up for him when she said:
“And he’ll be there when you go hunting in the forest at the Balkhan Gates.”
“Well, he who doesn’t know how to dream won’t know how to spread his wings.”
“It sometimes happens that a bird takes off but doesn’t know where to land!”
“That only happens to silly birds like a coot, but an eagle will never let you touch it.”
“Do you think you’re an eagle?”
“I’ve never been considered a crow, and I don’t think I’ll be one in the future.”
“Well then, teach your apprentice to take off and land. Maybe you’ll even teach him how to catch pheasants
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over the Balkhan forest.” Nurjan could not think of anything to say and decided to change the subject.
“Chief, you’ve brought this fellow over, and I’m taking him on. But you know me: perfect obedience and no
arguments.” Aigyul had difficulty holding back a smile as she looked at the operator.
“He looks like a child beside this giant, but what assurance! However, you can’t work unless you have confidence in yourself,” she thought and explained his words to the apprentice:
“In other words, he wants you to consider him your teacher.”
“And better still, your director.” When Nurjan saw how taken aback the lad was, he softened his voice.
“I don’t want you to think I insist on your pleasing me. I just want you to put your whole heart into your work
and love it as you would your sweetheart.”
He stopped short and turned a fiery red, fearful that Aigyul might have guessed his feelings towards Olga before and would certainly tease him now. But she was looking off into the distance, and her eyes were dreamy even
through her goggles. Nurjan did not hesitate.
“Is it true your father’s team is finishing work on the boring well?”
“What of it?” Aigyul asked cautiously.
“Nothing,” Nurjan said and cast his eyes down innocently. “I just thought it would be a good place for the new
apprentice. Test drilling’s far better than working in an oilfield. Each day is full of events, news and adventure,
and just look at the teachers! There’s your respected father, Tagan Chovdurov, and a famous driller like Toijan
Atajanov.”
Aigyul was silent, Her lips were pressed tightly together. Nurjan asked softly:
“Is there any truth in what they’re saying about Toijan?”
“What are they saying?”
“Nothing special. Just that he wants to go to a new section and work under my father after they get through
with the well. Will you be sorry if Toijan’s far away?”
Oh, how Aigyul’s eyes flashed! She was ready to shout at Nurjan, but stopped in time. The boy’s words had
struck home and she had to conceal this. Nodding towards the apprentice, as if indicating that she didn’t want to
speak sharply in his presence, she countered playfully:
“Comrade operator, don’t you think you’d better mind your own business, instead of worrying about someone
else’s?”
“But we’re oil workers,” Nurjan taunted. “We all have the same interests at heart! Toijan’s affairs are my affairs and my affairs concern my chief. If my chief is sad, I’ll be sad too, though I don’t know what there is to be
sad about when such a brave driller as Toijan Atajanov wants to be sent to a far-away district. No matter how far,
no matter if it means separation, you should be above such personal matters.”
“There’s a saying which goes, ‘Sweet words are weaker than straw.’ You’re on the job now, so take your helper
and go to your post,” she said dryly. Nurjan was about to remind her that there had been quite a bit of sweet talk
between Toijan and her during working hours, but Aigyul didn’t give him a chance to open his mouth,
“See you at the meeting! So long!”
And she was off with a wave of good-bye.
*
By noon the storm was nearly over, and the dust began to settle. At times the sand, raised by a gust of wind,
churned like caps of waves, only to fall back again. The sun was hazy in the sky and the horizon was beginning to
clear.
After lunch Nurjan took his helper to the well. Though the pump was working steadily, the lad decided it was
having a hard time, because it was half buried in the sand. When Nurjan noticed the worried look on his rather
dumb face, he said:
“What’s the matter?” The youth did not answer at once.
“If you watch it nodding,” he said after a pause, “you’d think it’s saying: ‘Look at me! Help me!’ It’s having
such a hard time, and we’re just standing here watching it.”
Nurjan saw that one of the bolts was loose and switched off the current. Then something strange happened:
without waiting to be told, the helper untied his green sash and began wiping the pump and the motor. The blue
steel of the machine shone in the sun. Nurjan tightened the bolt and turned on the current. His helper was sure the
pump was working better. He began scraping away the pile of sand near it with his foot. Nurjan liked what he
saw.
“That’s not bad for a beginner,” he thought. “A person’s a very strange animal. As they say, never praise or
scold someone you’ve only just met. He looks awfully dumb, but he didn’t have to be told what the machine
needs.”
“What’s your name?” Nurjan asked.
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“Cheker Tuvakov,” the giant answered good-naturedly.
“That doesn’t suit you. They should have called you Pilmakhmud. There’s something of the elephant in you.”
“You can call me Pilmakhmud if you want to, Uncle.”
“Uncle?” Nurjan said and looked at Cheker in surprise. Everything about him—his slumped shoulders, sleepy
eyes, awkward movements, and especially his huge, flat feet like two pot covers indicated that he had grown up in
the desert and was used to rising and retiring with the sheep. It was difficult to think that such a fellow was guilty
of flattering him, but, nevertheless, Nurjan was suspicious.
“Perhaps he came here to make some quick money, thinking that it just rolls in at the oilfields? Maybe he
rushed to polish the pump with his sash just to worm himself into my confidence and show me what a good
worker he is?” Nurjan thought and asked:
“When were you born?”
“In 1938.”
“Me too.”
“I believe you, Uncle.”
“Then how can you call me uncle?” Nurjan said, raising his voice threateningly. But his helper was not
intimidated. Perhaps he did not even notice his tone, for he said with a smile:
“You said I was to consider you the director, but back at the farm we always called our chairman ‘Uncle.’”
This simple reply took Nurjan unawares. He thought he would have a difficult time with this PiImakhmud, but
decided to bear his cross patiently. He sat his helper down on the sand for a heart-to-heart talk.
“There’s a saying which goes: ‘Teach a child when it’s young.’ Don’t look at me goggle-eyed, I’m not oldfashioned. In olden times, people thought the saying meant thrashings, but I mean real education. Of course,
you’re no child, but you’re still new here and everything about oil is new to you: the machines, and the
relationships between the workers. So you see, you’re still a child here. It’s my duty to acquaint you with the work
processes and with the people here. Are you listening?” Nurjan asked, seeing that his helper was gazing glassyeyed into the distance.
“I’m listening, Uncle,” Cheker said with a sigh.
“Then remember, on the job an oil worker may be dirty, and his clothes may be soaked with oil, but his conscience is as clear as a mirror. All oil workers have one goal and one soul. There’s a saying that goes: ‘If you hit a
cow on the horns, it’ll feel it in its hooves.’ If one oil worker is unhappy, all the rest are, too. You know Aigyul
Chovdurova? There’s a real beauty for you. And do you think she thinks about that? She’s an oil worker above all.
Remember that.
“And do you think she’s the only one? You should have a look at Olga Safronova, one of the operators! Her
hair’s golden and her cheeks are pink, and she walks like a ballet qancer, without even touching the ground. And
what do you think she’s doing now? All during this storm and swirling sand she’s been checking the wells, just
like you and me. She’ll never refuse any job, no matter how dirty it is. When I see her in our section, I think the
sun—”
Nurjan stopped, noticing that his train of thought had resulted in his confiding too much. He ended quite
abruptly:
“What I mean is, never forget the main thing—that an oil worker’s conscience should always be clear.”
While Nurjan spoke, Cheker, with very small hopes of ever understanding his discourse, looked him over. As
always, Cheker’s thoughts flowed slowly and unconnectedly. He was positive he was frightfully ugly, and,
therefore, found Nurjan’s dusty, olive-skinned face and broad forehead very handsome. He liked his large dark
eyes and the sweep of his thick brows, and when he saw a dark birth-mark on his cheek he thought:
“Why wasn’t he called Mengli-jan?\fn{ One-with-a-birthmark} Oh, no, that’s a girl’s name. Well, he does look a bit
like a girl. Though his hands are big and strong. But it’s boring to hear him talk.” Then he surprised himself by
asking:
“Uncle, what’s the current for?” Nurjan was happy at the turn in the conversation.
“Cheker, what happens when there’s no kerosene left in a lamp?”
There was no immediate answer. Cheker had found his studies at the village school extremely difficult and
always looked for a trap in every question put to him. He asked hesitantly:
“Will the lamp go out, Uncle?”
“If the kerosene is the lamp’s soul, then the current is the pump’s soul. If there’s no current, the pump’ll stop.”
Nurjan touched the oiled surface of the polished bar which kept dipping and rising.
“This bar works the pump that’s deep underground.”
“Is the well deep?”
“Two thousand three hundred metres.”
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“Are wells ever that deep?”
“That’s nothing, there are wells four thousand metres deep. If the pipes from several wells were laid end to
end, they’d reach your collective fann, and maybe even farther than that.”
“What are so many pipes for?”
“See those big drums there?” Nurjan said, pointing towards the reservoirs. “The oil from the wells goes into
them and from there it’s piped right to a factory.”
“Does a factory gobble up so much oil?”
“Factories don’t eat or drink oil. They refine it and make gasoline and kerosene, and a million other things. Oil
works miracles. It runs cars, carries freight across the ocean, lifts it into the air, lights up cities and villages and
cooks food. And it greases wheels and turns machine tools. And your galoshes, and truck tires, and paint, and
soap, and asphalt are made of oil. Anyway, oil makes life much easier. That’s why the government spends
hundreds of thousands of rubles on each well.”
“Hundreds of thousands?”
“Some test wells cost a million rubles and more.”
“When they dug an artesian well at our farm, it cost twenty-five thousand rubles, and that’s all everybody
talked about for a year after.”
“But then, a good well will bring in much more than was ever spent on it. There weren’t even flies in the desert
where oil has built such cities like Nebit-Dag, Kum-Dag, Cheleken, and our settlement, Vyshka, in just a few
years’ time.”
Nurjan thought his lecture had tired the lad. True enough, Cheker turned away, frankly indicating that he had
no intention of listening any longer. Nurjan was at a loss.
“What’s the matter? Are you sick?” Cheker was silent.
“You know, you don’t look like a young lady at all, and I’m no suitor to give in to all your whims,” Nurjan
shouted. “What’s the matter with you?” Cheker was silent.
“You’re on the job! Understand? If you don’t want to learn, you can go back to where you came from!”
A muscle on Chek’r’s cbeek twitched.
“I want to learn,” he said slowly. “I’ll do anything you say. I’ll even carry the pumps. I’m strong enough. But
why make fun of me? Do you think a farmer’s nothing more than the mud that’s stuck on your shoe? How can
you clean anything two thousand metres down? That’s the middle of the earth!”
Nurjan went into peals of laughter. But he had to promise Cheker that the chief engineer himself would say it
was true. He didn’t think he would be able to manage this Pilmakhmud, but an experienced worker like Tagan
Chovdurov could really take him in hand.
He was more tired from talking than from working and stretched, straightened his shoulders and looked
around. The wind had died down completely. Tall, graceful derricks dotted the horizon and trucks raced along the
highway. Nurjan’s heart flew faster than the trucks. The pumps nodded ceaselessly, as if agreeing that the world
was indeed beautiful. A lark trilled in the sky. It seemed to be singing:
“The world belongs to you. Life is beautiful, and the day is beautiful, and the hour is beautiful.”
It was time to go to the staff meeting, where he would see Olga.
*
“What are you thinking about—it’s your move!”
“I don’t know if I should move this checker and get a king. It’s so simple! It’ll make you feel bad.”
“If I lose one out of three I won’t feel bad.”
“But two games in a row?”
“Come on, Olga, it’s your move!” She got a king and said with a smile:
“You played better in school.”
“And you were prettier then!”
She laughed. His gloomy face was the best proof that this was not true, and that in Nurjan’s eyes she was never
as pretty as she was now, in the club room, where they were playing checkers on a window-sill, waiting for the
meeting to begin.
“I play chess now,” Nurjan said glumly. “My brother Arnan taught me. It’s much more interesting.”
“Will you teach me?”
“That’s no game for women. Come on, move!”
Through the open window they could see the oil field swathed in clouds of dust. The green branches of a
young olive-tree peeped in the window and kept getting tangled in Olga’s golden hair. The room was filled with
merry voices, laughter and the clack of billiard balls. Foremen and workers were sitting along the wall outside,
smoking while they waited for the meeting to begin. The smoke of their cigarettes wafted in through the window.
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Olga waved it away with her goggles. Conscientious as usual, she was completely engrossed in the game,
though Nurjan had forgotten about it completely, for he was admiring her honey-coloured braids, wound neatly
around her small head.
No, she had not been half as pretty in school! For a moment he visualized the four dormitory buildings, the
yard with the models of drilling equipment that looked like a monument to Science, and the open iron gates
leading to the street. There, by the gates, he had first spoken to this Russian girl. .
“Do you remember Ludmila?” he asked suddenly. “They say she’s studying at the oil institute in Baku.”
“I haven’t been to the school for a long time,” Olga replied. “Let’s go over some time this week and see Tigran
Arshakovich.” Nurjan smiled.
“Want some raisins?” he asked, pulling a handful from the pocket of his overalls and pouring them into her
hand. He liked the way she ate them right from her palm, like a child. Suddenly she laughed.
“Do you remember the dill? Oh, how funny you were!”
She had recalled the day when Nurjan, unable to find any flowers or raisins or even apples for her at the late
market, had bought her a bunch of dill instead. “What’ll I do with it?” Olga had asked, laughing merrily and
blushing as she spread the fragrant green stems on her palm.
“But what was I supposed to buy if there wasn’t anything else?” Nurjan sulked.
“You should have got me some dried salt fish! I love it!” and she had gone on laughing infectiously at his
discomfort.
They already had many memories in common, but. never before had Nurjan felt as good as today. This was the
hour the lark back at “117” had heen trilling about.
“Come on, it’s your move, Olga!” Nurjan said impatiently. He kept losing one game after another, for he could
not concentrate. She would raise her calm, dark-blue eyes after she made a move, as if waiting for approval, but
he would interpret her expression quite differently, seeing it as something haughty and taunting. He did not have
the sense to praise her playing and she would turn away feeling hurt.
“In this kind of storm I always think our fields look like Texas or Oklahoma. What dust! You can’t see Jebel at
all,” she said, looking through the window.
“What do you think Jebel is? You don’t even know,” Nurjan teased.
“Sure I do. Jebel is the name of a mountain.”
“Silly! Jebel means any mountain in Arabic! Gibraltar is an Arab word too—Jebeltar.” After impressing her
with his great learning, he relented and made a bad move.
Olga looked dreamily off into the distance, beyond the lace-like pattern of the young acacia and olive branches
which surrounded the section office, beyond the fence made of rejected pipes. There, in the field close to the
office, the pump balance rose and fell like a hammer over an anvil, putting the pump in the well into motion.
“Come on, move, Olga. You’re not concentrating.”
She sat with her back to the billiard table. Two foremen were playing, and a jealous Nurjan tried to discover
which of them Olga was turning to look at. One, with a horse face and long teeth, came over to them and offered
Olga some candy. The other, who was very young and who had his cap on backwards, kept laughing all the time.
Naturally, they could not be indifferent to such a girl. That’s why they were shouting unintelligible and dashing
phrases and brandishing their cues. Nurjan got angry and pushed a checker without thinking.
Now Olga, in turn, gazed at him. He was wearing oil-stained overalls and was sunburnt, with a delicate birthmark on his cheek. At times he even resembled a girl, but his hands were large, the hands of a worker.
Nonetheless, he was an excellent fellow and had already been moved up to the fifth category. No one had ever
seen him drunk. He didn’t even smoke. If only he weren’t so touchy, so jealous and mistrustful. …
“Come on, you go,” she said. He raised his sad eyes and said:
“I made my move long ago. Are you sleeping, my girl?”
She studied the board intently. Nurjan looked at her peach-pink cheeks, at her soft rounded shoulders that.
Appeared soft even under her blue denim jacket, and had to force himself to look at the board when she made a
move. Either because his mind was constantly wandering from the game or because he purposely wanted to lose,
there were very few of his black checkers left, while Olga’s white ones were advancing steadily all over the board.
“Olga Nikolayevna, are you winning again?” When they were alone, he always called her Olga, but when
others were present he used the polite form of address.
“If you keep on playing like that, I’ll win the game.” She laughed and her eyebrows flew up like wings.
“Hah! What’s a game! You’ve won me long ago,” Nurjan thought, but answered rather rudely:
“I can afford to lose once in my life. I never lost before.”
“Before doesn’t count. Before we used to get stipends of 390 rubles a month. Remember our gray-haired
cashier?” Olga laughed at the sudden recollection. “Everything’s progressing and so am I”
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Olga wagged her head to shake off the golden curl falling on her eyes.
“And me?”
“You? There’s a … veil over your eyes today,” she said quickly and became embarrassed.
She and Nurjan often met, especially now, when they were both working in the same field, in the same section.
The boys at the technical school were right in telling Olga that he was a serious and well-educated fellow. He
knew many unusual things: for instance, what Mendeleyev\fn{ Dimitry Ivanovich Mendeléyev (1834-1907) the Russian
chemist who discovered in 1869 that the chemical elements show a periodic recurrence of properties when they are arranged in a certain
order, which is approximately the order of increasing atomic weight, a discovery of inestimable value in the development of the science of
chemistry} had said about Cheleken a century ago; the industrial uses of ozocerite; and he could assemble and take

apart an automatic hose cock without even looking. He liked music and had a collection of long-playing records,
including Chopin and Chaikovsky. It was probably only shyness that prevented him from joining the band at the
club house.
She was pleased that he found her the most attractive of all the girls. There was no question that he was in
love, though she had always thought it was puppy love. Today, however, as they were playing, she felt he was
really in love. This both confused and pleased her.
Olga had never loved anyone yet. And though she was pretty, it somehow happened that no one had really
courted her. When she said that his eyes were covered with a veil she felt strained, as if she had touched upon a
secret, as if she were asking for a confession of love.
“I’m imagining things. He didn’t even hint at anything,” she said to console herself.
But such cold reasoning was of no use. She was convinced that she had not been mistaken.
“Why does the birth-mark on his cheek jump so? It always twitches when he’s worried or embarrassed. But
when did I have a chance to notice that?” And Olga realized that she had been watching him closely for a long
time and became more and more embarrassed from the thought. .
“It’s your move, Olga.”
When Nurjan saw she was not paying attention and had picked up a black checker by mistake, he touched her
hand.
Their eyes met. For a moment he held her hand in his and felt a gentle pressure in response.
Aigyul Chovdurova appeared in the doorway and Nurjan started. She, above everyone else, would certainly
guess what had transpired just then and would make fun of him to repay him for their morning’s conversation. He
began putting the checkers away, trying to look indifferent.
The laughter and noise died down, the players left their cues and checkers, and those who were not to take part
in the meeting left. It became quiet. Though both Nurjan and Olga were only operators, they were both replacing
foremen who were away on vacation.
Aigyul Chovdurova looked the gathering over silently. For some unknown reason Nurjan felt guilty and
thought:
“How keenly she looked at me. I shouldn’t have remained here on the window-sill with Olga. I should’ve
changed places, but now I won’t move for anything. Let them think whatever they want to.”
Meanwhile, Aigyul had asked them to close the windows and be more quiet. She began the meeting. Aigyul
was a young woman who had recently graduated from engineering school. She had soon won the respect of her
fellow-workers. They liked her and listened to her suggestions. Her voice was high and musical.
At one o’clock the previous night, one of the section operators went on duty and began his rounds. He soon
noticed that something was wrong at one of the far wells. When he approached he saw that the cable weights had
been torn. The accident was noticed in good time, and the well was out of commission for only a short while.
Aigyul set the operator’s good work up as an example to the others.
Nurjan glanced at Olga, for he already felt jealous of the highly-praised youth. But she had not even turned her
head. He sighed deeply and listened to what Aigyul was saying.
Now she was talking about minor matters that were nevertheless of importance: of the endless, drop-by-drop
loss of oil, of wasted oil. Something had to be done about it.
“Every drop counts!” she said.
The foremen and operators began to smile at this appeal. After all, they were producing hundreds of tons of oil
—wasn’t this a very petty thing? But Aigyul demanded that there be no leakages anywhere. And the most
experienced and wise among them began to see that the young specialist was not worried about petty matters:
these drops of waste reflected everything—the low culture of production, their carelessness and indifference. That
meant Aigyul was right.
“The third quarter is nearly over,” Chovdurova continued more confidently. “The less days left in September,
the greater our responsibility for our programme. I want everyone to be more careful on the job!”
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Nurjan was pleased when he saw that Aigyul did not intend to turn her sharp tongue in his direction. He
became bolder and raised his hand. But she continued:
“I know, you want to say that it’s not only a matter of fulfilling the plan, but of fulfilling our obligations and
producing a trainload of oil over and above the plan. We haven’t forgotten this. And I can’t say that anyone’s work
in particular displeases me. Everyone is doing a conscientious job, trying to prevent wastage. But I’d like to call
the attention of some young workers to the fact that they shouldn’t spend their working hours in idle chatter.”
Seeing that Aigyul glanced at him, Nurjan became indignant.
“What sort. of a hint is that? I didn’t say anything to Olga, I didn’t even go walking arm in arm with her once
yet, and who gave Aigyul the right to interfere in my personal life?” He felt that everyone was looking at him. As
they say, the thief’s knot is loosest, and Nurjan could not help asking:
“Would you mind saying whom you mean?”
“Don’t worry,”Aigyul replied. “I wouldn’t hesitate to name names if it were necessary. I just wanted to remind
our young people once more that working hours are no time for personal affairs. After work no one will ever
prevent you from strolling and having fun, laughing and falling in love.”
Nurjan liked her answer. After all, she was a real person, not a dried-up old thing, and she was still rather
young herself. From the great height of his nineteen years, Nurjan thought the twenty-three-year-old Aigyul was a
woman well on in years.
Aigyul checked down the list, asking each foreman in turn about every well in his section in order to discover
which were in need of repairs. Their replies were brief and to the point. When it was Olga’s turn to account, Nurjan was carried away by the sound of her voice and did not notice that it was now his turn to report. Without
calling his name, Aigyul repeated a second time:
“One-seventeen?” This time, though he had not really heard the number, he guessed she was addressing him
and replied quickly:
“There’s a block!”
“What?” Aigyul asked in surprise.
“A block,” Nurjan repeated. “We’ll have to clean the well.”
“One-seventeen?”
“No,” Nurjan said.
“Which one then?”
“I meant one-twelve.” Chovdurova shook her head.
“You’re strangely inattentive, Atabayev. Do you need a new pump?”
“No, the pump’s in good order. It’s only the block.”
“Ah, I do think you need a pump after all—to clean your ears. Now do you know whom I meant when I was
talking about the young people?”
“Yes,” Nurjan answered, hanging his head like a schoolboy.
Aigyul was pleased with Nurjan, but took unfair advantage of this incident to have it serve as an example to
the rest.
“We’ll clean out the well, but you try to clean out your ears yourself. You’ll be sorry if our repairmen have to
take on the job. And here’s another piece of friendly advice: if the wind bothers you, put cotton in your ears. Well,
if it’s anything more serious, let’s discuss it, because there are times when a person can’t see his way clear by
himself.”
Olga felt no better than Nurjan. Aigyul’s hint certainly concerned her too. She tried to feel angry with Nurjan
for starting this awkward conversation, but she could not. Why should he be blamed for being in love?
Nurjan left the meeting feeling hurt and gloomy. He could hear the strains of Moscow Evenings coming from
the club-room window, but the song did not cheer him up. He felt like a little boy put up for ridicule. Now everyone, and certainly Olga louder than the rest, would laugh at him. And worst of all, there was no one to blame but
himself, for he had given that sharp-tongued Chovdurova a chance to make fun of him.
The asphalt road stretched on ahead like a gray carpet, but Nurjan plodded along more slowly than he had that
morning through the sand.
“Hey, Nurjan! Make it snappy!” someone’s friendly voice said near by. “Your father flew in from Sazakly!
Didn’t you know?” The neighbour’s boy shouted the good news loudly and waved his arms around like a
windmill.
Nurjan quickened his step. He liked the days on which his happy and restless father came home.
*
“Your father just flew in! What a surprise!”
“I know, they told me back in the fields. Is he home?”
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“What do you think? He went to see the chief straight from the plane. All he said over the phone was—wait.
I’m waiting. I’ve been waiting for three hours and I’ll wait for thirty days or for three years if I have to.”
Nurjan did not listen to his mother’s excited words, but went to his room. The hazy sun, red as always after a
sandstorm, was sinking below the rooftops.
Nurjan looked through the window: the sun’s last rays lit up the white walls of the two-storied houses and the
sparse yellow-green autumn leaves of the young acacias.
For a moment everything took on a disquieting reddish hue—the leaves on the trees, the faces of passers-by
and even the pavement. Flocks of bustling sparrows flew from one spot to another and Nurjan sensed a sad
anxiety in their commotion; He looked up and down the street indifferently, noting everything in his subconscious
mind and seeing nothing. On the way home he had been thinking about many things, but not at all with the same
inspiration as in the morning. Now his thoughts were so jumbled he did not know whom to be angry with and
whom to blame. Perhaps only himself?
No matter how busy Mamysh was preparing a festive dinner to mark her husband’s return; she sensed immediately that her son was upset. Why, he had even entered the house like a debtor who was unable to raise the money
to pay his debt. She was at a loss for any explanation and, despite her impetuous and off-handed nature, refrained
from asking questions, for he would not tell her anything anyway, and it would be best to distract the boy from his
gloomy thoughts.
“Nurjan, dear, go wash up, the bath’s ready. Your face is dusty. What a storm! There are double panes on the
windows, but the rooms are full of sand and the bed is as dusty as if a camel was rubbing against it. I’ve spent the
whole day sweeping and dusting. This is no apartment, it’s a city! By the time you go over everything, dinner’s
ready. My, how hard it is to carry the whole household on my shoulders, but your father can’t understand it, and
neither can anyone else.”
Though Nurjan was quite aware that these last words were addressed to him, he did not reply and headed
towards the bathroom in silence.
“You go and wash up, dear, and I’ll brew the tea meanwhile.” Through the bathroom door he could hear her
talking to herself as she passed from room to room.
“What a wonderful thing gas is! You turn a knob, strike a match—and do what you want to! You can take a
bath, or wash clothes, or cook dinner; no fire, no ashes. And no wood to put on the fire. I’d gladly bow low to the
great scientists who invented gas! It’s not many years since I had to burn damp wood back in Garagel aul on
Cheleken, and choked from the smoke—and couldn’t wash off the soot or warm myself under a ragged blanket on
the old felt rug. Now it’s just like I’m living in Igdir-khan’s palace.”
Every time Atabai returned for two or three days from the desert, she would become twice as talkative as
usual, for it was in endless chatter that she expressed her happiness. She was alone the whole year and, therefore,
unhappy. It was perfectly clear that this woman had been made for a big family.
Nurjan put on a pair of striped pyjamas, emerged from the bathroom and stretched out on a carpet with his
elbow on a cushion. His mother placed a pot of green tea before him.
“When you wash in warm water, it’s like throwing a load off your shoulders, isn’t it, dear?” Mamysh asked,
still hoping to discover what had happened at work. Nurjan recalled how his mother had warned him of an
approaching storm that morning and asked with a smile:
“Well, do you think the storm is over?” She paid no attention and continued:
“I can tell by your tired eyes that you’ve had a hard day.”
Mamysh spoke the truth. Nurjan had cast off his depression and annoyance in the bath; together with the dust
and the grime, and was now quite capable of making light of it.
“So you say you can tell what’s in my soul by my eyes?”
This was all his mother needed. She made herself comfortable on the carpet opposite and began:
“I’m your mother! You and Aman forget how difficult it was to bring you up. When you were little, I always
knew why you cried or laughed. You’re still the same child to me. I know your every sorrow and your every sigh.
Didn’t you think I knew you were upset about something besides the storm? Why do you hide your sorrows and
joys from me? There’s still no one closer to you than your mother. I’m surprised you haven’t noticed how many
lovely young girls there are. You’re like a blind man. Don’t be shy. Tell me what happened. Is something wrong
on the job? Or were you reprimanded? Or didn’t they listen to what you had to say? Maybe the oil’s flowing
badly?”
She asked these question softly, swaying to and fro. Her brow was furrowed beneath her graying hair, her eyes
squinted through sparse eyelashes. Nurjan winced, for he saw there would be no end to her questions.
“Mother, I’m so tired; and you keep pumping me. Why?” Nurjan forgot it was impossible to stop his mother if
she had once decided to achieve something.
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“I know,” she persisted, “you’re hiding something. You wold tell me of your own free will, and even if I try to
get it out of you, you won’t tell me. But how can I be silent? My heart’s not made of stone. Are you afraid I’ll
rejoice at your sorrows and grieve at your happiness? Or that I’ll run up and down, telling everyone your
thoughts?” Nurjan was helpless before this onslaught and could only plead pitifully:
“Can’t I even have my tea in peace?”
“Yes, have your tea, enjoy it. I don’t know when your father will be home. Can’t you understand that from the
day Aman became a cripple at the front I live in constant sorrow? But you don’t want to know anything. Or do
you think things will be easier for you if your mother suffers? Is that how you take care of your mother?” Nurjan
saw he did not have a chance and said:
“You see, the trouble is one of the wells is blocked.”
“Plogged? What does that mean?”
“It means … you know—blocked. I don’t know how to explain it.”
“Plogged, plocked! It’s just like talking to a Persian. Speak clearly in the language I taught you; Did something
fall apart? Did something fall into the well? Did a wall collapse?”
Nurjan buried his head in the cushion and laughed. Mamysh looked at him reproachfully.
“I want to know what his sorrow is and he laughs at me!”
“Oh, Mother, does a person laugh when he’s sad?”
“Then where was your laughter when you came home from work? Did you leave it tied up some place?”
“Sure.”
“Where?”
“On the bottom of the well.” His mother seemed at her wit’s end.
“What shall I do? I want to take him under my wing, but he wounds my very heart!” Nurjan was ashamed of
himself and tried to explain.
“You probably know that every well has its source,” he said.
“So what?”
“Well, this one is clogged up with clay.”
“That means the well ran dry. You should have said so in the first place. Will you have to abandon it now?”
“No, it can be fixed.”
“Did you make your mother suffer because of such nonsense?”
“But you see, I didn’t notice the accident in time.”
“Now I understand.” She shook her head. “Then they gave you a good talking-to. Don’t worry, my child. It’ll
only do you good. Now, where will you eat? At the table or here?”
A round table covered with an embroidered cloth stood between the windows. When his father was away in the
desert and Nurjan ate alone or with friends, he always preferred the table. But when his father was at home, he
had to give in to tradition, and then they ate on a cloth spread on the carpet or on a piece of felt.
Nurjan was about to ring up the drilling office to find out when his father would be home when Atabai himself
appeared. When Mamysh saw her husband taking off his hat and blue mackintosh in the hall, she exclaimed:
“Here’s your father! You won’t sit at the table now.” And turning to her husband, she said:
“It won’t do you any harm either to bathe before dinner or you’ll get the carpet so dusty I’ll have to beat it
again.”
“If you don’t have to shake and beat carpets, what else will there be for you to do?” Atabai teased, looking
round the apartment contentedly after his long absence. Mamysh noticed his dusty boots, took him by the shoulders and said:
“I want you to bathe and change immediately!”
“Won’t you let me in otherwise?”
“How can I let you near the cloth like this? Like father, like son—one’s worse than the other. It’s easier to walk
to Cheleken than come to an agreement with you! This is my last warning: if you don’t bathe, you can’t come in.”
Atabai laughed heartily and his gray, three-pronged beard shook.
“Ah, Nurjan, does your mother have any sense at all?” Before Nurjan had a chaance to answer, Mamysh cried:
“What a misfortune to have such a wise man for a husband! If there were brains instead of straw in that
pumpkin head of yours, would you ever try to barge in looking as you do?”
“Silly! Until I scrub this dust off you won’t even be able to drag me in to dinner.”
“Then why are you trying to force your way in like a blind man?”
“Just to see what you’d do.”
“Didn’t you try my patience enough times? You’re gray already, but you’ve less sense.” Atabai would not let
her finish.
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“Ah, Mamysh, a person with a head on his shoulders should get wiser each year, not sillier. I know the real
value of water, not you. It was me, not you, who trudged across the desert in summer. It was not Mamysh, but I,
who carted water on a donkey dozens of miles over the sand. I’m nearly sixty, but I’m not afraid of any dust.
Why? Bocause I love water. Now I’m no longer a mountain goat in the desert, but a swan in a lake. Yes, a swan!”
Mamysh smiled despite herself.
“It’s only your head that’s as white as a swan, but you—”
“What?”
“You’re the same as always—as black as a goat!”
“Well, well!” Atabai laughed and went into the bathroom, while Mamysh hurried off to the kitchen.
“If an old man’s feelings run high, there’s sure to be a storm,” Nurjan thought. “I don’t think this saying applies to my parents. No matter how much they argue or tease, they never really quarrel. Mother can make anybody
lose his temper, but Father only laughs. They’re so different, but they both look upon things the same way. When
they meet, they argue, and when they part, they’re lonely. I remember, long ago, when there wasn’t even a handful
of flour in the house, Mother would never blame him. He’d come home tired and hungry and there would be
nothing to eat, but he’d never say anything. And he’d never be angry. I wonder what my family life will be like?
Olga, Olga, why did you look at me so crossly? Even if you don’t love me, a friend should never act like that. …”
His father came out of the bathroom and interrupted his sad train of thought. Though Atabai was a man of the
older generation, he changed to pyjamas, as did Nurjan, when he came home from work. At first Mamysh would
be surprised and would tease him about this, saying:
“Our father looks like a bobcat.” Then she got used to them and found them rather becoming. When Mamysh
brought in the kyurtyuk\fn{A dish made of dough and meat} Atabai exclaimed:
“What’s this for? Don’t you think I’ll have tea?” Mamysh set down the plate apd said calmly:
“Nurjan’s probably hungry and I’m sure you are, too. You’ll have tea after dinner. It’ll be better that way.”
“That’s no good at all!”
“While you waste your time talking, dinner will get cold. When you fill your empty stomach, you’ll see whether it’s good or not.”
“Ah, Mamysh, what the desert needs is you! There’s enough of everything—of sand, of wind, there’s even
enough children to open a kindergarten. Whole families are arriving. My neighbour plays ball with his kids in the
evenings, throwing it against my wall. The only bad thing is the silence. There’s no rattle! Do you want me to take
you along and make everyone happy?”
“Everyone except you, you old windbag!”
The foreman did not like to talk shop at home, the more so about any unpleasantness on the job. No one who
saw him now, making merry at his wife’s expense, inventing children who did not exist and never had existed in
Sazakly, would ever have guessed what a difficult night he had had or how worried he had been that day, when the
chiefs had quarrelled in his presence. He kept teasing his wife during dinner. Nurjan tired of their squabbling, and
asked his father:,
“What’s new in Sazakly?”
Atabai was busy eating. His face darkened and he said curtly:
“There’s an ill wind blowing there. We’ve had one accident after another. Our chief, Chovdurov, wants us
drillers to forget all about Sazakly.”
“Maybe he’s right. They say there’s a very complex tectonic structure there and it’s too dangerous to drill.”
“Ah, my boy, a driller’s life is full of dangers: Even your mother can turn on a faucet at home. You, too, know
how to pump oil from wells bored by your father.”
Nurjan knew his father was joking and said nothing, but Mamysh would have the last word.
“Atabai also knows how to put away a full-course dinner after it’s cooked.” Atabai wiped his hands on a towel
and looked at his wife with a smile.
“You remind me of the woman who used to say: ‘Ploughing is just walking back and forth. Harvesting is
playing with a scythe. Threshing is going round in circles. It’s sifting the flour that’s really difficult!’” Mamysh
carried the dishes off to the kitchen and Atabai said thoughtfully:
“They say Annatuvak Chovdurov doesn’t want to take any chances and thinks conditions are too difficult at the
new place. I don’t understand him. A simple job is an uninteresting job. The real work is not in mere pumping, but
in difficult drilling. Don’t think I don’t value your work. You probably find your own rewards in it. But if I don’t
hear the roar of the rotor and don’t see the bit chewing into the soil during the day, I can’t fall asleep at night.
When the bit goes down from layer to layer, surprises await you at every turn. You feel as excited as at the races
when someone else is overtaking your horse and a fraction of a second decides everything. This kind of
excitement gives you strength and vigour.” Atabai laughed and ended briefly,
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“Of course, it’s better when there’s no accidents.” As Nurjan listened to his father he thought with a pang of
jealousy:
“Why didn’t I become a driller?”
“Father, whom are you going to compete with?” he asked. “With Tagan Chovdurov?”
“No.”
“With whom, then?”
“I have a feeling our director thinks his father and I are so old we’re ready to fall apart. That’s why I want to
prove what an old man I am and compete with some young foreman.” At these words Mamysh thought she would
get even with him.
“Ai, ai, Atabai, isn’t that too much for you? There was a frog who wanted to be as big as an ox and it kept
puffing and puffing itself up until it burst!”
“I don’t think you’re one to ask others how strong I am!”
Sensing that his parents were off again, Nurjan went into his room to dress. Olga said she was going to the
theatre that evening and he hoped there was still time to buy a ticket and see her again.
Mamysh had no intention of arguing with her husband. There was something else on her mind now, for she
understood her boy’s gloominess to mean that he was unhappy at being alone. She had talked of marriage to
Arnan and to Nurjan: before, but both sons—the elder, who was a widower, and the younger, who was still a
youth—always avoided a definite answer. Now she had decided to seek Atabai’s help.
“Oh, Atabai, I’ve spoken to you many times, but you never listen to me.” Atabai raised his eyebrows in
surprise.
“I don’t understand what you’re hinting at.”
“I’m all alone.”
“Don’t I count? And I’m sure Nurjan still lives here.”
“You’re never home. You love your derrick more than me. Nurjan goes off in the morning and comes back in
the evening. Aman lives in Nebit-Dag. I’m all alone all day long.”
“You want me to give up my job?”
“Don’t pretend you don’t understand.”
“Mamysh, you’re talking in riddles. Do explain what you mean.”
“I want a daughter-in-law in my house. A daughter-in-law! Do you understand?”
“You should have said so in the beginning, That will be very nice, indeed.”
“If you think so, then there’s no use putting it off, I’ll see to the matchmaking tomorrow.”
“What a woman! You’re like a trap: you’re ready to spring shut instantly.”
“Do you expect me to mumble like you do before I say something?”
“We have to think it over and look around first. Whom do you want to marry off, Aman or Nurjan?”
“Both are my sons and neither will go against my will.”
“Then why is their last name Atabayev and not Mamyshev?”
“Because you look upon a woman as a bai.”
“Silly woman. To confuse me with a bai. Did I ever own a single camel in my life?”
“All right, that’s enough chatter. Better think about a daughter-in-law. Whom should we choose?” Atabai
looked at his wife with a smile, but there were angry sparks in his eyes.
“You consider yourself the wisest of the wise, but there’s much you don’t understand.”
“What don’t I understand?”
“You don’t understand that times have changed.”
“If times had not changed, where would we be now? Do you think if times have changed your sons should
remain single?”
“Aman is a grown man, he is a Communist, and he fought at the front. His wife died and he looks at life differently from you. And I don’t think he needs a guardian in such matters. Our choice might not be to his liking at all,
and I know he’ll do what is best.” At this Mamysh wailed so that Nurjan heard her in his room.
“Maybe it’s all this knowledge of yours that’s prevented us from doing a good deed all along. You’re like a
pendulum swaying back and.forth, back and forth. You can think as you like; but I’ll do my maternal duty and
will go to see about the matchmaking tomorrow.”
“Whom do you have in mind?”
“Aren’t there enough good families? I mean the Chovdurovs.”
“Aigyul is certainly a lovely girl, but does Nurjan like her?”
“He will.”
“Nurjan is her subordinate and he’s three years younger than she.” Suddenly, Atabai turned towards the door
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and called:
“Nurjan, come here!”
“Wait a minute,” Mamysh whispered, but Nurjan had already appeared in the doorway, knotting his tie.
“Yes?” he asked his father.
“Your mother wants to marry you off, do you know that?” Nurjan did not pay much attention to these words
and answered jokingly:
“Oh, Father, Mother’s always thinking up things: she probably wants to see what you’ll say. She knows very
well I’m not a child any longer.” Mamysh understood his words in her own way and said joyously:
“I know, my boy, I know. That’s why I’m so restless. I’ve found you a bride. How lovely the Chovdurov’s
daughter, Aigyul, is! How slim and beautiful, and you can’t find a better disposition! I’ve already spoken about
marriage and I think her mother, Tyllagyuzel, seems willing. I think Aigyul is eager to get married, too.” When
she saw that Nurjan was smiling, she became more inspired:
“You know, Father, all I hear from him is Aigyul, Aigyul. They work together and they have the same interests.
Maybe they’ll get along well, too.” Positive that her son agreed with her, Mamysh began to discuss the problem
from all angles.
“Naturally, Aigyul is a chief, and she’s probably used to bossing people around instead of listening to their
advice. She’ll try to have Nurjan do her bidding, but he’s not one to be his wife’s slave. Aigyul will come to live
with us and she’ll fill our house with light, and then Nurjan will become chief over a chief. But the main thing is
that I haven’t rocked a baby in so long! What happiness it is to care for a child and play with it! Do you hear,
Father, he’ll call you Grandpa and will climb on your lap, and he’ll call me Grandma and will put his arms around
my neck. Now, Nurjan, don’t tell me later that you didn’t hear my words: I’ll take my first grandson into my home
to be my son and I’ll call him Nunnajan, I want you to know this.”
Perhaps it was because Aigyul was older than he and his superior, Nurjan’s heart had never skipped a beat
when he thought of her. Aigyul and Olga. How could one even compare them! And he interrupted his mother:
“Have you thought this all over, or are you talking from nothing better to do?” Mamysh was carried away with
her own plans and did not sense the note of displeasure in his voice.
“You know me, dear, I measure something a hundred times before I cut it. I think I’ve gone over a hundred
girls in my mind but there’s none better than Chovdurova. I’d be in seventh heaven if you and Aigyul would wake
up in the same house in the mornings.” Nurjan replied calmly:
“Aigyul and I will keep on working together and being good friends.”
“That’s right, my dear!”
“But we’ll never wake up in the same housel!” Maroysh gasped, as if the rope had snapped and the pail had
gone clattering down into the well.
“Why?” she asked in a hollow voice.
“Because I’m not a child. The time has long since passed when parents decided their children’s fate for them; I
want you to know, Mother, that I’ll always be grateful to you for everything you’ve done for me and I’ll always
do everything in my power to make you happy, but I’ll have to settle my own personal affairs by myself.”
“Why?” Mamysh repeated in a shaking voice.
“Because our wishes are not the same.”
“But where will you find a girl better than Aigyul?”
“Don’t worry about that! That’s nothing for you to worry about.” Mamysh felt hot all over, and as if that were
not enough, Atabai poured oil on the fire by saying:
“I told you times have changed.” Mamysh threw up her hands and fell upon her husband.
“You’ve always set my sons against me! If not for you, I would have had a grandchild long ago. I can’t even
talk to Aman because of yuu! Both boys are like their father. Isn’t it time Nurjan got married? Praised be Allah,
we’re no poorer than the rest. What’s the use of us if your son has no children? Do you want me to die without
having a grandchild of my own?” Atabai, who was used to his wife’s lamenting over the years, merely smiled, but
Nurjan cried out:
“What are you shouting about? What has Father to do with it?” Mamysh vented all her anger on her son.
“If your father was the man he should have been, you’d never put poison in my food! Why can’t you understand that your mother wishes you no harm? Are you turning your back on us because you’ve learned how to read
and you’re making a few kopeks now? My, aren’t you a grand one!”
“Mother, stop raking up old coals!”
“See, there you go again: ‘You have old-fashioned ideas, you have old-fashioned ways.’ Am I asking you to
marry an old maid of sixty or to take a second wife? Am I nagging you to go to the mosque to pray or to make a
pilgrimmage to a holy man? Or did I ask you to take a charm from the ishan? It’s you who are for ever boasting
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that you’re a member of the Komsomol and want to join the Party. Does the Komsomol teach you not to talk to
your elders? Does the Party say you should avoid your father and mother?
“We’re not as learned as you, but we can still read the papers. Everywhere they write that one should respect
one’s elders, so as not to make the saying come true: ‘You’ll be sorry if you don’t listen to your elders.’ If you
don’t want to listen to words which come straight from the heart, if I’m a burden to you,” Mamysh sobbed, “then
say: ‘Go live by yourself to suit yourself,’ and I’ll manage somehow. The government won’t let me starve.”
Nurjan felt sorry for his mother.
“What are you talking about? Did I offend you in any way?” Mamysh dried her eyes and sobbed:
“If you really care for me, then get ready for your wedding.” Atabai was annoyed by all this.
“If you’re so lonely you can’t even live without a daughter-in-law, then marry me off. Find me a wife!” Mamysh shook her fists at her husband.
“Here’s a wife for you! You’ve lost your senses completely and don’t know what you’re talking about. If I
didn’t give you any tea or bread for two days, you’d begin to talk differently.” Atabai would not give in.
“I’d show you who’s lost his senses, if only we had a whip in the house.”
“If you knew how to hold a whip, Mamysh would know how to hold her tongue.”
“Those are golden words.”
“Prove yourself to be a man; at least knock some sense into your son.” Nurjan cut in,
“You know, Mother, sooner or later both Arnan and I will bring our wives to your house. Not the ones you
chose, though, but the ones we’ll love.”
“Who knows whom you’ll bring in? Maybe a flirt, maybe someone who’ll drive me from my pwn home?
Maybe someone too proud to speak to the neighbours, or a chatterbox who’ll do nothing but blab all day?” Atabai
said quickly,
“You’re right as always. Not everyone can find a wise wife like Mamysh who’ll think twice before saying a
word.”
“At least you be still!” she shouted and continued to enumerate the dangers threatening her home:
“Maybe you’ll bring in a shameless hussy who’ll want to boss your father and mother? Maybe you’ll bring in a
Russian or Armenian girl who won’t even understand you when you speak to her.”
Atabai’s eyes flashed. This time he spoke seriously.
“I wonder if you understand what your tongue is saying? You spit at the one who feeds you! If not for the
Russians, you’d have long since rotted away like a wormy tree! If you can’t understand this, then at least try to
understand that the children will live for themselves, not for you. Nurjan is right in saying you’re old-fashioned.
You’re so proud of your wagging tongue you don’t even realize what harm it does.
“Nurjan, don’t listen to such nonsense. Marry the girl you love. If you fall in love with a Russian girl, marry a
Russian girl.” Mamysh was crest-fallen and said feebly:
“What’ll I do if I don’t understand her language?”
“If you don’t understand, you’ll learn.” Mamysh thought a while and said,
“I don’t think anyone people is better than another, either, but each has its own ways. How will such a girl fit
in here? And anyway, I’ve already spoken to Chovdurova!” She jumped to her feet and shouted,
“No! I won’t go back on my word for anything!”
“That’s right, Mamysh. If you had to take back all your words, they wouldn’t fit into the biggest barn.”
“And still, I choose Aigyul for my daughter-in-law.”
“You’ll choose whomever your son will love.”
“We’ll see about that!”
Nurjan was rushing to the theatre and avoided further discussion. He nodded to his father from the threshold,
shut the door behind him, and could still hear his mother’s shrill voice on the stairs.
*
Twilight was falling. Beyond the tree-tops of the city park a golden-red sunset was fading in the dusty clouds.
Aigyul, hurrying to a rendezvous, ran down the stone stairway to the street, startling a flock of pigeons. She was
excited by a vague premonition of happiness and walked quickly along the deserted park lanes, peering into the
flickering lights in the distance.
The semicircular area before the House of Culture\fn{ In 1988 there were some 137,000 of these in the Soviet Union and
the countries of Eastern Europe during their Communist administrations. They were buildings meant to house all kinds of recreational
activities, the larger ones (called Palaces of Culture) including theaters, dance halls, sports venues, musical organizations, lecture halls,
public libraries, and endless numbers of hobby groups and the stairway between the graceful columns were crowded. They are still in
operation in the post-Communist era carrying out their original functions: to provide a convenient meeting place for large or small groups
of people having similar interests, and to combat the spread of juvenile delinquency {“hooliganism” in European terminology) among the
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young.}

The young men with bronze faces and blue-black curly hair were dressed in stylish jackets and bright
coats; the girls, who were more modestly attired, wore summer coats of pastel shades and high-heeled shoes; there
was a tall old man with a long neck and head like a shrivelled walnut beneath his dark and dirty sheepskin hat and
women in bright robes with orange, blue or black rose-printed shawls on their shoulders. Waves of perfume rose
above the crowd. Aigyul blended with it and the festive feeling caught her up. She walked back and forth slowly,
looking about.
Toijan was nowhere to be seen. Aigyul kept nodding and smiling, for in your home town you know everyone
and everyone knows you. A diesel operator waved to her. They had once spent their vacations at the same resort in
Kislovodsk. For a moment a slender woman with small, deep-set eyes stopped to tell Aigyul her family news. She
said her husband wanted her to give up her job, but, naturally, that was her mother-in-law’s idea.
The foreman of a test-drilling team walked by. He was a well-mannered gray-haired man from Leningrad.
They said he was an ardent poker player and a good dancer; after many years of working in Nebit-Dag, he had
become as dark as a southerner. He bowed pleasantly to Aigyul.
Funny looking Tikhomirov from the Turkmenian annex of a research institute marched by, waving his arms.
He was accompanied by his ever-smiling wife and a whole brood of children.
But where was Toijan? Aigyul wondered. There were many people she knew in the crowd and she thought they
had begun to notice she was alone and were whispering behind her back:
“Whom can Aigyul Chovdurova be waiting for so long?”
It was strange that Toijan had not been the first to arrive. And she had hurried so. As she looked enviously at
the couples walking back and forth, she noticed Nurjan and Olga. Olga Safronova was very pretty in a green dress
that accentuated her golden hair. She was talking happily to her escort and swinging her green purse. Nurjan, a
dreamy-eyed gentle boy with a birth-mark on his cheek, was simply unrecognizable in a blue suit, a light tie and
shoes that shone like a mirror. Aigyul recalled how they had sat on the windowsill in the club-room earlier in the
afternoon, gazing at each other with love-struck eyes.
“This is what oil can do,” Aigyul thought a bit solemnly, in keeping with this moment of general excitement.
“They say it soils one. On the contrary, it cleanses you! It cleanses your thoughts and soul and makes them as pure
as diamonds. They love each other and are even afraid to speak of love. And they won’t find the courage to do so
for a long time to come, so as not to frighten off that feeling.”
Thoughts have a way of crossing. Nurjan and Olga were now saying that to look at Aigyul one would never
say she had spent the day walking between pumps and derricks in a tunic and trousers, unmindful of rusty iron or
war. But Aigyul was suddenly struck by the thqught that they were making fun of her and turned sharply aside.
The crowd in front of the theatre was thinning out, but still Toijan had not come. Aigyul began to worry. What
if he had been zooming down on his motorcycle and had run someone over, or was now lying in a roadside ditch
with a fractured skull? What if there had been an accident at the well? She remembered her mother’s warning and
her thoughts turned and rushed in a different direction.
Perhaps Toijan didn’t really respect her? Maybe he had heard some false tale of her relationship with Kerim
and had decided that he need not be on good behaviour with her.
*
“I haven’t seen you for ages!” an unpleasant familiar voice said. Aigyul raised her head.
Standing before her was Khidyr Derayev from the technical supplies office of the drilling outfit. He was
fidgety, with a constantly grimacing face and a whiney smile which he thought was irresistible. Today he was
dressed especially for the theatre in a hunting jacket with many large and small pockets and narrow light-blue
trousers.
“He thinks he looks like an actor, but he looks just like a waiter,” Aigyul judged him harshly and suddenly and
quite clearly understood why this person, who was for ever annoying her, was so unpleasant: he always tried to
appear as someone else.
“What’re you doing here all by yourself?” Derayev continued, attempting to take her arm.
She had finally heard the words she had feared most! But despite his flippant manner, the question sounded so
silly that, instead of embarrassing her, it amused her. Turning away, she replied:
“Strange as it may seem, I’m going to see a ballet. Hurry up, or you’ll be late.”
The second warning bell rang. People approaching the theatre quickened their steps. Aigyul watched her
fidgety suitor mount the steps, turning to look this way and that. She waited another minute and then headed
towards the entrance.
As ill luck would have it, Toijan had bought tickets in the first row. To the left of Aigyul was a professor from
Moscow. To the right was an empty seat. In the few minutes remaining before the lights went out in the crowded
theatre, Aigyul felt more embarrassed than she had outside. She was afraid to raise her eyes and find someone
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staring curiously at her.
As if that were not enough, the bank director and his family were now filing into the whole second row behind
her. His daughters Tuvakbibi, Orazbibi and Annabibi, and his sons Mamed and Orazmamed solemnly took their
seats. His wife leaned over to Aigyul and asked,
“Where’s your family?”
And because there were so many of them and she was sitting alone beside an empty seat, she felt sad and lost.
“Here’s a programme! May I join you?”
Once again Khidyr Derayev’s shaven and heavily powdered face moved towards her. He slumped into Toijan’s seat.
“This seat is taken,” Aigyul said softly.
“Late-comers aren’t permitted in,” he replied loudly.
Just then the lights finally went out and Aigyul’s tortures ended. The curtain rose.
Alder Kose appeared on the stage, riding a little donkey. He wore a hat turned inside out and had a sparse, dishevelled beard.
Everyone laughed. Khidyr Derayev roared as if someone were tickling him. He had no intention whatever of
going back to his own seat. There were Turkmenians, Azerbaijanians, Russians and Armenians in the theatre, but
the language of the ballet and the humour and wisdom of Aldar Kose were understandable to all. Only the young
Orazbibi who sat behind Aigyul with her long braids hanging down her chest whispered loudly:
“Dearie, why are they silent? Why don’t they say anything?” Her sister Tuvakbibi hissed:
“If you’ve any brains at all, try to understand mimicry. And be quiet! There’s no sense in the whole theatre
knowing this is the first time you’re at a ballet.”
“Is it something to be ashamed of?” The sisters would have gone on arguing; if Derayev had not stopped them
with a reproachful look.
The action of the ballet took place in olden times, when bais and khans oppressed the people, when lovers had
to overcome endless barriers to meet each other and when it was considered a great feat to dishonour a woman.
Despite the naïvete of the plot and the exaggerated passions and gesticulations of the actors, Aigyul involuntarily
compared the fate of the heroine with her own.
What would have become of her if times had not changed?
Who would have permitted her to take up a book or a notebook?
Could she have met with her beloved so freely?
Could she have waited for Toijan for everyone to see?
Oh, Toijan! Aigyul was looking at the stage, but her thoughts wandered. No, she did not know her beloved
well. There had been several meetings, several intimate conversations. Her father had always praised the driller,
but all he appreciated were his devotion to his job, his persistence and sense of discipline. It was another thing
again to see what he would say if he were asked whether Toijan was worthy of his daughter.
The first act ended. People were leaving their seats.
Aigyul saw Toijan making his way towards her and smiling broadly. For a moment a cloud passed over his
face when he noticed Derayev sitting next to her, but Derayev was not at all embarrassed. Rather, he did not even
notice Toijan’s displeasure. He simply gave up his seat reluctantly.
“You’re a bit late,” he said. “You’ve missed the best act. Aigyul and I nearly died laughing.”
Though all this was untrue and Aigyul, lost in her own thoughts, had not even smiled, she was grateful to Derayev for this silly lie. Toijan should not think she was lonely.
“Your father detained me. Please excuse me,” Toijan said excitedly, still holding her hand. “He came back
from the office as black as a cloud. We even thought he was sick.”
“What happened?” Aigyul asked anxiously.
“He had a terrible argument with his son! Your brother insulted him in front of others. How could he do such a
thing?”
“What was it about?” She suddenly thought they might have argued about her and Toijan.
“Everyone in our team wants to go to drill in Sazakly. Your father said so in the office. But your brother is boss
and he’ll have none of it He’d be only too happy to stop all test drilling in the desert. He’s a coward!” Aigyul was
so happy Toijan had finally come that she did not want to argue or take offense.
“You’ve already tried, Toijan. You’ve drilled there without any luck,” she said placatingly.
“That’s what your brother says.”
“So what?”
“He’s only been over there in an airplane.”
“That’s not true.”
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“He doesn’t like Sazakly.”
“That’s something else entirely.” Khidyr Derayev, who was still standing beside Aigyul, joined in pompously:
“I heard the scientific consultant Tikhomirov say back at the office today that looking for oil in the sand dunes
is like looking for a needle in a haystack.”
“What do you know about drilling? What’s there to talk to you about?” Toijan interrupted. “But I’ll tell you,”
he said to Aigyul, “that both the chief geologist and the chief engineer, and even the head of the outfit; all think
your brother is wrong.”
“And allof them taken together have less responsibility in this matter than my brother,” Aigyul replied, feeling
offended at Toijan’s curt words.
“He who is responsible is the one to decide,” Derayev interrupted again, and, pleased with this aphorism, he
looked at Aigyul triumphantly.
“Would you care to smoke?” Toijan asked him.
“All right, let’s go.”
“I don’t smoke.” Finally, Derayev understood that Toijan was waiting for him to leave.
“I’m in no hurry,” he said, leaning on the edge of the stage comfortably.
“Then find yourself some other occupation.” Derayev puffed up like a turkey.
“I didn’t know you and Chovdurova have secrets. You should have said so.” And he sauntered off. Aigyul
blushed.
“You were so rude,” she said.
“Well, you know there’s no sense talking to him nicely.” They walked into the foyer in silence. Aigyul was still
upset.
“Why is Derayev to blame?” she thought. “He’s stupid and conceited, but it’s too late to change him now. No, I
really don’t know Toijan yet. He’s like a cocked trigger. The moment he doesn’t like something, he’s ready to
blast away. He disapproves of my brother, but they’re both alike.” As if sensing her thoughts, Toijan asked jealously :
“Then you always agree with Annatuvak in everything?”
“When he’s right, I always agree. They’ve been looking for oil there for many years and to no avail.”
“Think what you’re saying, Aigyul! They looked for oil in the Urals for fifteen years, if not for twenty, and in
Tataria for ten without any real luck—but then! I don’t have to tell you about it. All I can say is that the Sazakly
layers have been fully proved to be oil-bearing!” Suddenly he smiled, looked into Aigyul’s eyes and said,
“What are we arguing about? Aren’t you angry simply because I was late?”
Aigyul nodded silently and thought: “How can I tell him I’m thankful to my brother for being so stubborn, because I don’t want to part with my beloved. I want to see Toijan every day, always. How quickly he changes! He
was nearly shouting at me, and now he’s as mild as a lamb.”
The second act began. They sat side by side. Toijan was strong and large-boned and he kept shifting his position all the time, for he felt cramped in the seat and cramped in his suit, and he was afraid to nudge Aigyul by
accident. She felt her shoulder touch his and her arm touch his and was so happy that she saw nothing on the stage
and was rewarded for all the unpleasantness of the evening. Suddenly, at a most unappropriate time, he began to
whisper in her ear heatedly:
“Do you know what the chief geologist said? It’s outrageous! Something should be done about it! He said that
in the past four years our reconnaissance teams have drilled 430,000 metres and only 44,000 of these were in new
areas! Just think: 11 per cent!”
“Shhh! You’re bothering everyone,” Aigyul laughed.
But he was still excited. She kept seeing his adoring eyes on her and would become embarrassed and blush like
a little girl and whisper softly:
“Look at the stage.”
When he saw her home, the hazy moon was hanging over the city like a ball that had been tossed up into the
sky.
*
Mamysh, who was always busy with her household. duties; rarely had time to leave the settlement and go to
Nebit-Dag, but after her argument with her husband and son, the stubborn woman set her heart on seeing Aigyul’s
mother and fixing a day for Nurjan and Aigyul’s wedding.
She had no trouble leaving the house, for she had cooked her dinner the previous evening. Nurjan could warm
up the food himself. After Mamysh had seen him off to work, she dressed and set out.
The asphalt road from Vyshka to Nebit-Dag crossed the steppe. The diesel bus ran smoothly and softly, causing no discomfort to the passengers. Mamysh took a seat near the window but did not once look at the broad
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steppe stretching as far as the horizon or at the endless blue of the sky. She was too taken up with her thoughts
and complicated figuring.
She was well aware that she had set herself a difficult task and could be just as sure of success as of failure, but
her fiery nature would not let her sit idly by, it pushed her on to conquer all obstacles. And now, as she sat in the
bus, her mind was busily at work.
“There’s no doubt that Tyllagyuzel agrees with me. But what will her husband say? Perhaps he’ll be just as
stubborn as Atabai? No, Tagan is a wise and well-mannered man, he should understand there is something to be
gained. Besides, Tyllagyuzel rules the household and she’ll be able to do what is necessary. The whole family was
hurt by the affair with Kerim Mamedov. Annatuvak is so busy, they’ll never even consult him.
“The only one I’m not sure about is Aigyul. Though, if she has a head on her shoulders, I can’t see what else
she’d want. She’ll be the wife of the intelligent Nurjan and the daughter-in-law of the respected Mamysh.
“But one can’t trust the youth nowadays! Aigyul didn’t grow up in a cloister. She’s a section chief and her own
boss. Perhaps she doesn’t like Nurjan at all, perhaps she’s given her heart to someone else, and in the very midst
of our negotiations she’ll say: ‘I’m not merchandise to be bartered back and forth!’ I won’t even be surprised if
she packs her bag and rolls off to Moscow or Leningrad to continue her studies. Who knows what she’s really
like? Maybe she’s the same as Annatuvak.”
*
Mamysh sighed loudly. The woman sitting next to her, who was dying to begin a conversation, was happy at
her choice. Besides, the bus swayed on a bump.
“Dearie, I bet you thought this big room would turn over?”
Mamysh started and stared at the woman, for she had just noticed that someone was sitting beside her. Her
neighbour was far from attractive: she had a flat nose, small round eyes, and was very dark. Despite the heat and
her advanced age, she was wearing a green velvet dress under a silk robe with ornaments and a shawl with red
flowers and long fringes. Around her neck was a dagdan\fn{A national silver ornament} adorned with brightly coloured tiny beads. Mamysh thought:
“She’s either going to a feast or there’s something wrong with her.” Deciding to keep up the conversation in
the same vein, she said sarcastically:
“Why, dearie, can you really trust hooves that are full of air? What if a nail punctures the wheel and it’ll go
down like a burst balloon? No wonder then that the bus might turn over at top speed.” The woman answered:
“Don’t think you can make fun of me. I’m not one of those who’s found his soul in a field.” Mamysh would
not be outdone.
“I always thought that women show their courage only while standing in line.” Her neighbour seemed to be
itching to talk.
“I don’t recall letting anyone get ahead of me in line.”
“I’m glad you’re not as kind as I. You don’t let your butter get sour and your husband never goes hungry.”
“My husband never looked for bread at your house yet. If I keep in good health, I don’t think he’ll ever have to
do so, either.”
When Mamysh saw her neighbour’s eyes narrow until they were two slits, she realized the woman was ready
to begin a quarrel and tried to smooth over this feeling of animosity that had arisen without cause.
“Why, dearie, what are we arguing about?”
“About sparrows’ hearts that are frightened the sky might come down and so want to hold it up with their feet.”
Mamysh thought: “If you’re the sole support of the sky, let it fall down,” but hesitated to say so, because so many
people were listening with interest to their argument. Instead, she said:
“I told you from the very beginning that I was timid. Let’s not offend each other for nothing and get acquaintted instead, since we have a long way to go together.”
“I don’t care to make the acquaintance of just anyone,” her neighbour muttered. No matter how she disliked
this woman, Mamysh decided not to pay attention to her rudeness.
“You don’t know who I am,” she continued. “My name is Mamysh Atabayeva.”
The woman had often heard the name of the famous driller Atabai from her husband. She smiled contentedly
and said:
“I’m glad you are. My name’s Eshebibi Satlykklycheva.”
“So that’s it!” Mamysh thought. She had already heard of Eshebibi, who was known in the settlement as a gossip and troublemaker. She didn’t want anything to do with such an empty woman and answered mildly:
“I’m glad to know you, Eshebibi.” Eshebibi stretched her legs, smoothed her tangled hair and began a long discourse:
“We live in a new stone house on the highest spot in the settlement. When I go out on the porch and look at the
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ancient bed of the Uzboi, would you believe it, my head spins. It’s as if I climbed to the top of Balkhari. My
husband says,
“‘Eshebibi, see how you’ve risen with me—it’s like living in an airplane.’ And I say,
“‘If I hadn’t made you what you are, you’d still be a plain labourer instead of the head of the supply base.’
“My daughter’s studying medicine in Ashkhabad\fn{The national capital of Turkmenistan} and whenever she comes
home she always says,
“‘Mother, you don’t have to bother with firewood any more, and there’s as much water as you want. You
should be more tidy.’ And I say to her,
“‘I don’t care if you’ll be a doctor or a professor, I’ll talk to you after you’ve given birth to nine children.’”
Mamysh wondered whether she would finish telling her story before they got to Nebit-Dag. Eshebibi
continued, certain that the entire bus was listening to her words with interest:
“My oldest son has been an officer for many years now and is constantly moving from one city to another.
There are times when I don’t see him for as long as two years, and now he writes to me from the Caucasus:
“‘Mother, I had no time or opportunity to receive your blessing. I’ve married an Armenian girl.’” Mamysh
suddenly recalled Atabai’s words, “Maybe Nurjan will marry a Russian or Armenian girl,” and said anxiously:
“An Armenian girl?”
“Yes, an Armenian. Oh, will I ever be able to understand her? Will our porridge ever cook in the same pot?
Who knows? Naturally, I’m not one of those who calls her mouth her nose, and if I don’t like her, she’ll know
about it soon enough. I’ll just tell my son: ‘If you got married without me, you can go and live in your Caucasus
without me.’
“But after all, he’s my son. I wonder if I’ll be able to talk to him like that. I hope to God my daughter-in-law’s
not one of those who’ll want to make herself a swing from my braids. My younger one comes home from work,
hangs his jacket on a peg in the hall and says:
“‘Mother, don’t mind my being dirty. After all, I’m fixing the middle of the earth. After I’ve had a shower, I’ll
be as clean as a babe in a cradle.’
“But before he has a chance to get on friendly terms with any foreign-tongued girl, I want to settle his affairs
myself. I’m going to see about a match with one of the nicest girls in our parts. She’s an independent girl and an
oil worker like him.” Mamysh felt a pang in her heart.
“Those are very good intentions, Eshebibi. I wish you luck!”
“May Allah grant it so!”
“Eshebibi, does the girl live in Kum-Dag?”
“No, in Nebit-Dag.”
“In Nebit-Dag?” A gloomy premonition struck Mamysh.
“Why, of course, everyone knows her. I’m going to arrange a match with Tagan Chovdurov’s daughter, Aigyul.”
“Aigyul?”
“Do you know her, too?”
“Tigan and Atabai were the very first ones here. We’ve known each other a long time,” Mamysh said in a hollow voice.
“Then you know Aigyul well?”
Eshebibi was carried away with her own story and did not notice that Mamysh had changed colour, that her
voice shook and her fingers pulled nervously at the fringes of her shawl.
“I don’t know her very well, but my son Nurjan often praises her and says, ‘Our chief Aigyul Chovdurova is a
smart girl’”
“Oh, Mairiysh, if you’d only knew how handsome my son is!”
“I don’t know your son, but I couldn’t wish for a better daughter-in-law than Aigyul myself.”
“Do you want to arrange a match with her too?” Eshebibi asked, for she had suddenly realized that her companion was not praising Aigyul for nothing. Mamysh was taken unawares and nearly gave herself away, but
caught herself in time.
“No, it’s just something I wished for. Where can you find obedient children nowadays? Our son will probably
do just as your officer did.”
“Ah, what’s the use of talking about it. My youngest son, a repairman, also says, ‘You don’t have to worry
about me, Mother.’ But I put a good lock on his lips. I said, ‘My, aren’t we independent! You wipe your nose first
and I’ll do my maternal duty by you. I’ll marry you off, and then you can live as you wish,’ I said. What do you
think, Mamysh, what will the Chovdurovs say?”
“Who knows another’s soul? But I think there’s no sense turning all suitors away when you have a marriage65

able daughter.”
What Mamysh actually thought was that it would be better to see one’s daughter an old maid than become
related to Eshebibi, but to tease this stupid woman and make her puff up with self-importance still more, thus
bringing the Chovdurovs’ scorn upon her, she said:
“Eshebibi, don’t think I’m flattering you, but even though I know you such a short while, I’d send a daughter
into your family without any hesitation if I had a daughter.”
“Your words warm my heart,” Eshebibi exclaimed. “To tell you the truth, if I don’t go to them, the Chovdurovs
will come to me themselves. My husband spoke to Tagan and he said that his daughter’s fate was in her mother’s
hands. We’ll go there now and touch the mother’s heart-strings. How will they sound? And if there’s anything
there I don’t like, I’ll throw it all up and go home!”
“They might not even bother listening to you,” Mamysh thought.
Eshebibi had to stop her chattering, for the bus had arrived in Nebit-Dag.
*
Though Mamysh did not want to appear on the Chovdurovs’ doorstep with Eshebibi, she decided not to lag
behind, for she was dying to know what Aigyul’s mother would say to the matchmaking. She was smitten by this
barrier that had appeared so suddenly in the path of such a well-planned campaign and was completely crestfallen. It seemed to her that a captured prey had been snatched from her hands, and she walked along in silence,
not even listening to her companion and hardly answering her questions.
Tyllagyuzel was happy to see Mamysh, but made a wry face when she saw Eshebibi, of whom she had heard
such ill. She looked at Mamysh accusingly. Mamysh understood the reproach and hung her head. How could she
explain, with Eshebibi standing beside her, that she was not to blame, that this splinter had passed through her
clothing and was sticking her, too?
Eshebibi was quite certain that she adorned any place she set her foot, that light filled the house in which she
appeared, and so did not notice Tyllagyuzel’s resentment. She boomed hoarsely:
“Ah, dear Tyllagyuzel! If I say that of all our people, I perhaps will be wrong, but of all Nebit-Dag, there is no
question that I am first and you are second!” Recalling that Mamysh was standing beside her, she was not at all
put out, but decided to praise her a bit, hoping for her support.
“I like my new acquaintance, Mamysh, also. True, she’s a bit of a coward: if a sparrow flies overhead, she’ll
start, drop her pail and spill the milk. But no one will send her off to war, so there’s no need to fear.”
Though Mamysh, hardened in her battles with Atabai, was dying to answer her, she considered it beneath her
dignity to bicker with Eshebibi; and so, she smiled sourly and said nothing, while Tyllagyuzel thought:
“Why does such a misfortune fall on my head?”
Without waiting for an invitation, Eshebibi took it upon herself to inspect the apartment, as if she was in
charge of a housing committee. After looking at the bathroom and the kitchen, she said:
“You have exactly the same kind of apartment I do.”
Even if the apartments were built alike, their present condition differed greatly. Tyllagyuzel’s bathroom
sparkled, the dishes were neatly stacked in the kitchen and there was not a speck of dust anywhere. In Eshebibi’s
house old clothes hung in the bathroom, there were rags lying about everywhere, flies swarmed in the kitchen and
dirty dishes were piled right on the floor.
Eshebibi said nothing of the fact that she had stubbornly refused to move to the new apartment; when her
husband explained that she would not have to bother with a wood stove any more or pumping water from the
well, she kept repeating:
“Where’ll I keep the goat? The kid will suffocate in here! I won’t move for anything!” It took the coaxing of
the entire family to get her to move from the old hut.
Eshebibi opened one of the doors and took a good look at the large carpet covering the floor. She fingered the
bed-covers and asked:
“Is this Aigyul’s room?” Tyllagyuzel, who had no other wish than to expel the rude guest, answered politely:
“This is Tagan’s and my room,”
“All right, I don’t mind,” Eshebibi agreed, as if giving them her permission.
Then she entered the dining-room, admired the huge carpet, moved the chairs about the table and went into an
adjoining room. Here she admired a nickel-plated bed covered with a silk bed-spread, but didn’t like the pillows
in their lace-edged pillowcases; she liked the carpet, but thought the dressing-table with its bottles of perfume and
cologne, its combs and coloured jars quite ugly. She couldn’t understand why there were so many books on the
bookstand and turned up her nose at a hat lying on a small table. Without asking for permission, she opened the
wardrobe and began inspecting its contents. She was pleased at the familiar smell of keten\fn{National fabric}
coming from a red dress and began looking for a pair of embroidered woman’s trousers, but in vain. She looked
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through the silk and woollen dresses, then the skirts and blouses, and pulled back her hand as if she had been
burned.
“That Anoenian, my eldest son’s wife, probably also wears these kind of bags that hardly cover your knees.
How indecent to show your calves!” Eshebibi thought with disgust.
“This is Aigyul’s room,” she said confidently.
Mamysh, who was following her like a shadow, was flabbergasted: what shameless people there were in the
world!
“I never thought I was shy, but I could never bring myself to do a hundredth part of what she’s doing!”
As soon as Eshebibi began going through Aigyul’s clothing, Tyllagyuzel went into the kitchen to make some
tea. Eshebibi then returned to the dining-room and took the place of honour on the carpet. Her eyes skimmed over
a shotgun and bandolier hanging over the couch and a large radio set in the far corner, and came to rest on two
carpet-bags standing on a wide shelf. She, too, had such carpet-bags at home. She used them for storing various
things: an old sheepskin coat, camel’s hair and a torn pair of boots. She could never imagine that Tyllagyuzel kept
such oddments in a closet and that the carpet-bags contained extra blankets and pillows, a skilfully braided rope,
curtains with fringes, various scrolls and other precious things. All this was being kept for Aigyul. Without
inquiring after Tyllagyuzel’s health or paying any attention to the fact that she was talking to Mamysh, and quite
certain that she alone was the centre of attraction, Eshebibi suddenly cried:
“Ah, Tyllagyuzel, I have news for you!” The moment she had appeared, Tyllagyuzel had guessed the sort of
news she was bringing and so said in a restrained voice:
“But, Eshebibi, I think a piece of news is shared when someone asks for it.” Eshebibi stretched her dustblackened foot out beside the tea-kettle and began conceitedly:
“Ah, my dear Tyllagyuzel, don’t you know me? I’m not the restrained type. If I can’t pour out what’s in my
soul, I feel as if cats were scratching my heart.”
Mamysh was more and more amazed at Eshebibi. Her tongue wagged on and on, like a restless dog’s tail.
While Mamysh wanted to know what Tyllagyuzel would say to a suggestion that they become related, Eshebibi
was only interested in her own words and continued to boom away:
“I’m looking for a relative!” Tyllagyuzel pretended not to understand.
“Turkmenia is large, Eshebibi. If you look hard you’ll find what you want.” Eshebibi gulped the hot tea and
stared at her hostess:
“I’m looking for a relative near by, not far away.”
“You’ll find one near by, too.”
“I want to be related to you.” Tyllagyuzel was in the grip of her good breeding and so replied:
“That’s a nice thought, Eshebibi.”
“Well, when will we celebrate then?” Tyllagyuzel did not know what to answer and asked instead:
“Celebrate?”
“Yes, and say what you want us to pay, what clothing, and everything else.”
Mamysh did not expect Tyllagyuzel to be so weak-willed and so coughed significantly, thus reminding her of
their own previous negotiations. Tyllagyuzel did not need to be reminded, but could not think of a way to get out
of the difficult situation without offending her guest.
“You see, Eshebibi,” she began, “as far as I’m concerned, I couldn’t hope for a better relative than you. I
would never ask you to repeat the same thing twice—” Eshebibi interrupted,
“I’m also preparing for the wedding, because I’m so sure of you.”
“But—”
“No buts. Let’s not be distracted. Aigyul will always be one of the family, and my son is the sun of the day, the
moon of the night, the middle of all fingers. Never you mind that he’s stained with oil. As my husband says, both
your house and my house are brightened by oil. The moon and the sun often rub against the clouds, but this
doesn’t make them any duller, does it, Mamysh?”
Mamysh was very doubtful that black could turn into white, as she knew Eshebibi well by now, and therefore
mumbled uncertainly:
“Yes, of course.” While Eshebibi was changing her position, Tyllagyuzel had a chance to finish.
“Nowadays young people don’t listen to us. No matter how I tried to marry off my son to Enejan and not Tamara, nothing came of it. And now I realize that I was wrong. Aigyul will also be against us, not with us.”
“Why?”
“She’s her brother’s sister.” Eshebibi pushed back the fringes of her black shawl irritably, for they were falling
on her eyes.
“Now, Tyllagyuzel, don’t pretend. A daughter’s fate is in her mother’s hands.”
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“The time is gone, Eshebibi, when we blindly did as our parents bade us.”
“Does that mean I should talk to Aigyul and not to you or Tagan?”
“I think this neither concerns you, nor your husband.”
“Whom does it concern then?”
“Only the young people themselves.”
“Does that mean I have to send my son to see your daughter?” Without waiting for an answer, Eshebibi jumped
to her feet and exclaimed,
“No, I’ll talk to Aigyul myself!” The other two women heaved a sigh and thought:
“Well, if she’s got up, it means she’ll be going now.” But Eshebibi had no thought of leaving, and sprawled on
the couch like the mistress of the house, leaning on a pillow, as she repeated:
“I’ll have a good talk with her.”
Just then Aigyul appeared in the doorway. Eshebibi was the first to reply to her greeting. She got to her feet,
bent over and stared at the girl.
“Khelik-salam! Here she is!” Tyllagyuzel was surprised that her daughter had come from work so early and
asked:
“Why are you so early today, my dear?”
“I’ve been called to the office at two,” Aigyul replied, looking at her watch. “And it’s 12:30 already. There’ll
be a long discussion, and so I decided to drop in and have something to eat.”
Aigyul took a chair beside Eshebibi and inquired about her health. Eshebibi forgot to answer, for she was busy
staring at the girl. She was indignant at seeing her shapely legs in transparent stockings and uncovered below the
knee.
“If not for her Turkmenian name, what’s there to tell Aigyul from my eldest son’s wife?” she thought.
But when she looked at her bare pretty neck, at her delicate skin and rosy complexion, she was pleased, and
her wrinkled face took on a kindlier expression. Mamysh was certain that Eshebibi’s rudeness would hurt Aigyul
and so decided to interfere in the conversation.
“Aren’t you tired, my dear?”
“I’m fine, thank you, Auntie.”
“Are you drilling a lot of oil?”
“I should think so,” Aigyul said laughingly. “We send off nearly a trainful above our quota each month.”
“Good for you1 How’s our Nurjan working there?”
“He’s competing with Olga Safronova, who has the next shift after him.”
“And who’s ahead?”
“They’re both on the honour roll.”
“Well, and is the chief pleased with our son?” Mamysh asked significantly, and even blushed. Eshebibi was
displeased at this interference and would not let Aigyul reply.
“Aigyul, what do you think about my son?”
The girl was taken aback: why were both women so anxious about their sons? When she saw how impatient
Eshebibi was, she unconsciously turned to answer her first.
“Eshebibi, though I know your son, I can’t tell you anything about his work, because he’s not in our section.”
Eshebibi leaned on the couch and strained forward as she said heatedly:
“Who cares about his work? You tell me what sort of a fellow he is!” Aigyul guessed what she was getting at
and decided to lead her on.
“I don’t know what your son’s like, but his appearance is certainly striking.”
Eshebibi jumped to her feet again.
“To tell you the truth, Aigyul, my son is like a ring of gold. The girl who’ll be able to put him around her finger need never worry about anything again.”
Tyllagyuzel did not want to listen to such nonsense and left the room silently, but Aigyul felt like teasing the
boastful woman.
“But, Eshebibi, not every girl can count on such happiness.” Eshebibi was outdoing herself in her boastfulness.
“My dear Aigyull I won’t say whether they’re Russians or Turkmenians, but all the girls at Vyshka are after
him. You know my son, he doesn’t pay any attention to them and says,
“‘Mother dear, these girls are stalking me like hunters hunt a falcon. Before they’ve caught me, would you take
it upon yourself to find me a wife? I will always worship her.’”
“Ah, Eshebibi, is there a mother in the world who has given birth to a daughter worthy of such a son!”
“Yes, Aigyul, there is!” Eshebibi said, nodding. “There are girls created for my happiness. My dear, I think I
was born under a lucky star.”
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“You can’t be too sure, Eshebibi! Things don’t always turn out as one expects.”
“I know one such girl, and I think that she and my son are two halves of the same apple. If this girl gives her
consent, and I don’t doubt for a moment that she will, then I will not have an unfulfilled wish left in the world.
Aigyul, where do you think this girl is?”
“The world is large. Perhaps in Ashkhabad, perhaps some place else.”
“No, the girl is in Nebit-Dag, right here in this room.”
“How strange! Does Mamysh have a marriageable daughter?” Eshebibi smoothed her hair and leaned forward.
She placed her hands up on the back of a chair and wailed:
“My darling! Don’t think Eshebibi has no feelings. Though I’m not descended from saints, I’m sure there is
something special about me. It’s all as clear to me as if I were inside your heart. Don’t you think I sense how your
ardent little heart is yearning for my son? My joy, don’t be shy. If you’re too embarrassed to speak before Mamysh, whisper in my ear.”
“I wouldn’t have a single unfulfilled dream if I were your daughter-in-law, Eshebibi!”
“My sweet!” Eshebibi cried, clapping her hands.
“But,” Aigyul began, and felt that someone seemed to have clipped Eshebibi’s wings: her eyes opened wide in
fright.
“What does that mean, my dear?” Aigyul started, like a bird ready to take off, and answered shortly:
“I’ve given my word to another.”
At this, not only Eshebibi, but Mamysh, too, shuddered. Both women looked at each other in distress. However, Eshebibi soon regained her composure. There was no end to her self-assurance.
“If your word has not been cemented by a marriage ceremony, it’s like a breeze. Blow once and it’s gone without a trace.”
Aigyul was indignant, her face darkened.
“Who do you think I am? Don’t people spit in the face of one who has gone back on his word and has broken
his oath? Who will sit at the same table with a person who thinks his word of honour is as light as a feather?
Who’ll respect a boy who holds on to his mother’s apron-strings and is prepared to arrange his personal affairs
according to her wishes? I’d rather die ttlan go back on my word! And I forgive you your mistake only because of
your age. But there’s one condition, and that’s that you never mention the subject again.”
Eshebibi hunched up as if she had been hit, but then she cried, clenching her fists:
“Well, dearie, if you want to know what I think about your parents—”
Aigyul put her fingers in her ears, so as not to hear the current of words. Mamysh said:
“Aren’t you ashamed of yourself, Eshebibi?”
But the raging woman pushed her aside. Tyllagyuzel could hear her shouting in the kitchen.
“Haven’t you spat in the faces of your own people? Haven’t you gone back on your promise to Kerim
Mamedov?” she shouted. “Don’t you think I know what happened?”
“Get out!” Aigyul shouted.
“I certainly will, but they’ll be hearing about you all over town!” Eshebibi hissed as she left, tripping over the
long fringes of her shawl.
Aigyul snatched up the bundle she had left on the couch and threw it after her.
Eshebibi caught it and slammed the door behind her. …
280.99 Excerpt from OGPU, The Russian Secret Terror\fn{by Grigorii Sergeevich Agabekov (1896-1937)} Ashgabat,
Capital Province, Turkmenistan (M) 16\fn{OGPU was the anagram of the second Soviet state secret police organization [from the
first letters of the Russian name for it, O(byedinyonnoye) G(osudarstvennoye) P(olitisheskoye) U(pravleniye), or “United State Political
Administration”]. The author does not make use of the anagram, spelling it out as if it were in and of itself a word, thus: “Ogpu”; I have
chosen to replace this with the anagram itself, as I have with his “Nep”, also capitalizing, where he spells it out, “New Economic Policy,”
another thing he does not do.):H}

1
At the end of 1920, the Communist Party Committee of the Province of the Urals ordered me to join the local
Cheka\fn{The name of the Soviet secret police organization between 1917-1922; it was the first of a series of these } at Ekaterinburg.\fn{On the eastern edge of the Urals, south by east of Perm}
I was then twenty-four years old. I had suffered much from hunger and cold in the Red Army, in which I had
been serving; whether or no in the Cheka service I should be bettering my condition, it remained to be seen.
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The Cheka of Ekaterinburg was quartered at No. 7 Pushkin Street; a two-story building of no great size, with a
deep cellar into which the prisoners were stuffed. Leaving that crypt, the prisoners condemned to death passed
across a court toward a stable, and en route they were shot down.
The sailor Toungouskoff was Director in Chief of the local Cheka and of the “Special Bureau” of the Third
Army, cantoned there. Terrible stories are current about that man, of second-rate intelligence, but ferocious and
morbidly vain. His colleague Hromtsoff, chief of the Secret Section, a petty official of the old régime, is more
literate and a good deal more intelligent. The Lett woman Staalberg was the third member of the trinity (popularly
called “The Troika”) who drowned in blood the erstwhile quiet town of Ekaterinburg. That terrible woman was
not content with pronouncing death sentences; she loved the work, she was always there at the kill.
At the time of which I speak this trinity had so terrorized the townsfolk that they dared not pass along Pushkin
Street.
*
How time flies! That was ten years ago. Now, in 1930, Toungouskoff owns a little plot of Russian ground, but
it is a very little one; he was picked off by bandits. Hromtsoff, ejected from the Communist Party, leads an obscure life in the slums of Moscow. Of the Troika the Staalberg alone has prospered. She is a magistrate serving the
CCC\fn{Soyuz Sovetskih Sosalistichiskih} in a special commission. Ah! if there is such a thing as justice, if there
be an avenging Providence, surely a special punishment waits upon these sadists who have caused so many
innocent persons to perish in the name of the Revolution and the proletariat.
I was appointed agent of liaison between the higher officials and the secret agents charged with repression of
banditry and of the counter-revolutionary movement in the Urals. My chief was a certain Koriakoff, a simple
peasant from Perm, illiterate but honest. For the latter reason he did not make a complete clean-up of all those
charged with counter-revolutionary taint, and therefore the hierarchs were not satisfied with him.
I remained under Koriakoff until January 1921. After that, because of my military experience, I was appointed
sub-chief of the “Special Section” of the Third Army. The first assistant to the famous Toungouskoff was one
Startseff, a very intelligent and cultivated man, but an inveterate boozer. I had for immediate superior Ivanoff, an
old workman and a drunkard.
And what a drunkard! In the morning Ivanoff simply couldn’t begin work before he had emptied a bottle of
vodka. During the day he lapped up several bottles, and in the evening he went to it for fair. My principal
occupation consisted in combing the terrain for the needful; a delicate business, seeing that alcohol was absolutely
prohibited by the Soviet authorities.
No! there was an exception. Each month the “Special Section” received a set allowance of alcohol for the purpose of “moistening” the informers. Ivanoff used up this allowance in eight days by way of wetting his own
whistle. When I advised him to put on the brakes just a bit, expounding the terrible consequences such intemperance might entail, he told me that he simply couldn’t.
“Why,” quoth he, “I have had thousands of men shot at Perm. If I stopped drinking, their ghosts would haunt
me, haunt me.”
In 1921 our office received a document which made Ivanoff shiver. The revolutionary tribunal of the city of
Perm stated that it had instituted an inquiry into the disappearance of the money confiscated from the Perm bourgeois, that it had found Ivanoff guilty and had sentenced him to five years in prison. An order followed for his
conveyance to Perm.
The chief of bureau had transmitted the document to Ivanoff with direction that he submit explanation in
writing. Ivanoff came to me and asked me to take down his dictation.
“But why not write it yourself?” I asked.
Then my chief acknowledged that beyond signing his name he could not write. So I obliged. The explanation,
as was to be expected, satisfied the chief of the Cheka, and Ivanoff was no further annoyed, having the Cheka
behind him.
Lo! A surprise; and a very disagreeable one to my superiors.
Moscow ordered an end to the Red Terror at Ekaterinburg.
At that moment the dungeons of the Cheka and the “Special Section” were full to bursting; White officers and
priests packed sardine-wise along with peasants who had concealed their grain against the requisitions. Every
night we had a “liquidation” of “parasites,” as these people were pleasantly denominated by the Cheka.
The Western reader cannot comprehend the full horror, the hideous import, of that word “liquidate.” In Soviet
Russia, it has a quite peculiar signification. To “liquidate” (liquider) is to shoot. The “liquidation” of prisoners
was rarely one by one or in small batches; generally execution was en bloc, in mass. Such a liquidation left very
few to account for.
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There were Special Commissars for the fusillades, but the higher officials never missed the show, their treat of
treats. After such a blood-revel, Startseff and Ivanoff would devote the night to Bacchus, and thereafter for several
days their offices would not see them.
This state of things lasted until the middle of 1921, when the order was issued for transforming the Third Red
Army into the First Labor Army, and for abolishing the “Special Section.”
So we proceeded to wind up unfinished business, and thereafter it remained to dispose of the results of our
confiscations from the bourgeois. There was a great mass of miscellaneous stuff: jewelry, banknotes, trinkets,
garments, provisions. We brought all together into one place and divided up. After that we had a glorious party
and so said good-bye to the “Special Section” of the Third Army.
*
In the spring of 1921 the peasants of the district of Yalutorovsk\fn{ In western Siberia east of Ekaterinburg } in the
depart-ment of Tiumen rose against the Soviets.
They started by massacring about 400 Communists, and then they proclaimed the downfall of the Government
and its functionaries. The local military detachments were powerless, wherefore reinforcements were sent from
Ekaterin-burg and Omsk.
At the same time a number of agents were despatched from Ekaterinburg to reinforce the Tiumen Cheka.
Among them was my old chief Koriakoff, who, as I have related, was in bad odor with the supreme authorities
because of his failure to furnish a sufficiency of victims to the executioners.
However, he now turned up to assume direction of the espionage section of the Tiumen Cheka. Having learned
of the suppression of the “Special Section” of the Third Army, he asked that I be detailed to his assistance. So in
July, 1921, I was appointed his sub-chief in direction of secret agents.
Denunciations revealed that the insurrection was directed by officials of the local Supply Committee, mostly
Social Revolutionaries or Mensheviks, for there were few Communists in the Committee. Further information
disclosed that the Commissar of Supply had fallen completely under Social Revolutionary influence and had engaged his creatures to propagate revolt among the peasants. I was instructed to investigate the personnel and
doings of this Committee, and likewise the local Cheka personnel with the associated cloud of “collaborators.”
In executing these instructions I uncovered a strange complex of intrigue, graft and general devilry.
*
The President of the Cheka of Tiumen was Stouditoff, a former workman in the Poutiloff establishment at
Petrograd who had fallen on evil days. There was nothing remarkable about him except his enormous stomach.
With the advent of the Soviet, he reestablished himself, and he arrived to be a member of the Central Committee
of the Communist Party. His two associates in his present function were: Boyko, chief of the Secret Section, a
cultivated and ambitious man who aspired to supersede him; and an insignificant chap named Piltchak, whose
sole asset was an intimacy with the powerful Boky, Chief of the Special Section of the Central Cheka at Moscow.
These three worthies hated each other; they intrigued against and thwarted each other, and each formed a
faction of collaborators, keen partisans. It was up to me to make a general personnel clean-up in both the Supply
Committee and the local Cheka, weeding out inveterate malcontents and the like, judiciously replacing them, and
so restoring or creating coordination and efficiency.
The informations lodged in the course of that investigation mounted up, I can tell you. The informers did not
get their pay in money—money at that time had no value—but mostly in food and vodka, and, well, pickings. The
Cheka then disposed of a reserve of vodka, which enabled it, as occasion arose, to loosen tongues. It was an
informer of this kind who told a story of how 20,000 pouds of wheat had been diverted from its proper destination
and illegally exported, this because President Stouditoff's palms were crossed in a tidy sum.
I recorded the information and forwarded a copy to higher authority. Some weeks later another scandal
emerged and Boyko proceeded to make a noise about it. Thereupon Stouditoff put both Boyko and Piltchak under
arrest, charging them with intriguing to discredit him and weaken his authority.
The friends of Piltchak enabled him to escape. He reported at Moscow, where his kinsman Boky took him
under his wing. Shortly after we had a visit from an inspector sent by the Director General of the OGPU in
Siberia. He proceeded to an inquiry which resulted in the release of Boyko.
As for Stouditoff, he was ordered to report to the Director General of the Cheka at Novo-Nicolaieff, who gave
him a stiff dressing-down. Just the same, he returned to Tiumen. I was in consequence very uneasy, fearing that he
might retaliate upon me, and I sought a pretext for quitting the city, but for whatever reason he did nothing
affecting me.
There now reached me from Moscow a circular which greatly pleased me.
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The General Administration of the Cheka asked the branches to put at its disposal such of their officials as
were good linguists. Being at home in Persian and Turkish, I offered my services. Stouditoff didn’t try to hold me,
and so in October, 1921, I left Tiumen for Moscow.
2
At Moscow those were the first days of the NEP, that famous New Economic Policy. Again there was something to see in the shop windows—tools and boots and pastry and whatnot.\fn{ Proposed by Lenin, the Bolshevik government adopted it in the course of the Tenth Congress of the All-Russian Communist Party in March, 1921, partially revoking the complete
nationalization of industry and introducing a system of mixed economics, allowing private individuals to own small enterprises, promoting
the attraction of foreign capital and instituting monetary reform, while permitting the State to continue to control banks, foreign trade, and
large industries. Stalin abolished it in 1928.}

I at once reported at the Cheka personnel office, where my name was recorded and whence I was ordered to
the fourteenth special subdivision known as that of the “Orientalists.” At that time there were only subdivisions,
which in the sequel became sections. Thus the fourteenth subdivision of Cheka became the Foreign Section of the
OGPU.\fn{“CHEKA” was the first Soviet state secret police organization; it has a history of its own, neatly explained by W, thus: “The
name of the agency was originally ‘The All-Russian Emergency Commission for Combating Counter-Revolution and Sabotage (Russian:
Всероссии йская чрезвычайная комии ссия по борьбеи с контрреволюцией и саботажем; Vserossiyskaya chrezvychaynaya komissiya po
bor'bye s kontrrevolyutsiyei i sabotazhem), but was often shortened to ‘VCheka’ or ‘Cheka,’ after its Russian initials. In 1918 its name was
changed, becoming ‘All-Russian Extraordinary Commission for Combating Counter-Revolution, Profiteering and Corruption’.” OGPU was
the anagram of the second Soviet state secret police organization [from the first letters of the Russian name for it, O(byedinyonnoye)
G(osudarstvennoye) P(olitisheskoye) U(pravleniye), or “United State Political Administration”]. The author does not make use of the
anagram, spelling it out as if it were in and of itself a word, thus: “Ogpu”; I have chosen to replace this with the anagram itself, as I have
with his “Nep”, also capitalizing “New Economic Policy,” another thing he does not do.):W,H }

The fourteenth subdivision had for chief Michel Abramovitch Trillisser. He didn’t concern himself much with
that job, not even living near the offices. The real chief was an Estonian named Styrné, his assistant. Styrné was
twenty-two years old; but that’s not saying that he was not equal to his high task.
Before this so giddy elevation he had been attached to the Service of Communal Economy, but he had asked to
be taken into OGPU in order that his talents might have due scope, and he had given a taste of his quality and
devotion by having his father and mother liquidated; assassinated, so goes the story. I had a long conversation
with Styrné, with the result that I was marked out for special missions.
The next day I went to work. I found at the office a dozen or so young Chekists\fn{ W elaborates on this word: “A
member of Cheka was called a ‘chekist’. Also, the term ‘chekist’ often referred to Soviet secret police throughout the Soviet period, despite
official name changes over time. In The Gulag Archipelago, Alexander Solzhenitsyn recalls that zeks in the labor camps used ‘old “Chekist”’ as ‘a mark of special esteem’ for particularly experienced camp administrators. The term is still found in use in Russia today (for
example, President Vladimir Putin has been referred to in the Russian media as a chekist due to his career in the KGB).”:W } reading the

newspapers and discussing food-rationing. Among them were Triandophiloff, a Greek from the Caucasus; Kazasse, a Krim Tatar from the Crimea; and Riza-Zade, a native of Baku in Azerbaijan. We shall hear of these three
“Orientalists” again, in the course of my narrative.
I joined the group and picked up some information about living conditions in Moscow. I was quartered in a
building appropriated to Chekists. One room only was assigned to me; moreover, it was assigned to eight other
persons also, three couples and two bachelors.
We were obliged to provide our own fuel and it was a problem which must solve itself anew each day. Coal
was very rare in Moscow and not obtainable except by ration-card. I understood soon enough the universal interest in ration-cards; and, noting the difficulty of domestic supply in Moscow, I wistfully recalled the simplicity
thereof in Siberia.
To the subdivision to which I was assigned as a specialist in Persian were brought me two big bundles of
papers relating to the Afghan legation in Moscow. The members of that legation had no lack of food supplies,
largely imported. They saw a good deal of the Muscovite world, especially women, who profited by the connection to procure food supplies. But the information furnished by the papers brought me turned out to be the result
of purely superficial observation.
I had had little experience, but I perceived that surveillance from the outside couldn’t yield much. I therefore
submitted to Styrné a scheme for surveillance of the legations from the inside. He referred it to Trillisser, who
approved, and it was therefore proposed that I become a collaborator of the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs in
the Section for Central Asia and the countries of the Levant, in order to facilitate relations with members of the
diplomatic missions to the East, whence I should recruit my future agents.
The Vice President of the Cheka, Comrade Unschlicht, gave me a letter addressed to the director of Foreign
Affairs, requesting the latter to find me a place in one of his Oriental sections. But it was not to be, for already that
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feud between Foreign Affairs and Cheka, of which I have already spoken, was fairly in swing. Over a dreary
month I circulated among the Cheka offices with my project in my pocket, but I got no loan of ears. Worse yet, at
a meeting of the Communist cellule,\fn{Small cells} I fell out with Styrné. I therefore resolved to leave Moscow.
I had long cherished the idea of returning to Turkestan, where I had left my parents. In Decem ber, 1921, I
submitted an application in that sense and, despite Trillisser’s pleadings, I left for Tashkent, where I put myself at
the disposition of the Director General of the Cheka in Asia Minor. That post was then filled by the famous Peters.
Before leaving Moscow, I made note of Cheka’s mode of introducing its agents into foreign countries. It was a
new game. Near the end of 1921 the first ambassador of the U.S.S.R. to Angora\fn{ The historic name of Ankara, the
capital of Turkey} was appointed. The Cheka slipped two of my colleagues into his suite: Triandophiloff, who left
under the name of Rosenberg, and Riza-Zade, who also took a name not his own. The latter must needs pick a
quarrel on the frontier, which resulted in his being exposed and arrested. Triandophiloff, however, got by all right
and worked for a year in Turkey, when, getting himself involved in an embassy intrigue, he was recalled to Moscow.
*
I arrived at Tashkent early in January, 1922, and presented myself to Peters. He examined my personal dos-sier
—for you must know that every agent has a dossier which gives his biography, his experience, his exploits, with
efficiency reports from his several superiors. Peters seemed satisfied and called in his chief of the political
section, one Reysih, whom he directed to make me acquainted with the political situation at Bukhara, whither I
was to go.
The existing political situation at Bukhara was very complicated. Insurrectionary bands—the “Basmatchi”—
infested Turkestan, attacking the towns, massacring the Europeans. Their number and importance increased from
day to day.
Lenin’s plan had completely fallen through. He had made an agreement with Enver Pasha by which the latter,
after the first Congress of the Peoples of the East, held at Baku, was to betake himself to Turkestan to effect a pacification. Pursuant to that agreement, Enver Pasha was to unite all these bands into one body and then at the head
thereof burst into India by way of Afghanistan. His rallying cry should be:
“The liberation of the peoples of the East.”
Lenin banked on the enormous popularity of Enver Pasha among the Turkomans and he proposed to himself
two objects: first, to dissipate the hitherto abiding menace of uprisings among the peoples of the Orient against the
Soviet Government; and, in the second place, to divert the attention of Europe from the U.S.S.R. to Enver Pasha.
For Lenin the proposed move represented the first step toward realization of a grand plan which contemplated
liberation of the peoples of the East from the imperialist yoke and proclamation of their in dependence; thereafter
their absorp-tion into the Bolshevist system. This last was more readily envisaged as a consummation in that way
than other-wise.
Lenin’s plan was successful in respect of the Khanates of Khiva and Bukhara; not otherwise. We shall see in
what follows how the representatives of the Soviet power or, to be more precise, of the OGPU, caused the
imprison-ment of the ministers, denominated “popular,” who refused to accept the Bolshevist credo and incited
their compa-triots to revolt against it.
At Khiva, the minister of the U.S.S.R., named Byck, furnished a pretty specimen of that highhanded mode of
dealing. A congress of Soviets being in session at Khiva, he had the place of assembly sur rounded by Soviet soldiery, and then, addressing the delegates, he coolly put to them this question:
“Do you recognize the Soviet power? or do you not?”
The delegates, hearing the noise of arms in the street, unanimously declared complete adhesion to that power.
Enver Pasha did not keep his word. After the Congress of Baku, Enver went to Bukhara. Just what happened at
this juncture is not clear. It would seem that he came into contact with Russian officers who had been prisoners of
Turkey.
One day he left the town ostensibly to hunt, and didn’t return. At Karki he began to organize insurrectionary
bands. Then he moved on Bukhara, approaching very close to the town. The besieged troops were hard put to it.
The defense was rendered dubious by the fact that Enver had ardent sympathizers in the Bukharan Government.
They sent him reports concerning the Red troops of the garrison and even found a way to furnish him supplies.
I was ordered to proceed to Bukhara as chief of counter-espionage. I was accompanied by Okotoff, chief of the
special subdivision of Ferghana, who brought with him his chief of bureau. Our mission was to be secret, having
for object to recruit agents qualified to spy on the Government and to identify, among its members, the accomplices of Enver Pasha.
Speaking of Enver, Reysih one day told me the following. Being on delegation to the Congress of the Peoples
of the East at Baku, Reysih was living in the Communal House of the eastern Bolshevists. One day Enver Pasha
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called at that House. At his entrance all the Orientals prostrated themselves and then they crawled toward him to
kiss his hands and touch his garments. That produced so painful an impression on Reysih that he pointed his
revolver at the visitor.
The Chekists who accompanied Enver intervened, took away the revolver, locked up Reysih, and kept him
locked up till Enver was out of the way. But what they had seen caused Reysih and his comrades to lose all confidence in the Oriental Communists. I have since found that most of our leaders have been wont to manifest a like
mistrust, whenever the question came up of admitting Oriental Communists into the OGPU machine.
I spent a week studying the dossier relating to Bukhara. I was given a passport under the name of Azadoff, a
military man, with certain ingenious notations calculated to smooth my reception with the Bukharan Government.
Arrived at Bukhara, I reported in my military capacity at the office of the Chief of Staff, and I was given a look
into the military dispositions.
On setting out, I had been given a bulky satchel filled with paper money (issue of 1919), which, in 1924, still
enjoyed forced currency in Bukhara. I was in the full tide of activity before Okotoff and Yacovleff, who followed
on my heels to Bukhara, succeeded in insinuating themselves into suitable positions.
The Minister of War—Nazir is the native title—was Arifoff, one time member of the Young- Bukharan Party,
but since the Bukharan Revolution enrolled in the Communist Party; he had for assistant a Crimean Prince named
Tamarine; his Army Commissar was the Communist Kutsner, with whom I made no delay to exchange pled-ges
of amity and who promised in writing to serve the OGPU.
I so arranged it, with Kutsner’s help, that I was invited to organize a service of counter-espionage. I accepted,
and soon had under my command, in response to requisitions, a number of Chekist agents whom I stationed at
strategic points. Observe that I was acting under the auspices of the Government.
Within a few days everything was working out beautifully for me. As documents came in, we sorted them out.
All that were of trifling interest for us, we transmitted with formality and fanfare on to the Gov ernment of
Bukhara. But all that were important, we transmitted in hot haste to Tashkent through the Soviet Service of
Foreign Affairs.
At the same time I took my measures for slipping my agents into the bosom of the Bukharan Army Staff. I discovered one day a staggering fact: namely, that the Minister of War himself, Arifoff, was one of the most active
accomplices of the revolt. He maintained a regular correspondence with Enver Pasha, by way of the diplomatic
valise of the Afghan Minister at Bukhara.
One day Peters himself arrived at Bukhara, accompanied by the principal staff-officers of the Army of Turkestan. He came to preside over the Congress of Soviets which was to convene at Bukhara. The Government gave
him a splendid reception and at the Congress the speeches were of the richest revolutionary bouquet. Incidentally
Arifoff was lauded to the skies as a paladin of the Revolution.
After the Congress, Peters sent for me to report on the OGPU situation at Bukhara. I informed him that Arifoff
was one of the organizers of the insurrection. He flew into a rage and shouted:
“You are an agent provocateur! I dismiss you! You shall go tomorrow to Tashkent! You deserve a ball in the
back of your neck!”
What could I reply to that? Nothing. I went and got ready to leave Bukhara. But, in the course of the night,
Peters sent for me and said,
“You are right. Arifoff has eloped and gone over to the insurgents.”
He ordered me to make a report in writing forthwith on the other ministers. A little afterwards the Soviet Government summoned to Moscow some of the Commissars of the People of Bukhara.
They didn’t turn up. They were replaced by new commissars designated by Peters.
I made only a brief further stay at Bukhara, on my departure turning over my dossiers to the chief of the Extraordinary Section of the Thirteenth Corps, Lozavatzky, Soviet consul at Kermanshah (western Persia). Okotoff and
Yacovieff left soon after.
Their official activity at Bukhara was precisely nil. Okotoff spent his time flirting with the women, who soon
showed him up. As for Yacovieff, drinking was his line, and he never stopped. That was the last mission confided
to him by the OGPU.
Okotoff is now working in a cooperative in Turkestan. Yacovieff is a Soviet judge at Vladivostok and zealously
prosecutes his career of drunkenness.
Peters, a little after, managed to get back to Moscow and Turkestan saw him no more.
3
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During my stay in Bukhara I struck up an acquaintance with Comrade Hippolitoff, who directed the bureau of
counter-espionage in the Army of Turkestan. Today he is consul at Ahwaz in Persia and represents there the bureau of
military espionage. When I arrived at Tashkent, he proposed that I work with him. The military Soviet of the army of
Turkestan was also urgent to the same effect. So in May, 1922, I became a member of the aforesaid bureau of counterespionage.
The situation on the Bukhara front was one of much-admired confusion. The Red armies, concentrated in the eastern part of Bukhara, were not gaining an inch, their effectives were insufficient, the food inadequate, the heat stifling
and the population hostile, the last not so much through love of Enver Pasha as hate of the Red Army because of its
depredations.
The hate increased daily as the depredations increased, in which career of glory the cavalry of Boudenny particularly distinguished itself. To make matters worse and worse, the staff of the Red Army did not know precisely
where Enver Pasha had his strategic base. His detachments operated now in front, now in rear, of the Red Army;
you could never get at them.
I was given the task of reconnoitering the positions of the insurgents (“Basmatchi”) of estimating their numbers, of discovering the headquarters of Enver Pasha, and of ascertaining the political aims of the insurrection. I
was also to discover what I could of the secret relations of Enver and his paladins with all and sundry.
After partial repression of the rebellion, a Pan-Bukharan Congress was held, towards the end of 1925. Here
were heard speeches which attributed the revolt, not to counter-revolution or the English, but to outrages on the
natives and depredations committed by the Red Army. These alone, affirmed the speakers, had thrown the people
of Bukhara into the arms of Enver Pasha.
I got in among the rebels disguised as a peddler. With false passports and my pack I made my way through
eastern Bukhara, accompanied by one Ossipoll. We took the railroad as far as Karki, whence we were to proceed
on ass-back, the railroad beyond that point having been destroyed.
I have never gazed on such a scene of desolation; everywhere towns in ruins, villages levelled to the ground,
fields abandoned; scarcely anything left to recall the prosperity of the other day. Only at long intervals was a human being to be seen, a scarecrow, for most of the former inhabitants had fled, some to Afghanistan, others to join
the rebels: really the only solution, seeing that detachments of the Red Army had carried off the cattle and crops.
Ossipoff and I took into our service a slovenly Uzbeck named Abdourakhan as guide and to help us with our
merchandising. It was a lucky choice. We succeeded in gaining a useful recruit to the Cause.
Passing through Karki, Gousar and Yourthchi, we arrived at Denaou. There Abdourakhan discovered the
location of Enver’s hiding place. One night we quietly slipped out of the town and took to the mountains. It was a
difficult and painful journey of two days, but at last we arrived! We put up at a little inn. These rural inns play a
great part in the lives of the Basmatchi: they eat, sleep, and gossip in them.
We had not been there three days before we were accepted as boon companions. No secrets were kept from us.
Thus we soon learned all we wished to know. With his aides-de-camp Enver lived in a house detached from the
rest and from the camp. He rarely left his quarters unless for a short walk about the village. He wore the Turkish
uniform, but affected a turban in the place of the uniform cap. Apparently he thought himself safe, for he was
organized for a long stay.
The hour had struck. We must act, and act quickly. With the pretext of sending for additional mer chandise I
sent Ossipoff and Abdourakhan to Denaou with my information, while I stayed on alone. The five succeeding
days of solitude seemed an eternity.
At last Abdourakhan returned with the news that a cavalry division had been sent to Denaou to effect Enver’s
capture and until its arrival we were ordered not to lose sight of Enver for an instant. Now we moved into the
Basmatchi camp where we sold the stuff Abdourakhan had brought.
Ossipoff soon rejoined us. He reported that the division was at Denaou whence it was advancing that night to
capture Enver and his staff. We thereupon left the camp and journeyed toward Denaou.
Twenty kilometers from the camp we met the division. I gave precise information to its commander and while
we continued on our way the cavalry advanced to the accomplishment of our work. Next day we learned that
Enver had been killed, and in the evening we had a detailed report of the expedition.
With the greatest precautions the division had advanced along the roads I had indicated. Arriving at dawn at
the place occupied by the Staff, they detached a squadron which circled the village to cut off any retreat. At seven
A.M. the attack was launched.
Despite all precautions the surprise was not complete. Here and there a fusillade broke out, but didn’t last long
under our machine-gun fire. The rebels hesitated, then began to retreat. Seeing how matters stood, Enver ordered
the Basmatchi to hold out while he tried to escape with his staff. With thirty of his officers he made a dash to the
rear while the soldiers covered the retreat.
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Fortune was against him. He ran into the squadron that had circled the village. Seeing himself surrounded, he
put himself at the head of his staff and attacked the squadron.
The battle was short but murderous. Enver’s General Staff was literally cut to pieces, only two officers escaping.
The Red troops had no idea with whom they were fighting and it was only later when they examined the slain
that Enver’s body was identified. A Red cavalryman had with a single saber stroke cut off his head and part of the
shoulder. Beside the corpse lay a blood-stained Qur’an which he was doubtless holding as he cheered his staff on
to the combat.
The Qur’an was sent to Teheran to be filed with OGPU’s documentation on Enver. His companions dispersed
and passed in little groups into Afghanistan, where they found asylum. By the end of October, 1922, the insurrectionary movement of Bukhara had virtually ceased. Its chiefs had been killed or were in flight. Only in the eastern
section two chiefs still held out.
An agent of OGPU, Skijali Weiss, has told how he compassed the death of the rebel chiefs. He sent agents into
their camps with the mission of putting cyanide of potassium into their food. Hundreds of them were finished off
in that frightful fashion. He also sent with similar object retard-bombs, saddles provided with poisoned trappings,
and other instruments of hellish death. In such fashion passed away almost all the rebel chiefs of the Basmatchi.
*
I was granted a vacation for two months. However, some days later I called at OGPU headquarters for the reason that every OGPU official is expected to keep constantly in touch. On that occasion I came across my old
friend Styrné.
He told me that some little time previously OGPU had decided on the formation of a section of counterespionage in Turkestan, and that he, Styrné, was charged with its direction. He suggested that I should join him. I acquiesced, and some days later I found myself sub-chief of the first subdivision directed against foreign espionage.
My chief was the famous Oukoloff, who later, in 1925, was envoy to Canton. Surprised during the raid of the
Chinese on the Soviet consulate, with the damning documents in his very hands, he was killed by the Chinese
police.
I consecrated the first months of my new service to blocking Chinese espionage. The OGPU had received
information that the English consul at Kashgar, Esserton, was using natives for espionage, selecting for that
purpose those who had intercourse with Turkestan. The OGPU had the people from Kashgar watched. But the
surveillance brought nothing to light, although the number of denunciations increased daily and so much so that
on my arrival at Tashkent as many as 900 of those Kashgar devils had been marked as suspects.
*
An example will show how defective our methods were.
In January, 1923, the chief of the OGPU at Bukhara informed us that he had uncovered a secret organization.
He found it furiously at work recruiting, distributing arms, and forwarding the recruits to Semiretchensk with the
object of reviving there the insurrection of the Basmatchi. The chief of the organization was a Kashgar worthy
who was acting as tool of the English. These revelations came from a Hindu refugee named Abd-ul-Kayoum who,
in 1920, had followed in his flight the chief of the Hindu Communists, Roy.
By all tokens that insurrectionary organization should have its villainous adherents all over Tashkent. So we
called Kayoum to Tashkent.
“Come quick,” we implored.
Kayoum came, reaffirmed his written reports, and added that the organization had a flag. Some days later, sure
enough, there arrived at Tashkent six men and one woman who sufficiently answered to Kayoum’s description to
ask for arrest, so to speak. They carried revolvers and bore an embroidered flag which must be, there could be no
doubt of it, the rebel ensign. None of those arrested could speak Russian, so we applied to Kayoum to interpret.
In response to his questions, they (so Kayoum reported) confessed that they were fomenting revolt. We kept
them locked up eight months. Then, one day, the regular interpreter of the Pamir section of the OGPU, Kouhantcho, happened along, and by chance the prisoners saw and recognized him, and they asked for an interview with
him. I permitted it, without any premonition of the strange result.
Well, it turned out they never made the alleged confession, that Kayoum had manufactured it out of whole
cloth. The arms and the famous flag had been put into their hands by Kayoum himself.
I had the poor devils released and started proceedings against Kayoum. But by the time the papers got to Moscow, Kayoum was there and nothing resulted.
Kayoum now has the post of interpreter for the OGPU representative in Central Asia.
Another case.
I received from one of my agents the following denunciation.
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In the course of a conversation with compatriots of his (so ran the report) a Kashgar merchant alluded to thirty
English spies (Kashgar men) who resided in Tashkent. Thereupon we kidnapped the gentleman, brought him to
the OGPU establishment, and, to mislead search, had him entered on the prison register under a false name.
Questioned throughout fifteen livelong days, he had nothing whatever to oblige with about the alleged spies.
*
Such were, in 1920 and the ensuing years, the methods of OGPU in its struggle against espionage. I was
assigned to service directed against Afghan and Persian espionage because at that time there was a lot of worry
about the relations between the rebels and the Afghans. To be sure, the Afghan Government had given the
strongest assurances of official friendship for Soviet Russia, but the rebels always found asylum in Afghan
territory, whence they made incursions into Soviet territory.
As for Persian espionage, it gave us infinitely less uneasiness than that of England.
At Meshed was stationed one Thomson, military attaché of His Britannic Majesty, who had a good many
contacts with Russian refugees. He used them as spies in Russian Turkestan. I recall a Russian refugee named
Guérassimoff, who came one day to see us, giving himself out as a repentant “White”, and bring ing us, so he said,
the secret cipher which he had succeeded in stealing from General Vigornitsky, con cerning whom our records
showed that he was in the English espionage service.
We interrogated this alleged fugitive, inquiring how he had managed to get hold of the cipher. He explained
that he had got it from a servant of the general, a Persian, who had stolen it in the first in stance. But the next day
(alack the day!) he let slip the remark that the Persian referred to did not know how to read. Naturally we thereupon asked how, this being so, the thief could have recognized any value in the cipher.
Confounded, our refugee flopped and confessed that he was an emissary of the attaché of His Britannic Majesty.
We shot him.
Another refugee named Bagdazaroff came later. He had worked with the English at Meshed for six months.
But he was just the man for our purpose, and the Soviet consul at Meshed recognized it. He arrived in Turkestan
with a list of spies in his possession. It is thanks to him that we have been able to unmask the English agents and
disorganize the British secret service in that country.
*
We decided to enlarge our field of action and to cross the frontiers. We made a beginning in Khorasan (northeast Persia) and the Soviet consul at Meshed, Akimoff, was made OGPU representative while retaining his
consular functions. He was soon replaced by Apressoff, who continued consul at Meshed for three years. Akimoff
is now Soviet minister to Yemen.
Apressoff was a man of extraordinary worth. Consul and OGPU Resident, he was also representative of the
Third International and of the Central Espionage. A jurist by training, he was also an adept in Oriental psychology
and he was a master of the Persian and Turkish tongues. Moreover, he had a taste for adventure and risk. You
might say that Nature had expressly fitted him for the parts he was to play, had given him just the right temperament and gifts for dealing with OGPU problems in the Orient.
He was indeed the right man for the job. He gave his first demonstration of special fitness when, as Soviet
consul at Resht in Persia, by the means of the mistress of the British consul at that place he possessed himself of
that gentleman’s papers and forwarded them to the OGPU.
Apressoff got to work about the middle of 1923. He sent us complete copies of the reports addressed by the
British consul at Meshed to his ambassador at Teheran, as well as of the correspondence of the British military
attaché with the military High Command in India. I had by that time become chief of bureau, because Styrné had
passed into the service of counter-espionage Moscow, where today he is assistant to the chief of that section.
Despite his eminent services, Apressoff did not succeed in winning much love at OGPU headquarters, because
he had simultaneously sent copies of his report to OGPU and to the Commissar of Foreign Affairs; OGPU, you
know, has a pronounced fondness for a monopoly of information.
Apressoff having been summoned to Teheran to take the place of our ambassador on leave, it was decided to
send a specialist to Meshed to continue his good work there. A certain Vonagh was chosen, camouflaged as a
manager for the Naphtha Syndicate, and he was followed by a paralytic old Communist, of whom Moscow took
this means of disembarrassing itself. About the same time we sent an OGPU Resident to Mazar-i-Sherif (in
northern Afghanistan, near Balkh); he was also consul.
*
Now note a characteristic specimen of our style of getting information.
I have already told of our great interest in probing into the relations between Afghanistan and the insurgents,
and I have disclosed how the consul of Afghanistan at Tashkent figured in that connection. We confided this
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mission to our interpreter for Pamir, Khoubancho, who was of service to the OGPU in India in the affair of espionage. We chose him because he was of the racial group known as Tajiks, who constitute most of the population of
Bukhara; the Afghan consul at Tashkent was also a Tajik.
Khoubancho soon made close friends with the consul and, adroitly exploiting the hereditary animosity between
Tajiks and Afghans, he soon persuaded the consul to sell us his cipher and all the secret corres pondence of the
consulate.
However, the consul stood out for ten thousand gold rubles whereas we offered him only a thousand. So we
proceeded to put one over on the obstinate gentleman. Choosing a day when there was nobody at the consulate
except the consul and his secretary (oh, to be sure, there was a female servant, but we had squared her) we invited
the consul to dinner, and arranged it that, as soon as he had gone out, the secretary’s mistress (also handsomely
squared) should lure him forth a-pleasuring. So there was nobody left at the consulate except the aforesaid
squared servant.
The dinner was magnificent. We had invited the prettiest women in the town. The consul was in ex cellent humor and drank deep. One of the women, while he was looking the other way, put a soporific in his glass. The
consul went to sleep; than which sleep lead is lighter.
We took the key of his strong-box which was suspended from his watch-chain, entered the consulate, and photographed the documents. After the little operation, we put the key back in its wonted place. The next morning,
the consul woke up in the arms of a pretty woman. He returned to the consulate suspecting nothing, but for
several days complained of a terrific headache.
Here’s something that even better yet illustrates Soviet methods and—what shall we say?—the state of morale
induced thereby. It’s about an Ataman of Don Cossacks, named Doutoff, who was stationed in western China.
The counter-espionage of the Army of Turkestan had for secret collaborator at Tchaukoutchak a former commandant of the Czarist régime. They sent him orders to murder the Ataman, who, as I said, was with his command in western Asia. The commandant had a little talk with a Kirghiz of his acquaintance. The latter mounted a
splendid horse and presented himself at the camp, saying that he had a secret message for the Ataman.
“Absolutely personal,” he insisted.
Doutoff appeared at the entrance of his quarters. With his left hand the Kirghiz presented toward the Ataman a
packet while with his right he plumped several pistol bullets into him, which liquidated him. Then the assassin
wheeled about, put spurs to his steed, and flew like the wind over the Soviet frontier to safety.
For reward he received the Order of the Red Flag, while the former commandant was established in complete
good standing and given a Soviet passport. Thus he was able to rejoin his family, who lived in Tashkent.
*
The OGPU summoned him to ask him certain questions about the situation in western China. During the interrogation, he trembled in every limb. He and I went out together and, as he lived my way, we proceeded in company. A few steps further on a woman approached him, who turned out to be his sister.
He explained. The summons to the OGPU had presented itself to him as of ominous import and, fearing to be
shot, he had begged his sister to be at hand so that she might inform his family in case of disaster. (He was wild
with joy at having escaped safe and sound.)
They found him a place in an institution as an accountant. A month passed by. One evening, in a state of high
excitement, our commandant entered my office and asked me why the OGPU was going to have him shot. I tried
to calm him, but it was evident that he was not completely reassured.
Another month passed, when his sister sought me out.
She informed me that her brother had completely succumbed to his persecution mania and that they had put
him in hospital. The nerves of this man who had seen eight years of active military service couldn’t hold up
against the terror inspired by OGPU.
4
In August, 1923, I ceased to belong to the section of counter-espionage. In the course of revision of the lists of
the Communist Party, I was selected to be secretary of the cellule of OGPU soldiers and also member of the Committee of Tashkent. I had for special task to watch how the Party orders were being executed.
Not much happened in that connection the account of which would be likely to interest the general reader. We
received a visit from a special emissary from Moscow, a person named Mechlaouk whose designation was
“Active Collaborator of the Supreme Council of National Economy.” He mustered all the active members of our
territory and indicated to us our proper line of conduct: namely, to vote against Trotsky. However, in spite of my
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efforts and those of the OGPU high officials, in spite of our severe discipline, 45 per cent of the Party members
voted for Trotsky; and this though the vote checkers were all for us.
I learned afterwards that at Moscow the results were about the same. Indeed, the major ity at OGPU headquarters declared for Trotsky.
There were some nice manipulations, in which Zinovieff figured, to beat Trotsky.
*
Here is a pretty illustration of Party potency in new Russia. The Supreme Court had decided to frame up an
exemplary trial. It proposed to try a certain Makhline, warden of a prison, charged with touching graft and bribing
women. A side circumstance which singularly prejudiced the accused’s chances, was the imputation of connection with the British espionage service during the British occupation of Turkestan. No positive proofs existed, but
notwithstanding the Central Committee of Turkestan was resolved that he be condemned to death “for the moral
effect on the population.” He was accordingly condemned and executed.
*
At that time the plenipotentiary representative of the OGPU in Turkestan was Roussanoff, a man of thirty
years, one-time a student at the University of Tomsk, and a member of the Party since 1916. He had a strong
personality, and was energetic and independent indeed, too independent, for excess of that virtue often brought
him into conflict with the OGPU hierarchy at Moscow and with the local powers. He had formerly been President
of the OGPU in the Caucasus. In that connection his secretary told me the following:
The Cheka had locked up on sight a Menshevik who had crept in across the border. Roussanoff asked Moscow’s permission to “paste him to the wall.” Djerjinsky, however, ordered that he be sent a prisoner to Moscow.
Fearing lest in such case intervention by friends might procure his release, Roussanoff decided to take the law into
his own hands and liquidate him. Done; after which he informed Moscow that Djerjinsky’s telegram had arrived
after the execution, to his profound regret, et cetera, et cetera.
Djerjinsky summoned Roussanoff to Moscow, but the latter delayed his departure. He knew all about Djerjinsky’s peculiar temperament and he suspected that the chances were first-class that he would be shot for disobedience.
Curiously enough, it turned out all right. Djerjinsky cooled off and contented himself with a heavy reprimand.
However, Roussanoff's career in Turkestan was brief. He got into a row with the Central Committee, which
demanded his supersession. He resigned and left slamming the doors. He now directs a metal lurgic trust, and in
spite of repeated invitations refuses to reenter the service of the OGPU.
He was succeeded by Bielsky, his exact opposite, a man crafty and prudent in the same degree that his
predecessor was prone to smash the crockery. Bielsky is an opportunist who would rather go around than break
through obstacles. It is because of such qualities that for seven years now he has succeeded in staying on the job
in Turkestan and has set his impress on the entire country. He is one of OGPU’s aces. He aspires to little short of
the highest eminence; but there are two serious obstacles: one, that of old he was a member of the Bund (the
Jewish Socialist Party); the other that his membership in the Communist Party dates back no further than 1917.
That would seem too brief an apprenticeship to justify the highest elevation.
While on duty with the OGPU, I was for the second year studying at the Institute of Oriental Languages of
Tashkent. One day I ran across Hippolitoff, my old colleague, who proposed that I once more enter the service of
espionage and henceforth apply my energies to matters of a military nature. He proposed that I go to Meshed in
Persia.
I had had my fill of the monotonous kind of work assigned me by the Party and was ready to welcome a
change. I asked Hippolitoff to use his good offices with Bielsky. He did so, whereupon Bielsky summoned me and
announced that he would not let me go with Hippolitoff, but that, if I should continue to long for change of
occupation, I could be sent abroad as an OGPU Resident.
“I will take the matter under further consideration,” said he, “on my return from Moscow, whither I have been
summoned to a conference.”
At the end of April, 1924, Bielsky, just returned from Moscow, sent for me and informed me that the Chief of
the Foreign Section, Trillisser, had proposed that I go to Kabul as OGPU Resident. If the proposal suited me, I
should go to Moscow at once, to present my candidacy in form. Should it find acceptance, I would leave Moscow
with Stark, designated as Soviet Minister to Kabul.
Stark had already left Reval, where he had represented the U.S.S.R., and was now in Moscow. The next day,
furnished with a letter from Bielsky, I left for Moscow to put myself in the hands of Trillisser.
*
I arrived in Moscow at the beginning of May, and the same day I was received by Trillisser, who asked Stark to
give me an appointment. The latter sent for me at once.
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He lived in a comfortable apartment in the Hotel Savoy. Son of an admiral, still young, fairly robust, with a
vivacious air, he enjoyed great consideration in the Party, with which he had been affiliated since 1905. His wife,
an Armenian by birth, was present at our interview. He asked me, in his first words:
“What is your special interest in Afghanistan?”
I replied, bowing, that I was a rather young man to be hoping to make my foreign debut in a post of such importance, but that it would be for me the best of good fortunes to be able to work under the direction, control and
advice of a man so experienced as himself.
I had made a hit. To be sure, the flattery found him indifferent, but the indication of a spirit of subordination
was very pleasing to him, since the prevailing independence of attitude among the Chekists was a sore point with
him. I was to see with what a sort of fury he detested all the members of his mission.
Stark accepted me and wrote at once to that effect to the Director of Foreign Affairs, Dmitrievsky. OGPU red
tape did its worst with me, and after several days I was officially designated Sub-chief of the Bureau of the Press
and of Information under the Soviet Ambassador to Afghanistan.
Closeted in the Foreign Section of OGPU, I examined all the dossiers, everything, that had a bearing on the
country whither I was bound. The documentation was sufficiently meagre except for some information furnished
by the Tashkent OGPU relating mostly to the frontier region.
It was pointed out to me that the OGPU had no Resident of Afghanistan. Walter, the chargé d’affaires of the
U.S.S.R., was acting Resident, but had never given any sign of life in that capacity by way of a report. My mission consisted of taking in hand all the matters neglected by Walter and of constructing a network of agents to be
independent of the Embassy. I should endeavor to collect all the information possible about the Afghan Government, as to its relations with foreign Powers in general, but most particularly as to its relations with the Eng lish.
Beginning with special attention to the English, I should then concentrate for a while on the Ger mans, a certain
number of whom had been engaged in posts of direction. The Soviets were fearful of their influence on the Afghan Government.
For the rest, it would be proper for me to take a general view of the political and economic situation in Afghanistan. I should look closely into the immigration from Bukhara and into the tribes on the frontier bordering on
northwest India, concerning whom we had little information but whose attitude would be important in case of an
Indian uprising. I was also to keep the Ambassador under observation and to render exact reports on his entourage. I was instructed carefully concerning my administrative functions and the mode of correspondence with
Moscow.
In fine, I was initiated into all the mysteries.
I devoted a large part of my period of preparation to the technique of organizing the network of agents. Each
agent is “matriculated” under a special number. Each month the Resident sends to Moscow a list of these numbers, with pertinent remarks against each, respecting character, conduct, etc. Where feasible, he adds photographs.
The true names are transmitted separately by cryptography. The archives of a Resident should never include a
report on an agent. Besides the numbers, most of the agents receive sobriquets.
To complete my education, I was sent to the special laboratory of the Section CRO (Section of Counter-Revolution) the Foreign Section not having one of its own. There I learned how to steal the secrets of sealed packets
and the art of restoring seals. They gave me a supply of sympathetic ink along with the formula for making it.
Then (crowning mystery!) the special cipher of OGPU was revealed to me, and 5,000 dollars was given me as a
starter.
My initiation was complete. In May the entire mission including myself started from Moscow for Kabul.
*
So many individuals, so many individualities. To begin with, there were Stark, his wife and his private secretary, Boulanowa, who had the right to add to that title another of a more intimate style. Then came Edouard Ryks,
First Secretary of Embassy; Rink, the military attaché; Marhoff, chief of bureau of the press; Frietgut, cryptographer; Daniloff, treasurer, and his wife; and last, your humble servant.
Besides, we had with us two couriers in charge of the diplomatic valise, which contained a million gold rubles.
We took along this money pursuant to a treaty concluded with Afghanistan in 1919, which stipulated annual payment by Moscow to that country of a million gold rubles. Now in 1924 we were making the first payment under
that stipulation.
We stopped at Tashkent, where important business awaited us. Stark had to settle a frontier question. The military attaché was to establish liaison with the chief of espionage of Turkestan. Going to see Bielsky, I received
from him a number of commissions. The matter of liaison between between Afghanistan and Tashkent promised
to be difficult. Moscow had authorized me to do the little jobs wished on me by the Tashkent OGPU, but with the
understanding that Bielsky’s agents were to stay within the frontier of Turkestan.
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Well, all these items of business wound up, we resumed our journey. On June 24, 1924, after crossing that
famous river, the Amu Dana, we reached the Afghan frontier post of Patagisar.
5
We were received with the greatest honors at the frontier, where we were expected. The Amir Amanullah had
sent us twenty saddle horses and fifty sumpter-horses. A squadron of cavalry formed our escort.
We set out the same day for Mazar-i-Sherif, which we reached in twenty-four hours. There we were met by an
OGPU representative, the Soviet consul Doumpise, who, in his Chekist capacity, was my subordinate. I ordered
him to make his report to me and the recital showed that his activity had been nil. Furthermore, I perceived that
the fellow was violently addicted to cocaine. So I ordered him to turn over to me at once the 50 pounds sterling
that had been consigned to him under the OGPU budget. Then I dismissed him.
I reported my action to Stark, who approved it and promised to replace that incapable. He was substituted a
month later by Postnikoff, previously consul at Maimana (Afghanistan).
The way to Kabul was long. We were a month en route, always by horseback, sleeping in dreadful inns. I had
plenty of leisure to study my colleagues.
I saw quickly that the typist Boulanowa was Stark’s mistress. Meeting her in Germany, Stark had fallen violently in love with her and he sent her to Reval, where he held the post of Minister of the U.S.S.R. Boulanowa
became his private secretary. It was easy for Stark to obtain from the chiefs of the Estonian Communist Party her
admission to that party as a regular member; thenceforth she was sacred in Moscow’s eyes. Stark’s wife consented to this division of his attentions. So our Minister travelled with his harem.
Marhoff, of Jewish origin, had come from England in 1919. Entered at the Institute of Oriental Langauges in
Moscow, he had made a special study of the Urdu or Hindustani language. That Institute and Foreign Affairs now
sent him to Kabul for a practical course. Marhoff was charged with reviewing the press, but he was also at Stark’s
disposition for duties connected with the activity of the Third International. Stark, you see, was, in addition to his
other duties, a secret delegate of Komintern (Executive Committee of the Third International.) Trillisser had
advised me to make friends with Marhoff, who during his Moscow studies secretly collaborated with OGPU; but I
decided to observe him a little first.
Ryks, our First Secretary, was formerly a Czarist Colonel. Without political convictions, Ryks had one little
system: namely, to be agreeable to Stark and his women. This vastly gratified our Minister and Ryks was therefore high in his good graces.
The military attaché was named Rink. Formerly a captain in the imperial army and esteemed a great military
specialist, he was wonderfully concerned for his dignity.
Frietgut, our cipher expert, was Stark’s special spy, but he was so unlucky as to conceive a passion for the
Boulanowa and one day he betrayed his sentiments so emphatically that Stark at once shipped him back to Moscow in spite of his efficiency and importance.
Our arrival at Kabul, toward the end of July, coincided with the opening of the great Afghan national assembly, called “Djirga”. Obviously a true detailed report of the debates of the Djirga should give us a pretty exact
reflection of the state of things in the country.
I got to work at once. We had scarcely any Afghan agents and Marhoff’s aid was a precious thing. As a collaborator of Komintern, he was able to establish relations with the local Communists. In particular, he tied up with
Radja Protapp, who gave him very exact reports on the proceedings of the Djirga.
Radja Protapp was a very curious type. An Afghan birth but a British subject, he called himself “the servant of
Humanity,” and he was highly esteemed by Amanullah. He lived at the German Legation, because he avowed
himself Germanophile. During the Great War he had actively aided the Niedermeyer mission which, embracing a
group of German officers, aimed to bring about a rising of the Afghans against the English. In 1919, when the
Bolshevists and the Indian revolutionaries thought the time ripe for open revolt, a group was formed at Kabul,
which was to take over the government of India, and Protapp was named President.
In the autumn of 1924 the Amir Amanullah sent him by way of Russia to Europe and America to propagate the
idea of a Pan-Asiatic Union which should be headed by Amanullah as Khalif of the Moslems. The idea promised
to be pleasantly received in the U.S.S.R. Was not Radja Protapp the friend of the Soviet Minister at Kabul and the
declared enemy of the English?
But there was a hitch somehow. He was arrested by the Chekists and searched and it required the most energetic intervention by the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs to procure his release and permission to leave Russia. In
his European Note Books Protapp has told about his Russian experiences.
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However, Protapp seemed to cherish no rancor against the U.S.S.R., and in China and Japan he tried on several
occasions to enter into relations with our representatives. Nevertheless, OGPU continued to watch him, suspecting
him of understandings with the English and the Japanese.
Five days after my arrival, I took over the affairs of OGPU from Walter. I learned that he had only two agents
in his employ, or, rather, so-called agents; he had no archives, and his chest was empty. He claimed to have spent
for proper purposes all the money remitted to him.
Rink, the military attaché, told me that the affairs of the service of espionage, of which Walter had likewise
been in charge, were in the same disorder. The central authority had, some time back, sent Walter a diamond of 12
carats which he was to sell at a proper price for his official necessities. Walter swore that he had spent the money
received from the sale of the gem for official purposes, but there was nothing to show for it.
One of his two agents told me later that Walter had given the diamond to his wife.
6
Knowing nothing about the country or the people, I had decided to proceed with slow caution, reckoning that a
single false step might be fatal. Developments, however, constrained me to abandon so wise a resolution.
A short time after the Djirga ended its session, the affair known as “the Khost revolt” began. My sole agent on
whom I could count for that business having been eliminated, I had recourse once more to Marhoff, who was
Stark’s assistant with respect to the affairs of the Third International.
But the Khost revolt was tame enough compared with the domestic broils that now gathered head. Stark had
fallen completely under the sway of his two women, who at will made rain and fair weather. Fond of distraction
and of flirting, tendencies which the climate favored, they lived only to be amused. Oh! not that I would intimate
any soil to his Excellency’s honor.
Marhoff had been high in favor with the two, until his attentions began to slacken. The latter was due to me,
for I had gained an ascendency over him and used it to persuade him to devote himself entirely to our work.
Deeply wounded in their amour pro pre, the sirens now began to exhibit a lively hate both for the “skulker,”
namely Marhoff, and for the “low fellow,” meaning me.
Stark was deeply engaged in their interest. The attack was insidious, terrible. The Ambassador threw in all his
forces, his reserves, his camp-followers, sparing neither age nor sex. He had us dogged by spies and pestered by a
thousand modes of petty persecution.
Nor did he stop at that. He required that, before despatching my cipher messages to Moscow, I furnish him
copies thereof in regular script with the evident intention of combating my activity and even confounding it. Be it
understood that what he did was categorically forbidden by an OGPU circular.
I found myself cruelly embarrassed. My position was not solidified; Moscow scarcely knew me as yet. I
decided to avoid a definite clash while waiting for a break.
“Some fine day,” thought I, “I shall catch you napping.”
Stark looked over my despatches as set forth in regular writ of hand; or rather, he thought he did, for the documents he saw were expressly made for him and had nothing in common with the telegrams which I sent to Moscow.
At this time Rink, the military attaché, fell into disgrace. It was the sirens’ doing. The poor devil all too openly
exhibited the state of his heart. The only dependable ally now left to Stark was Ryks, Old Reliable.
Little by little Marhoff got under his control the entire organization of agents of the Third International, which
was now in close relations with the Sikhs. The latter had their men at Kabul. Moreover, they had set up a papermanufactory at Sar-i-Pul, and so a grand highway of communication with that interesting brotherhood of warriors
was opened up for our Embassy:
I am now going to tell of a happening sufficiently characteristic of the atmosphere of our Embassy.
*
Marhoff had from Ryks the plan of the Hindu stronghold of Rawalpindi. Before giving it to the Ambassador,
he showed it to me. I said that it had an interest for the Ministry of War, but was of no value to OGPU. He should
talk to Rink about it.
Marhoff took my advice. Rink was hugely interested and called on Daniloff to make a photograph. That done,
he took the plan to the Ambassador, who, in his turn, proposed to have a photograph made. So he sent for
Daniloff, who, whether maliciously, or not knowing what a row he was stirring up, said that he had already made
a photograph at the request of the military attaché. Upon that the fury of Stark knew no limit, and, when we
separated that day, our relations, to tell the truth, had become quite impossible.
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Among Marhoif’s agents I remarked an Indian Mussulman named de Tchitzala, a fanatic adherent of Nadir
Khan, who just then was residing in Paris. This Mussulman lived on a property of Nadir’s whither Marhoff would
go to see him. He had extensive relations among the independent tribes and it was through him that we came into
contact with two famous chiefs of those tribes. He also made us acquainted with other less important chiefs.
All of said chiefs became our agents. It was agreed that we should remit to them 500 pounds sterling in exchange for information about the doings of the tribesmen, among whom they pledged themselves to propagate
Communist ideas.
Marhoff had also in his service another Indian agent of importance, a great mixer in his colony and a bearer of
very exact information about his compatriots. It was an interesting circumstance that he was Persian teacher to
Herr Ibner, Director of the German-Afghan Commercial Association. Directly acting for the Third International,
all these agents no less supplied information to OGPU.
I am going to tell of an encounter, not very important perhaps but amusing.
*
An Indian of high standing introduced to me an intimate friend of Nadir Khan. As the latter asked me to
procure for him a visa for Moscow, I inquired why he proposed to undertake so long a journey. He answered
coolly:
“I would like to learn how counterfeit money is made. It would be fine for us to have our own manufactory
thereof. We would then have a splendid supply of the ready for Communist propaganda.”
I lost no time in reporting this aspiration to Moscow.
*
Meantime, my network of agents was developing rapidly. A cousin of Abdul Medjid, who was in the police
force of the capital, cooperated zealously. Thanks to him I had turned over to me whatever information the police
had. He made me acquainted with a man named Moustofi, who was kept well-informed of doings among the
Moslems of India; indeed, he was commissioned by Amanullah himself to tie up with the principal Indian
Moslems, and he executed his commission well.
It was at his home that one evening I made the acquaintance of the Kabul chief of police. At the end of an
interview which prolonged itself into the small hours, we reached an agreement based on our common hatred of
the British. For a monthly stipend of 600 rupees, the chief of police engaged to arrest all English agents whom I
might designate. It goes without saying that I derived much advantage from this agreement; from that moment
every man suspected of espionage in favor of the English was imprisoned by my friend.
At Kabul, as I have already related, there were a good many Germans. They were the only Europeans with
whom we had much to do. Among them were some of Communist convictions whom we found it rather easy to
enroll in our organization. One of them, employed as interpreter for the Foreign Minister, became of the greatest
service to us; and the agronomist Burdé, who was working in the region of Mazar-i-Sherif and from time to time
dropped down to Kabul, was no less devoted to our interest.
Then there was an agronomist and engineer whose work lay in the country about Kandahar. These agronomists
wrote reports on the economic situation of the country. The interpreter had translations made at the Ministry and
brought them to me. Another engineer was also serviceable.
The British legation found its quarters too restricted, and the Minister made plans for a new habitation and
engaged a Russian White named Semikhine to build it. This man longed to go back to Russia, so I promised to
procure amnesty for him if he would engage to turn over to me all the information he could obtain. Through him I
acquired the services of several Indians.
We were thus kept informed of everything that took place within the Embassy. These good fellows were sent
by me into their own country with the mission of starting a brisk propaganda for us. They forwarded me their
information through Semikhine.
*
At the beginning of 1925 Stark received a visit from a very important messenger, no less than a son of the old
Sheik ul Islam, who, speaking for his father, asked for an interview. Stark turned the business over to me, and that
evening I presented myself at the Sheik’s residence. The venerable old man, assisted by his son, received me very
amiably. He launched into a long monologue, retracing events since 1916. It was a highly colored recital which
interested me tremendously and revealed to me a multitude of things of which I had been ignorant.
He told me in detail about the rising in Waziristan against the English in 1919 and about his meeting with
Djemal Pasha, the former Turkish Minister. The latter had come to Kabul with a precise object; namely, to provoke an insurrection of the independent tribesmen against the English. He engaged to procure the supply of what
was needed in money and arms. The Sheik promised his help to Djemal and in the sequel spent eighteen months
among the tribesmen, never ceasing to spend himself in whetting them on to the fight.
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But the business came to nothing because of non-arrival of the promised arms. The Sheik now offered us his
help anew. He proposed to go back among the independent tribes and organize a partisan war. His friends should
destroy the English railroads, bridges, blockhouses and other constructions. He needed for the purpose 100,000
rubles, 5,000 rifles, and a hundred cartridges per rifle.
I promised the Sheik to refer the proposition to my superiors. Indeed, I reported without delay to Moscow. By
the first mail the OGPU replied accepting the proposition in general, but declining to furnish the rifles. Transport
thereof would be too dangerous a business; should it leak out, diplomatic complications with Britain and Afghanistan might follow.
We were then in the month of Ramadan. The Sheik was too old and feeble to last out so long a fast; he died.
I continued conversations with his sons. It was agreed that they should undertake surveillance of the region
from Jalalabad to Ghazni. They joined with them in this service a State official of Indian origin named Movievi
Mansour.
Movlevi Mansour was an old acquaintance of mine. I had met him under circumstances which could not be too
agreeably remembered by him. In 1923, being then a secretary of the Afghan Legation at Angora, he was on his
way to Kabul through territory of the U.S.S.R. One of my agents—I was then at Tashkent—informed me that
Movlevi had on his person letters from certain Afghans which he suspected to appertain to the English espionage.
Moreover, in his baggage were a number of items consisting of heavy chests, and he suspected that these contained arms.
When Movlevi left Tashkent, I ordered the chief of the Special Section of Kushk, a frontier town, to try to get
light on the contents of the letters and the chests. This fellow had no imagination or tact and proceeded at once to
arrest Movlevi and search his baggage. The Indian was in a blind fury, showed his diplomatic passport, even put
up physical resistance to the proceedings of my official, who, however, completed his job.
Well, the Indian sat down at Kushk; a sharp letter came to us from the Afghan Foreign Minister; and I myself
had to travel down to Kushk, where I patched things up as well as might be.
Movlevi did not carry over any rancor from the episode, and now, in the revolution of things, he became an
excellent agent in our service. Installed as a teacher at Jalalabad, he kept watch on the country there about and was
especially active among the Afridis and the populations of the Indian North West Frontier Province.
The elder son of the Sheik busied himself among the tribes in the Ghazni region and made a special study of
the technique of attack on English transport. The other son stayed on at Kabul, unable to tear himself away from
the holy men, his father’s friends. He was, to be sure, zealous enough in our interest, but rather zealous than useful. For example, he proposed, for the consideration of 2,000 rupees, to reveal the cipher of the Afghan Minister
of Foreign Affairs, but Moscow let us know that his zeal was superfluous, the cipher having been known at Mos cow for a long time. …
1920
2.140 The Manuscript\fn{by Nurmurad Sarykhanov (1906-1944)} Geok-Tepe, Ahal Province, Turkmenistan (M) 5
I was collecting ancient manuscripts for the Institute of Literature of the Turkmeman Academy of Sciences.
My assignment led me to a cattle-raising aul that nestled in a small hollow deep in the heart of the Kara Kum
Desert.
As was only natural, the inhabitants were curious to know where I was from and why I was there. I told them
about my assignment. The collective-farm chairman with whom I was staying told me his neighbor Velmurat-aga
had just what I was looking for.
“It’s very rare!” he said. “Velmurat-aga treasures it above all his other possessions. He’s often said that a book
like that should be kept in a golden chest.”
I set off in search of the owner. Velmurat-aga was at home. He was an elderly man with a beautiful beard
fanned out over his chest.
He looked at me keenly. It was the look of a steppe hunter, but he was quite friendly.
“Come lad, sit down near the fire,” he said kindly and began asking me questions.
“Where are you from?”
I told him.
“Where were you born? Where is your tribe? What do you do?”
I told him briefly about myself and added that I was on an assignment from the Academy and that it was my
task to unearth ancient manuscripts.
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“Very good, very good,” the old man said as he stroked his long beard. Then he scrutinized me again. Finally,
he turned to his wife and said:
“Give me the book!”
The old woman went silently to a carpetbag hanging on the latticed wall of the tent and carefully brought out a
large book wrapped in an embroidered silk shawl. Solemnly, as a sacred relic, she handed it to her husband. The
old man peered at me again.
“If you’re really the specialist you say you are you’ll realize what a treasure this is.”
*
The heavy manuscript was bound in faded cotton which still bore the traces of crimson flowers. Each page had
about twenty lines of even ruby-red Arabic script. The text was quite legible for the scribe had obviously known
his job. Each character was a small gem. The book had clearly been copiously read. The edges of the pages were
dog-eared and dirty.
I leafed quickly through it, reading a few passages. It was the kind of manuscript that caused people of my
profession sleepless nights, days of traveling from one aul to another, of knocking in vain on thousands of doors.
I could have gone to hundreds of other auls and tents and never come upon a gem like the one I now held in
my hands.
The most important thing was to hide my excitement from the old man, but it soon became clear that he knew
the value of his prize. There was good reason for him to say:
“Every word in this book is worth a she-camel and her young.”
In order to test the old man, I read several passages aloud. After I had read the first few lines, he would pick it
up and go on from memory.
“Now do you see why this book should be kept in a golden chest, my boy?” And he recited one of the poems in
a sing-song voice. It was obviously one of his favorites.
“How do you like it?” he asked excitedly. “The more you read the more it enchants you.”
This was all very well, but how was I to gain possession of the book? The old man obviously would never sell
it, especially since his wife and most of his neighbors also cherished it.
I pretended I was not too interested and changed the subject. I asked the old man if the aul was really planning
to resettle on the Amu Darya and take up farming. He answered my question and continued praising the book. He
was proud of owning such a priceless treasure and certainly had no intention of parting with it.
I left, having decided to ask the collective-farm chairman for advice on how I might eventually obtain the
manuscript.
“What is the best approach?” I asked. “I have a feeling he’ll never even let me copy it.”
“If you want it so badly, you’ll have to find a way of getting it yourself. I can’t help you here.”
That evening I went back to see Velmurat-aga. Once again he welcomed me warmly.
“I was expecting you. Once they’ve seen my treasure, they all come back. You’re not the first and you won’t
be the last.”
He handed me the manuscript. “Go on, read it if you wish.”
I had to at least hint at what I was after. “Velmurat-aga!”
“Yes?”
“How long have you had this book?”
“For forty years.”
“Forty years?”
“Yes, son”
“So that’s why you know some of the verses by heart.”
“I know every word of this book by heart. I can recite everyone of the songs. Their wisdom is inscribed on my
heart.”
“How extraordinary!” I exclaimed. “That means you don’t really need the manuscript to recite the verses.”
The old man looked up at me sharply.
I felt embarrassed, but I tried to seem calm and I said:
“Ask whatever you like, but sell me the book!”
A change came over the old man. His eyes be came strangely large, he tensed and turned pale his wife started
at my words. Snatching the manuscript from my hands, the old man handed it to his wife.
“Put it back immediately!” Raising his eyes to mine again he spoke in a soft voice:
“My boy, haven’t my wife and I explained that we shall never let it out of our hands? Once more, as a guest, 1
tell you not to ask me for it. Even if I agreed, my wife would never let me give it to you. And if she did, the aul
would never give it up. During the worst famine, when there was not a crust of bread in the house, I never, never
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dreamed of selling the book. Besides, you don’t, know how it came into my possession.”
The old man fell silent. After a while he began to speak so softly, it was as though he were talking to himself.
“Shall I tell you how I got it? I’ve never told anyone before. Hardly a soul knows the story besides me and my
wife.”
“Please tell me, Velmurat-aga,” I exclaimed no longer attempting to conceal my curiosity. Velmurat-aga struck
his hand against the side of the tent, looked up and began his tale.
*
“I am sixty-five years old. I have had this book for forty years. The year I got it is known as the Cold Year.
“I was a shepherd then, as I always have been, and had no idea of what books were like. I’d only heard about
them. I had married and settled down in a tent of my own. Then I bought a she-camel. Since I was a family man in
my own rights now, I decided to go to Arkach to buy enough grain for the winter. I loaded my camel with wool,
burnt some wood to make charcoal and set off.
“I didn’t know anyone in Arkach, so I stayed over with the man who had bought my wool and charcoal. He
was a rich man. Towards evening the men of the aul began gathering in his house. One man stood out from the
rest. He was richly dressed and had a spade-shaped beard. His face was fat and red. The people addressed him as
Mullah.
“Then one of the guests addressed him, saying: ‘Honourable Mullah, would you be so kind as to read to us.’
“Someone handed him this book. But the Mullah refused, saying: ‘Ah, you thoughtless ones! This book was
written by a mad poet who sinned against the holy creed. It is full of vain thoughts and preaches spite and sin. I’ll
read you something else instead,’ and he pulled a manuscript from his robe.
“But the people would have none of it. Someone promised him a gift and he finally consented. He read until
midnight, then until dawn.
“And I listened like one in a trance. The book amazed me, I was beside myself, for a long time I could not
understand what was happening to me. Here was a man looking at sheets of paper and seemingly telling us the
story of his life, but as I strained to hear each word I suddenly realized he was telling my story!
“The words were so clear, so moving! I had never thought that books could be so powerful and speak so wisely
of life, making you look at things differently. I thought to myself then, as you did today, that there was probably
not enough money in the world to buy the book, for such things could hardly be for sale.
“My soul was on fire. I decided that if the book had a price and I could afford it I would buy it..
“The moment I saw my host next morning I said:
“‘How much is the book the Mullah read from last night?’ He laughed and said:
“‘There’s no definite price. A book isn’t like a woman’s shawl or a sack of charcoal. You can’t price it as easily
as that.’
“‘All the same, how much is it? Name your price.’
“He laughed again and exchanged looks with one of his guests who happened to be in the room. Then he said:
‘The price is a camel, a good camel.’
“Perhaps he was joking, but I took him at his word and was overjoyed. Without a moment’s hesitation I decided to give him my she-camel, the one which had brought me to Arkach.
“‘I have a very fine she-camel who is with young. Take her and give me the book.’
“‘All right. Leave me the camel, take the book and Allah be with you,’ said my host.
“I took a last look at my camel, tucked the book under my robe and headed for home. It took me three days to
walk home. My wife came running when she saw me, shouting:
“‘Where’s our camel? What have you done to her?’
“‘Wait!’ I said. ‘Be quiet. You should be happy. Our thoroughbred camel has borne wonderful fruit.’ Then I
showed her the book and said:
“‘Here, beneath this cloth cover, each word is worth more than a thoroughbred camel.’
“My wife looked at the book. She peeped inside, then put it to her forehead, then rubbed it against her face.
She thought it was a holy book. She just stood there, not knowing whether to laugh or to cry. I knew she kept
thinking of our camel, the hope and mainstay of our poor household.
“I told her how the mullah had read to us and how the people had listened, and how excited I had been. I retold
her some of what he had read, wise thoughts that had become engraved upon my memory. I saw tears in my
wife’s eyes.
“‘You might as well admit that you gave away the camel for nothing. It was all we had in the world.’
“At that moment I was sorry I had bought the book. But what could I do?
“I was advised to go to the wise man of the village. I told him about my book and asked him to find me
someone who could read it.
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“‘How did you come upon it?’ he asked in surprise.
“I told him I’d got it cheap. He smiled at me, shrugged and said:
“‘That wasn’t very smart of you. Even if someone gave it to you as a present, what good would that be?
Who’ll read it to you?’
“As the days slipped by, things went from bad to worse. My wife grumbled day and night. I went to someone
else for advice and visited other auls, but could not find anyone who could read. People usually said:
“‘You’re only a poor shepherd, what do you want such a thing for?’
“And I began to lose faith. One day I put my treasure on the bottom of my felt sack and packed anything that
came to hand on top of it.
“‘Let my eyes rest from seeing you, let my heart be spared this aggravation.’
“There it lay for a year, two years, seven years. And for seven years my wife lamented:
“‘Oh, my thoroughbred camel! And she was with young, too. She would have borne us three camels by now.
We’d be rich, we’d have no worries!’
“And then suddenly she started nagging me to find someone to read the book to us. One day as we sat drinking
tea she said:
“‘Only mullahs and ishans know how to read. Do you think we should send our son Muratjan to be taught by
such a wise man? He would learn to read and then he could read our book to us. What about Akchi- ishan? They
say he’s a very learned man. Let’s send our son to him. We’ll manage here without him. He should learn to read
and write in five years.’
“My wife’s words cheered me. I would agree to anything as long as I’d have my book read. And so I took my
boy to Akchi-ishan. He was only eight then.
“‘We’ve come from afar with a humble request,’ I said to Akchi-ishan. ‘Will you teach my son to read and
write? As long as he stays with you you are his sole master. Beat him if you have to but teach him to read and
write.’
“The ishan filled me with hope.
“‘You have done well to bring your son to me,’ he said. ‘He who has tasted of my salt will gain wisdom. You’ll
see how well your son turns out if I take over. Come back in four years and you won’t recognize him.’ I trusted
him and flew home on wings of joy.
“‘Don’t grieve, wife,’ I said. ‘In four years’ time you’ll know what’s in the book. Then you can tell me whether I made a mistake.’
“Some three years passed and I decided that Muratjan must have learned something in that time and so I set
out to see him. But what did I find?
“My son was kept busy working all day and every day. He hadn’t learned a thing and had nearly lost what reason he had through all that hard labor. He begged me not to leave him there, to take him home, for the ishan had
been working him to death and barely feeding him at all.
“‘He’s ignorant,’ my son said. ‘He doesn’t know how to read or write himself.’ I put my hand over his mouth,
for it was sinful to talk about an ishan like that. But Muratjan shouted:
“‘If you don’t take me home, Father, I’ll run away!’
“I didn’t know what to do. I was troubled and decided to see if what he said was true. I called on one of Akchiishan’s neighbors and explained the situation.
“‘Do you think the ishan will teach my son to read and write?’ I asked. And I learned that what my son had
said was the truth. Akchi-ishan could neither read nor write.
“Why then was he more powerful than many of the educated Mullahs? His power lay in his family’s might, for
they possessed a great secret. The whole aul spoke of his ancestors with terror. No one dared to speak ill of them.
That is what I learned.
“Once a miracle happened. A peasant stole a bundle of hay from one of Akchi-ishan’s ancestors—who was
also an ishan. When the man got home he could not get the bundle off his back. He called his son to help him, but
to no avail. The thief repented and took the hay back, intending to leave it where he had found it, but he could not!
All night he struggled up and down the village with the load on his back, wondering how to get rid of it. The only
thing to do was to go to the owner and confess. ‘Ishan-aga,’ he said, ‘I have committed a crime and have been
carrying my sin on my back all night. 1 confess and beg your forgiveness, good Ishan-aga. Take the hay off my
back.’ The Ishan forgave him and sent him back to where he had stolen the hay. There, at a word, from the ishan,
the burden fell from the thief’sback.
“This ancestor of Akchi-ishan’s was a magician. And so is Akchi-ishan. His power lies in salt. If he blows on
salt and says the magic words, childless couples have children and the ill recover from sickness.
“When I heard all this I wasted no time and took Muratjan home to be a shepherd. I had no need for him to
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know how to blow on salt.
“So the months and the years slipped by. In the spring we moved to new pastures, in the autumn we returned to
the valley. And all the while the book lay in my sack. Sometimes, when I felt depressed, 1 would take it out and
leaf through it. I would sit as the mullah had sat and touch every side of it, but that didn’t help: the book was
silent.
“My wife began nagging again, saying how rich we would have been if not for the book Why, we’d surely
have had a herd of thoroughbred camels.
“And then the light dawned, and Soviet Power\fn{ This story was taken from a book published in the Soviet Union in 1968.}
came to the auls. There were teachers now and they brought us books. A teacher came to our aul too. He gathered
all the children and the adults who wanted to learn how to read. I liked him the first time I saw him and told him
about my book. He asked me to bring it to him and kept it for a few days before returning it
“‘You did not make a mistake, Velmurat-aga,’ he said. ‘This is one of the most valuable Turkmenian
manuscripts there are. Send your son to school and I’ll teach him to read and write. I won’t make him gather firewood and carry water. I don’t need a slave. He will go to school the required number of years and then he’ll sit
down here and read this book to his mother and father.’
“I set out in search of the flocks Muratjap was tending, and when I found him I told him he was going to learn
to read and write.
“‘Then you’ll be able to read the treasured book to your father and mother.’ Muratjan listened to what I said
but refused to go home.
“‘I never want to see another mullah or ishan again. Soviet power has come to the towns and auls and Akchiishan’s wife will never be able to make me carry water for her again.’
“I explained that our new teacher was not a mullah, that the Soviet Government had sent him to our aul to
bring learning to the people.
“I finally convinced him. He helped his mother around the house and in the meantime he learned to read and
write. Today he’s the manager of a cattle-breeding farm in the neighboring district.
“When he learned to read well I got the book from the bottom of the sack and he read it through from the beginning to the end. Then I realized that books are not made in the heavens, and that people like us can understand
them, too. There were even songs in it we shepherds sing.
“But most of the poems are about good and evil, about truth and the courage with which people fight for their
happiness. I knew then that I had not understood most of its meaning when the mullah had read it. Now, as my
son read it to us by the family hearth, it blossomed forth in all its beauty. After that my wife and everyone else in
the village realized that Velmurat-aga had not been cheated when he had exchanged his camel for a book.
“So now you see, my boy, how much we had to endure because of this book. Who would dare ask me to give
up my treasure knowing what our family has been through? Here it is, read it to your heart’s content, but don’t
ever ask me for it again.
*
It was past midnight when my companion finished his story. I knew it was useless to press him further. He
would not have listened if I had told him that we would duplicate it in Ashkhabad so that every peasant in his
village could own a copy. Nor was there any use in telling him that I would return the manuscript in perfect condition in two or three months. It was impossible, because his very soul lay in this book, it had become part of his
life. And yet, I chose my moment and said:
“Velmurat-aga!”
“What is it, son?”
“Would you grant me a wish?"
“What would that be?”
“Sell me—”
He burst out laughing and stroked his beard with both hands. This time he didn’t even get angry, he did not
take my words seriously.
“No, it’s not for sale, my dear guest. There are some things in this world that cannot be bought at any price.”
“But someone sold it to you.”
“At a great loss to himself!” He laughed again. I wanted him to understand that I could not go away emptyhanded. We talked it over at length and in the end he took pity on me.
“My dear boy,” he said. “If you’ve become so attached to my book, sit down and copy it.”
I spent two weeks in Velmurat-aga’s tent, copying the priceless manuscript. He spent most of that time by my
side. At times he would dictate from memory, at others he simply watched me work.
“I’ve learned to read a bit, but I guess I’ll never learn to write now,” he often repeated as he watched me.
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The old woman served us green tea and cakes and sometimes brought us frothy, heady chal.
Thus, we became great friends.\fn{Below is a picture of the Azadi Mosque in Ashgabat, displaying solidarity with Turkey:H }

Russian 4.1 Excerpt from Vol’nye zametki, k rodoslovnoi Andreia Sakharova\fn{by Elena Bonner (1923-2011)}
Mary, Mary Province, Turkmenistan (F) 21\fn{Elena Bonner’s father was Georgy Alikhanov, one of the founders of the Soviet
Armenian Communist Party and a member of the Comintern; her mother, Ruth Bonner, was a Jewish Communist activist; but they were
both arrested in 1937, as part of Stalin’s Great Purge (he to be executed, she to be sent for eight years to a forced labor camp in Kazakhstan
followed by nine years of internal exile); as was her maternal uncle, Matvei Bonner and his wife (he to be executed, she to be internally
exiled). She began helping political prisoners and their families as early as the 1940s and began to be actively involved in the Soviet human
rights movement a few years later, her resolve strengthened by the Soviet-sponsored suppression of the Prague Spring movement in
Czechoslovakia in 1968, which convinced here that the Communist system could not be reformed from within. Her book Vol’nye zametki, k
rodoslovnoi Andreia Sakharova (“Freestyle Notes about Andrei Sakharov’s Genealogy”, as far as I know, not yet available in English),
memoirs about Andrei Sakharov (1921-1989) her second husband, the famous Russian nuclear physicist (himself an activist for human
rights) was published in Moscow 1996, four years after the collapse of the governing system which she spent the majority of her life in
conflict with. Her husband said that took years before he “understand how much substitution, deceit, and lack of correspondence with
reality there was” between the ideals of the Communist movement that overthrew the ancien régime of Tsarist Russia in 1917, and the
actual system that eventually became the Soviet state. “At first I thought, despite everything that I saw with my own eyes, that the Soviet
state was a breakthrough into the future, a kind of prototype for all countries.” He finally came to realize that the ruling elite of the
Communist Party had managed to impose a set of unwritten ideological rules on the society it governed, despite the written democratic
guarantees enshrined in the Soviet Constitution itself. “Our state,” he said publicly, “is similar to a cancer cell—with its messianism and
expansionism, its totalitarian suppression of dissent, the authoritarian structure of power, with a total absence of public control in the most
important decisions in domestic and foreign policy, a closed society that does not inform its citizens of anything substantial, closed to the
outside world, without freedom of travel or the exchange of information.”
When he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1975, he was not allowed by the Soviet rulers to collect it. His wife collected it for him.
In 1988, the European Parliament established the Sakharov Prize, for people and organizations dedicated to human rights and freedoms. }
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294.17 Statement to the 61st Session of the United Nations General Assembly (New York, September 26,
2006)\fn{by Aksoltan Toreevna Ataeva (1943- )} Ashgabat, Capital Province, Turkmenistan (M) 2
Esteemed Mrs. President,
Esteemed Heads of the Delegations,
Ladies and Gentlemen.
Permit me to express my sincere gratitude for the honor to speak from this high podium and convey on behalf
of the Turkmenistan President Saparmurat Atayevich Niyazov the best wishes of peace, well-being and prosperity
to the peoples of all countries.
Permit me also to congratulate esteemed Mrs. President on her election to this lofty and responsible post and
wish her success in organizing fruitful work of the 61 st session of the UN General Assembly.
Neutral Turkmenistan which marks this year the fifteenth anniversary of its independence builds its relations in
the international arena proceeding from the principles of equal and mutually beneficial cooperation with all states
and international organizations.
Cooperation with the United Nations holds a special place in Turkmenistan’s international relations. Turkmenistan welcomes constructive interaction among members of the Community of Nations in elaborating new and
effective approaches aimed at preserving and maintaining security and stability in the world and implementing
strategic tasks of sustainable development of countries and peoples.
During the more than 10 years that have passed since the adoption by the UN General Assembly of the resolution on permanent neutrality of Turkmenistan on December 12, 1995 our state has demonstrated in practice the
fundamental nature of the principles of love for peace and humanism that have formed the basis of Turkmenistan’s policy since the day it acquired its independence.
I would like to avail this opportunity in order to express on behalf of Turkmenistan’s President our appreciation to UN Secretary General Koffee Annan for his support of Turkmenistan’s foreign policy.
Today it is with full merit that we can state that Turkmenistan as a state possessing the status of neutrality has
been unswervingly fulfilling its international obligations. By its deeds our country demonstrates its adherence to
peace, cooperation, non-accession to alliances and blocks of a military nature, non-interference in the internal
affairs of other states, respect for their sovereignty and right to their own path of development.
It is from the position of peace, humanism and mutual combination of interests that Turkmenistan approaches
issues of international cooperation placing top priority to the interaction with the United Nations and its structures
in strategic areas of partnership.
It is beyond any doubt that the United Nations has been and continues to be the largest and most prestigious
international organization that has been entrusted with the coordinating role in world affairs and on which
mankind pins its hopes for peaceful development.
Turkmenistan welcomes efforts by the United Nations, its General Assembly and the Security Council aimed at
achieving the goals of sustainable development as well as at implementing the tasks set by the 2005 Summit
which determined world community’s approaches to the most pressing problems concerning stability, humanitarian issues and strengthening and improving the work of the United Nations.
As a sign of tangible results of the collective search aimed at finding the most viable forms of the United
Nations functioning we perceive such concrete steps as the establishment of the Commission on Peace-building,
creation of the Human Rights Council as well as other constructive steps.
Improvement of the work of the Security Council is undoubtedly one of the most important elements in the
successful reform of the Organization. We are convinced that it is essential to carry out this work which is dictated
by the objective processes of international development, increasing interaction among the states and greater need
for combining regional and global problems.
United Nations is the most important international structure which needs utmost and omnilateral consideration
of all factors underlying the processes that happen in the world. Turkmenistan advocates strengthening of the role
of the United Nations and its major bodies in adopting the decisions concerning the most pressing problems of
today.
It is in this context that our country stands for the expansion of the Security Council membership on the basis
of mutual consent of the UN member states and for initiating a more effective and constructive dialogue between
the Security Council and the General Assembly. We believe that the reforms started at the United Nations will be
advanced further.
Turkmenistan also welcomes an expansion of the spectrum of states representation in UN structures and institutions while placing emphasis on priority importance of geographical distribution that corresponds to the basic
values of our Organization.
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Turkmenistan’s steadfast position lies in that it favors strengthening of the United Nations in the international
arena as the highest international forum for establishing a just and humane world order. Proceeding from its principled position, Turkmenistan advocates increasing the peace-building potential of the Organization in accordance
with the realities of global development. Therefore our country devotes great attention to maintaining most close
contacts with the offices of the UN special agencies whose importance is ever-growing.
Esteemed Mrs. President.
The triumph of the principle whereby each nation has the right to choose its own path of development and
acceptable form of state order is one of the main achievements of Turkmenistan’s independence. It is an essential
condition of stability, sustainable and progressive development in all the spheres of society.
Today independent and neutral Turkmenistan is confidently advancing along its chosen path. Every year our
country’s economic growth surpasses 20 percent with the volume of production per capita exceeding 8 thousand
U.S. dollars. Turkmenistan celebrates its 15 th anniversary as a state that guaranteed its own food independence, it
provides its population with free natural gas, electricity, water, salt and low rate, in fact, symbolical prices for
bread, utility and public transport services, gasoline and so on.
All this is a tangible result of the long-term programme of social and economic transformation carried out in
our country under the leadership of the Had of the Nation. Under this programme over 60 percent of the state
budget is allocated to the social sphere.
As a democratic state based on the rule of law Turkmenistan steadily implements the highest principles
allowing people to express their will. In this regard the Turkmen people possess a vast historical experience of
democratic traditions which are organically and progressively finding their way today into the social and political
life of our country and find their reflection in the steady realization of citizens constitutional rights and freedoms.
In this respect the year 2006 has become a year of great significance. In accordance with the decision of the
highest representative body of power—the People’s Council, our country held election of local self-government
organs on an open, democratic and competitive basis. As of now this practice is being implemented at other levels
of government. In this we see the basis of a consecutive and irreversible process of democratization, ever
increasing involvement of the citizens and public organizations in running the country. In Turkmenistan this
process is advancing in a natural way thereby instilling in the people the feeling that they are masters of their land,
that they are responsible for their destiny and the destiny of their country.
Esteemed Mrs. President.
From the point of view of preserving peace and security non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction is
one of the most acute problems of the global agenda of today. Our country fully supports efforts of the world
community in this sphere and participates in their implementation both at the national and international levels by
taking concrete practical steps in this direction.
It should be especially emphasized that in the end of October 2005 the People’s Council of Turkmenistan
adopted the Declaration in support of the initiatives of international organization against the spread of weapons of
mass destruction. Also on the 8th of this September Turkmenistan together with other states of the region signed
the Treaty on the Establishment of a Zone Free from Nuclear Weapons in Central Asia.
By those actions our country demonstrates in practice its firm commitment to the processes of disarmament
and non-proliferation. In this connection we pledge our readiness to implement the initiative of the President of
Turkmenistan which was supported by the UN Secretary General on establishment of a Regional Center of the
United Nations for preventive diplomacy in Central Asia. All the necessary conditions and appropriate
infrastructure are already available and have been prepared in the capital of our state—Ashgabat.
Turkmenistan has demonstrated its existing potential and possibilities through its active cooperation with the
United Nations in organizing major international forums and conferences which discuss most important problems
of global and regional nature.
Through practical multilateral dialogue we have become convinced that prevention of potential conflicts
require early warning of the emerging situations, a broad based analysis and elaboration of a preventive strategy.
Therefore Turkmenistan will continue to make its contribution to improving multilateral cooperation in this highly
important area in partnership with the United Nations and its structures by recognizing the great impor-tance of
the international experience of preventive diplomacy.
Esteemed Mrs. President.
Turkmenistan is a principled and determined participant in the struggle against the threat that is created by
terrorism. We regard terrorism in all its forms and manifestations as a phenomenon that must be placed outside the
framework of human civilization.
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We are convinced that today in order to combat terrorism we need cooperation of all states including such
important issues as cooperation in the search for and extradition of the organizers and participants of terrorist acts
as well as their collaborators.
Turkmenistan fully supports the efforts of the UN Secretary General in elaborating a global strategy in the
fight against terrorism and stands ready to provide practical assistance to the international community in its efforts
in this direction.
Esteemed Mrs. President.
The United Nations Organization is a unique reflection of the objective changes occurring in the world and it
has clearly demonstrated the will and desire of the states for cooperation under the conditions of stability. The
strategic direction of the reforms and the chosen path towards qualitative improvement of the work of the Community of Nations has become the decisive vector of those changes.
Turkmenistan views the reform of the United Nations as a roadmap towards further strengthening and
enhancement of its authority. We are convinced that the United Nations has always been and remains the most
universal international structure, the most important guarantor of global stability, security and development. Turkmenistan will continue to cooperate more closely with the United Nations in the future helping it to fully display
its enormous potential.
Thank you for your attention.
280.36 A Speech to the Mejlis (Ashgabat, January 7, 2014)\fn{by President Gurbanguly Mälikgulyýewiç Berdimuhamedow
(1957- )} Babarab, Geok Disrict, Ahal Province, Turkmenistan (M) 4½
Dear Members of Parliament!
Dear Members of the Cabinet of Ministers!
Dear Friends!
First of all, let me once again on behalf of the Government of Turkmenistan and myself to cordially congratulate the newly elected members and leaders of the Mejlis of Turkmenistan on the start of work of the Mejlis of
new convocation! I wish you good health, prosperity and success in your work.
I also wish to express heartfelt gratitude to the deputies of the Mejlis of Turkmenistan of the fourth convocation for their fruitful work. The Mejlis of Turkmenistan of previous convocation worked hard and in good faith for
the happy future of our people. They have made a great contribution to strengthening the national legislation and
done a great, socially important job.
I want to note that over the past five years the Mejlis of Turkmenistan has held 23 meetings, which adopted a
total of 466 documents, including 245 laws of Turkmenistan and 221 resolutions of the Mejlis of Turkmenistan.
Along with this, in the intervening period, much attention has been paid to aligning the national legislation
with international legal norms and standards, and this has made positive impact on the successful integration of
our country in the international legal space. Other than these documents, there have been adopted 32 resolutions
of the Mejlis on Turkmenistan’s ratification of international treaties and conventions or accession to them.
The laws that you passed are of paramount importance in terms of their focus on achieving the most important
goals—expansion of democratic principles in our society, protection of the rights and freedoms of man and citizen, creation of new, real conditions for their implementation. The legal acts adopted by the Mejlis have enabled
us to pursue an active foreign policy, develop the system of local government and local self-governance, shape
and improve the legal framework for establishment of political parties and public associations, support businesses
and solve many other pressing issues.
Guided by the tasks of reforming and improving the legal system of Turkmenistan, we have adopted the
Codes, covering the most important areas of our society and state. These laws include the Criminal Procedure
Code of Turkmenistan, the Criminal Executive, Air and Housing Codes, the Code of Administrative Offences, the
Sanitary and Family Codes, the Code on Social Protection of the Population and the Forest Code.
The laws passed by the Mejlis created a solid legal basis for the successful implementation of socio-economic,
political, spiritual and cultural development of Turkmenistan and enabled us to reach new frontiers of the comprehendsive progress of our society.
Dear Members of Parliament!
Dear Members of the Cabinet of Ministers!
Dear Friends!
It is with deep satisfaction that we can see people with great skills and extensive experience elected to the
national parliament. Most of the newly elected MPs are young MPs. The new composition of the Mejlis of Turk112

menistan boasts highly educated representatives of various professions. The average age of newly elected MPs is
about 45.
The number of women in the new parliament has increased. They represent 26.4 percent of the total number of
MPs. I am pleased to note that there are representatives of other nationalities among the deputies of the Mejlis of
Turkmenistan of the fifth convocation. Our beloved Motherland—independent neutral Turkmenistan—is a country where representatives of different nationalities work with enthusiasm and live as one big, friendly and happy
family!
Dear Members of Parliament!
We must never forget that it is an individual who is of supreme value in our society and state. Protection of the
rights and freedoms of man and citizen should remain, as before, the general line of law-making activity of the
new deputies of the Mejlis of Turkmenistan. It is also important to create fundamental material safeguards to ensure socio-economic development and achieving new heights of progress, as well as implementation and expansion of basic rights and freedoms of an individual. We have to address these tasks in new laws and ensure creative
approach in making such laws.
Our sovereign Fatherland is among the rapidly developing nations of the world. This success has been
achieved as a result of the economic strategy based on the accurate calculation, efficient use of available human
and natural resources and development of the national economy through diversification. The economic growth of
our country has been confirmed by the high macroeconomic indicators that have been fully recognized by the
competent international organizations. According to the forecasts of these international institutions, Turkmenistan’s economy is expected to continue to boost in the future.
We have adopted comprehensive programmes to develop our country in the coming decades and transform
Turkmenistan from the agrarian to industrial country. One of the primary tasks is to establish and develop new
industries, ensuring an innovative way of growth, as well as industries that provide international standards services, implement large-scale projects of national and global importance involving domestic and foreign investments.
In this regard, the deputies of the Mejlis of Turkmenistan of the new convocation should work on improving
the existing and adopting new laws, providing for innovative way of economic development, stimulating activities
of industries in transition to the market economy, providing the opportunity to use all the available capacity in this
area.
Increasing the share of private sector in the economy requires further improvement of laws governing the ownership and property relations. In addition, it is important to analyze conformity of the national legislation with
modern requirements in such important areas as private entrepreneurship, stimulation of investment activities, privatization, ensuring the effective functioning of the financial market, development of insurance services, improvement of exchange activities. In the time of transition to the market economy, the national legislation should
support increasing the volume of competitive products and services in the domestic market, promote the initiative
of our citizens and their entrepreneurial skills.
It is important to continue improving the legislation regulating science and education. Turkmenistan’s integration into the international economic relations and industrialization of the country challenge us to ensure that all
segments of the economy are staffed with highly qualified specialists. In this regard, the Law of Turkmenistan On
Education adopted by the Mejlis is of great importance, as this law enables people to receive education in accordance with their abilities.
In a short time, we need to develop legal documents related to organization of paid training of highly qualified
specialists both at the expense of employers such as public enterprises and commercial structures and citizens
wishing to pay for their education.
In this regard, members of parliament should develop regulations that will allow us to continue the reforms in
education, primarily in the field of higher education.
Continuing the law-making activities in the humanitarian field, it is important to pay special attention not only
to the legal regulation of educational activities but also to scientific work, scientific and technical policy of the
state, provision of Internet services, introduction and improvement of the electronic document management,
development and introduction of modern innovative projects. Besides, we need to develop and adopt legislative
acts to incentivize productive activities of scientific and practical nature.
Dear Members of Parliament!
Healthcare of the nation is one of the most important vectors of public policy.
MPs need to continue making laws regulating the activities of the health care system, including issues related
to quality and safety of food and drinking water, provision of health services, abandoning bad habits and promoting healthy lifestyles.
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Guided by modern requirements and international legal standards, it is important to pay continuous attention to
the legal regulation of various areas of work to ensure social protection of the population of our country. You
should also pay special attention to creation of favorable conditions for productive work, education, recreation
and movement of people with disabilities.
In the near future, it is necessary to develop and legally consolidate the procedure of land allocation for con struction of private houses. We should use new methods in residential construction for the full satisfaction of
needs of our people in houses. In particular, we should fully use the capacity of private entrepreneurs who can
build houses on request, using private finances of citizens.
It is also necessary to review issues related to preparation of legal acts defining the procedure of allocation of
land plots for construction of important industrial and social facilities at the expense of private entrepreneurs.
Our country has consistently pursued an “open doors” policy. We have established fruitful long-term cooperation with foreign firms and companies. The Mejlis of Turkmenistan should work on legislative acts in support of
continuation of mutually beneficial high level partnership. Drawing on the international experience, the parliamentarians should improve regulations guiding the legal framework of contractual relations and holding international tenders.
We have carried out large-scale reforms in the agricultural sector that enabled us to ensure abundance of food
in the country.
We are currently implementing effective measures for accelerated development of agriculture, efficient man agement of land and water resources, timely and high-quality implementation of all agricultural activities, development of public and private enterprises for production of food products. The ongoing work in this direction is
carried out in view of the need for proper use of the enormous potential of the agro-industrial complex.
Guided by these goals, the deputies of the Mejlis of Turkmenistan of new convocation should continue development of laws that would allow the effective application of legal mechanisms to improve work of agricul-tural
enterprises on the basis of prudent use of land and water resources, selection and breeding of livestock, manage ment of grazing land, veterinary business. Besides, I believe it would be expedient if you improve the Codes of
Turkmenistan on land and water.
Dear Members of Parliament!
Dear Members of the Cabinet of Ministers!
Dear Friends!
Our environment is our national heritage. The Turkmen state works systematically to promote ecological culture and appropriate legal awareness, environmental protection, efficient use of natural resources of our sacred
land.
The deputies of the Mejlis of Turkmenistan of the fifth convocation and the Government of our country face
the challenge of development and improvement of legal acts on protection of nature and the state commission for
environmental monitoring and reuse of waste.
Along with this, one of the most important tasks is development and adoption of new legal documents related
to the free use by the population of our country of water, natural gas and electricity.
Dear Friends!
Our goals provide for the further improvement of work of public authorities and administrative bodies, local
executive authorities, local representative and self-governance bodies. In this connection, we need to improve the
efficiency of work of these structures to ensure implementation of the decisions and resolutions of the Government and the Mejlis of Turkmenistan.
The socio-economic development of regions, meeting daily needs of the population depend largely on the effectiveness of these bodies.
Guided by these tasks, it is important to continue strengthening the legislative bases of work of provincial, district and municipal People’s Council and Gengeshes.\fn{Units of local self-government} Furthermore, we should carry
out work for the full and most efficient use of powers by these bodies, integrated development of regions under
their supervision, proper care of social and living conditions of the population and employment of people.
Dear Members of Parliament!
Our country is doing a great job in terms of reviving and preserving our cultural heritage and centuries-old cultural values of the people. The dominant part of the spiritual heritage created by the courageous Turkmen people
constitutes the values that form the treasury of human civilization. Based on the spiritual and cultural heritage, the
Turkmen state is taking productive steps to develop culture and promote the great works of literature and art not
only in our country but around the world.
Dear Members of Parliament!
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It is important to continue the valuable work in this direction. Along with the adoption of new legislation, we,
first of all, need to pay special attention to strengthening the material-technical base of the cultural sphere.
Taking into account the existing and new opportunities, it is important to analyze the existing legal acts in this
area and, based on the results of this analysis, make necessary changes and additions to the relevant laws.
MPs should look into effectiveness of cultural centers, clubs and libraries in their constituencies across the
county and submit proposals for comprehensive financial support for these institutions.
In the broadest sense, the newly elected deputies of the Mejlis should take active part in the further development of the sphere of culture, as one of the priorities of the state policy aimed at transforming and improving the
whole spiritual and cultural life of the Turkmen society.
I believe that the deputies of the Mejlis will continue work on improving the Family Code of Turkmenistan. As
you know, the family is the most important unit of society. The family carefully preserves and passes from generation to generation our ancestral national spiritual values, the best traditions, customs and family rituals. In this regard, we attach great importance to family values, serving as the basis of high ideological and moral qualities of
our youth. In short, it is the family that brings up children in the spirit of national pride, in the spirit of high reverence and respect of other peoples, as well as achievements of our state and society.
The Turkmen state implements necessary measures to further improve the material well-being and spiritual development of each family, creates conditions for bringing up genuine citizens of our country. In this context, state
efforts need legal support in this direction.
Dear Members of Parliament!
It is important to continue working on draft laws of Turkmenistan On Court Officers and On Investigation and
Search Operations. These laws will help create an effective legal mechanism for implementation of resolutions
and decisions related to investigation and administration of justice.
In addition, you need to continue work on improving the Law of Turkmenistan On Public Associations and
bring it into conformity with the requirements of today. This law should more clearly define the provisions associated with guaranteeing the rights of our citizens to create public associations, which are of great importance for
the functioning of civil society.
The deputies of the Mejlis of Turkmenistan of new convocation should make more significant contribution to
addressing issues related to the achievement of major goals of our country in the field of foreign policy. Continuation and expansion of friendly relations with the countries and peoples of the world, major international organizations and, first of all, close cooperation with the United Nations is one of the key areas of the foreign policy of
Turkmenistan. Guided by the Charter of the UN, international conventions, bilateral and multilateral agreements
and treaties, our country is firmly committed to its international obligations. Turkmenistan is expanding its rela tions with states from different continents, the well-known international and regional organizations. Our cooperation in this area is enriched by a qualitatively new content.
Dear Members of Parliament!
Taking advantage of the solid basis created by the deputies of the previous convocation, you need to work
more effectively for establishment and development of inter-parliamentary relations. Independent neutral Turkmenistan pursues foreign policy aimed at strengthening peace and achieving high goals of development and coop eration. I am convinced that you will take active part in the work that contributes to mutual understanding with
the states and peoples of the world, making it even more important.
Dear Members of Parliament!
Along with the work on improvement of the legislation, adoption of new laws, there is another urgent task,
which is to exercise more control over strict implementation of laws, because, unfortunately, the requirements,
regulations and provisions of certain legal instruments are not implemented in full.
In this connection, I want to draw your attention to the importance of the most effective use of the powers of
the Mejlis to exercise control over the implementation of laws based on the Constitution of Turkmenistan.
Based on this, I expect you, dear members of parliament, to come up with proposals for amendments and additions to the relevant laws.
Along with this, the committees of the Mejlis of Turkmenistan should strengthen analytical work. Based on
this analysis, together with ministries, line agencies, local authorities and public associations, guided by the ideals
of the modern era, it is necessary to develop practical methods of control over the implementation of laws and le gal acts. In accordance with the principles of the rule of law and civil society, we need to ensure a comprehendsive and effective control over strict and full compliance with the law.
This approach will allow us to achieve even higher pace of development of independent Turkmenistan, ensure
a flourishing, prosperous and happy life of the people and continue to successfully implement the rights and freedoms of man and citizen.
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Dear Members of Parliament!
Dear Members of the Cabinet of Ministers!
Dear Friends!
Time is rapidly changing our lives. The appearance of Turkmen towns and villages is changing every day, and
we are also changing. In this context, the laws guiding our society should not fall behind the times. On the contrary, they should run ahead of time to ensure accelerated development of the national economy and culture, and
proper resolution of social issues.
I believe that it would be appropriate if members of the national parliament of new convocation deeply analyze
the articles of the Basic Law—the Constitution of Turkmenistan.
As is well known, we adopted a political course in 2007 aimed at carrying out comprehensive reforms in our
country. In particular, in accordance with the tasks of transformation of life of the state and society, there arose the
need in adopting a new approach to improving the entire legal and judicial system.
This policy sets the task of improving the legislation, including constitutional laws, bring the legal acts in line
with the totally new requirements and realities of time, international legal norms and standards.
Proceeding from this, we, guided primarily by the strategic objectives of development of society and state in
the new millennium, should pay special attention to improvement of the provisions of the Constitution. When we
adopt a new version of the Constitution, it is important to develop and approve the objectives of legal reforms to
be undertaken on this basis at the modern stage of social development.
Dear Members of Parliament!
Dear Friends!
I am sure that the deputies of the Mejlis of new convocation will work selflessly and with inspiration to fulfill
the most important tasks facing our society and state, and achieve good results in their work.
Upon successful implementation of our tasks, we will approach the new, higher stages of development, having
carried out great deeds, and ensure a prosperous and happy life for our people!
Dear Members of Parliament!
Dear Members of the Cabinet of Ministers! Dear Friends!
I wish fruitful work to the Mejlis of Turkmenistan. And we, in turn, will create all conditions and opportunities
for your effective work.
As the President of Turkmenistan, I assure you that I will provide full support to ensuring teamwork of the
Mejlis and the Government of Turkmenistan.
Dear Members of Parliament!
Selflessly serving our Fatherland, let us strengthen the authority of the Turkmen state and the people! I am
confident that you will make a significant contribution to legislative support of the programmes being implementted in the country in the era of power and happiness. Serving our people is our main goal!
I wish you good health, family happiness, great success in work for prosperity of our sovereign Fatherland,
peaceful, prosperous and happy life of the Turkmen people!

The Turkmenistan Presidential Guard at attention, mid-2016
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The Kutlug Timur Turkmenbashynyn Ruhy Mosque in Ashgabat City, Turkmenistan

The Ertuğrul Gazi Mosque, Ashgabat City, Turkmenistan
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A new mosque at Anau, Ahal Region, Turkmenistan

The Saparmurat Haji Mosque, Geokdepe, Oasis of Ahal, Ahal Region, Turkmenistan
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The new mosque at Mary, Mary Region, Turkmenistan

The Mausoleum of Sultan Sanjar, Soltankala, Mary Region, Turkmenistan
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The Sa Mosque at Balkanabat, Balkan Region, Turkmenistan

One of the great buildings erected by Government in the Balkan Region, Turkmenistan
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The Astana-baba Mausoleum, Lebap Region: two views
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Beautiful mosques from the past in the Daşoguz Region, Turkmenistan

The Symbol of the Glory of Turkmenistan and of the Turkmen People, Asghabat, Turkmenistan
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Events marking the Declaration of Dashoguz, in the cultural capital of the Commonwealth of Independent
States in 2016 launched in Dashoguz
March 30, 2016
For the second time Turkmenistan as the country of the cultural capital of the Commonwealth of Independent
States has received an opportunity to attract attention of scientists and cultural and art workers from the CIS states
to its ancient history and rich national culture as well as showcase its modern achievements on the way of
progressive development.
The festive atmosphere reigned on the square in front of Dashoguz Ruhiyet Palace – the venue for the solemn
forum.
It offers a splendid view of the city centre. The green banner of the National Flag of Turkmenistan fluttered at
the high flagpole. The monument to the national epic hero Gyorogly is located nearby.
The oriental arches decorated with ornamental patterns typical for the region created an atmosphere of
plunging into the history. Such a ‘neighbourhood’ underlines the continuity of the glorious past and the wonderful
present of our Motherland, our national culture.

National music sounded and an atmosphere of exceptional creativity reigned everywhere. The flags of our
country and the CIS states fluttered in the wind.
The delegations of cultural workers and artists in bright national costumes, who arrived in Dashoguz to
participate in the festival of friendship, marched in a colourful parade.
Bread and salt were offered to the guests. The folk ethnographic groups from Dashoguz Velayat presented their
gift – the music and dance composition illustrating the succession of times and generations.
The heads and representatives of the Ministry of Culture, public organisations, cultural and art workers,
journalists, the elders and students gathered together in the conference hall of the Ruhiyet Palace.
The welcoming address of the President of Turkmenistan to the participants in the festive events was
presented.
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A number of international events involving well-known scientists, historians, museum experts, cultural
workers and artists from the states of the CIS and Turkmenistan will be held in our country this year. In his
welcoming address, the President of Turkmenistan noted that these actions would play a critical role in enriching,
preserving and promoting the cultural heritage of our people.
The floor was given to Chairman of the Executive Committee - CIS Executive Secretary Sergey Lebedev, who
expressed gratitude to President Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov for promoting constructive international
cooperation and consistent steps taken to expand humanitarian cooperation in the CIS and all over the world and
hosting major cultural forums in our country.
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Chairman of the Executive Committee - CIS Executive Secretary Sergey Lebedev presented the certificate on
the conferment of the status of the cultural capital of the Commonwealth of Independent States in 2016 to
Dashoguz to the head of municipal administration.
In his welcome address presented at the ceremony, Minister of Culture of Russia Vladimir Medinsky expressed
belief that the events, which would take place in Dashoguz throughout the year, would facilitate the
interpenetration of cultures and promote common human values.
Upon conclusion of the solemn ceremony, cultural and art workers from Turkmenistan and a number of the
CIS states performed a gala concert.
The idea of a dialogue of cultures, friendship between nations and their creative unity was conveyed during the
spectacular show that took place against the background depicting a magnificent oriental palace.
The concert programme included folk and modern melodies and songs, dances and theatrical performances
reflecting the unique customs and traditions of different peoples of the world passed down through the centuries
and preserved till our times.
Collected in the colourful bouquet, they became a wonderful gift for the spectators who heartily welcomed
talented artists in bright national costumes.
The finale of the concert was the performance of the Song of Friendship.
In the afternoon, the festive events continued at the Dashoguz Velayat History Museum.
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The opening of the exhibition that featured the works of fine, applied, decorative and photography arts took
place in the Museum.
Contemporary craftspeople showcased their handicrafts and works of decorative arts created in Turkmen yurts
installed in front of the museum building.
The spectacular musical and dance performances presented by the united dance ensembles ‘demonstrated’ the
stages of development of Turkmen musical art.
Foreign guests could see the collection of artefacts and rarities – the evidence of the rich history and culture of
the region kept in the Dashoguz Velayat History Museum.
The museum exposition devoted to the creative work of famous folk musicians, virtuoso artists, popularizers
of Turkmen music and classical poetry aroused keen interest among the guests.
The programme of the forum included the visit to the multifunctional shopping centre, where the original
colour of oriental bazaars is preserved.
The festive events in Dashoguz launched the large-scale cultural and educational programme that would be
taking place in the cultural capital of the CIS throughout the year.
The programme of the festive events includes conferences, meetings with cultural workers and writers, concerts
of cultural and art workers from the CIS states and other international events as well as theatrical performances,
film festivals, exhibitions of archaeological finds and art works.

The International science conference “Turkmenistan – the Country of Rich Intangible and Cultural Heritage”
will be held in May. Roundtable discussions and other events on the study of monuments in Kunya Urgench
inscribed on the UNESCO’s World Heritage List will be held in August.
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